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PREFACE.

The work summarised in this thesis was carried out in the Physics 

and Astronomy department of the University of Glasgow between October 

1983 and September 1986.

Multiphoton ionisation of molecules in gases has found a use in 

High Energy Physics, where laser induced ion tracks have been used to 

simulate particle tracks in large gas-filled Multi-Wire Proportional 

Chambers (MWPC’s). The simulated tracks are used to calibrate the 

MWPCVs. Laser calibration is to be incorporated into the ALEPH TPC (a 

type of gas filled MWPC) at CERN. Before laser calibration can be put 

to full use, some questions must be answered:

1) What type of laser would be best for laser calibration purposes?

2) Can the ionisation be controlled by adding low ionisation potential 

molecules to the counter gas, and what additive would be best for the 

job?

3) What are the impurities responsible for the background ionisation 

observed in many chambers when UV laser light is passed through them?

The experimental work described in this thesis was performed to find 

answers to these questions.

Chapter 1 contains a brief introduction to the theoretical aspects 

of multiphoton ionisation. Also, a brief historical review is given, 

with a summary of some general applications for multiphoton ionisation.

In Chapter 2, with particular reference to the ALEPH TPC, the 

author provides a review of much of the work carried out in laser 

calibration to date. Also described in Chapter 2 are the fundamental



differences between the production of ion tracks by high energy 

particles and by lasers. The type of laser track best suited for 

calibration purposes is also discussed.

The study of ionisation in proportional counter gas with various 

lasers was carried out prior to the author joining the RIS Group at 

Glasgow. The author’s interpretation of the results is given in Chapter

4. From the results of these experiments it was thought that the best 

type of laser for calibration of MWPC’s would be one with a short pulse 

duration (<10ns) in the near UV (~300nm).

Seeding low ionisation potential molecules into chamber gas, as a 

method for ionisation control, is described in Chapter 5. Some of the 

molecules have also been studied by other authors, whose results are 

discussed.

Background ionisation produced by near UV lasers has been observed 

in many chambers. The ionisation was thought to be caused by the

2-photon ionisation of molecular impurities with low ionisation 

potentials. Background resonant 2-photon ionisation (R2PI) spectra were 

produced for a typical chamber gas. Two background impurities, phenol 

and toluene, were identified by comparison of these spectra with UV 

absorption spectra. Another author reported the presence of a series 

of organic compounds in chamber gas. A table of these compounds is 

given at the end of Chapter 6. Experiments described in Chapter 6 also 

show that the impurities were outgassing from the walls of the chambers 

or from plastic flow lines used to carry the chamber gas. Also in 

Chapter 6 is a summary of the effect of the gas purification system 

(proposed for the ALEPH TPC) on the background ionisation. This work 

was carried out by Dr D.T. Stewart, S.L.T. Drysdale and A.P. Land. (They 

also carried out experiments on the effect of toluene on the 

purification system. This work is summarised in chapter 7).

Chapter 7 describes experiments where toluene and phenol are used



as seeding agents. Several other molecules with strong UV resonances 

around 266nm were also studied, as well as Acetaldehyde, a molecule with 

absorption resonances around 360nm.

Chapter 8 describes attempts to identify further impurities in 

chamber gas. Samples of impurities trapped from chamber gas were 

analysed by laser ionisation in a quadrupole mass spectrometer. The low 

sensitivity of the apparatus meant that no impurities could be detected. 

Laser induced fragmentation patterns were produced for phenol and 

toluene. The importance of these spectra is explained in Chapter 9* 

Gas analysis using the quadrupole mass spectrometer and the 

interpretation of the R2PI was carried out solely by the author.

Much of the experimental work involving proportional counters was 

carried out with the help of other members of the RIS Group at Glasgow.

The work carried out allowed answers to be found for the questions 

posed earlier:

1) The best type of lasers for laser calibration are short pulse 

duration (<10ns), with a diffraction limited laser beam and single mode 

output at wavelengths of between 200nm and 340nm (preferably closer to 

200nm). The laser should also have a long lifetime and good pulse to 

pulse reproducibility.

2) Two seeding agents gave promising results. TMA at lOOppm gave 10^
%ion pairs/cm for a laser fluence of IpJ/mm. Other authors have

indicated that at a concentration of lOOppm TMA increased the lifetime

of the counter by three fold. Unfortunately TMA has a very unpleasant

odour which even at ppb level is unbearable. Toluene on the other hand
2,did not have this problem. At 266nm and with a laser fluence of IpJ/mm,

/i.6ppm toluene gave ionisation of 10 ion pairs/cm. Long term effects of 

toluene are still to be studied but in the short term it has no effect



on the gain properties of proportional counters or on the purification

system proposed for the ALEPH TPC.

3) Two impurities, phenol and toluene, were positively identified. 

There are strong reasons to believe that further substituted benzene 

impurities are present in chamber gas.

These conclusions are discussed further in Chapter 9.

Also of interest at Glasgow is the development of a sensitive time 

of flight mass spectrometer for the analysis of trace elements in bulk 

samples. Resonant multiphoton ionisation is to be used as an element

selective ion source. A description of this work is also given in

Chapter 9* Preliminary studies on the resonant ionisation of elemental

caesium are described in appendix 3* Caesium is to be analysed by

resonant ionisation mass spectroscopy. The author spent some time

gathering and interpreting caesium multiphoton spectra.

There are four appendices, the first deals with population rate 

equations, the second gives a description of the ALEPH TPC, the third is 

on molecular UV absorption and a fourth is on the multiphoton ionisation 

of caesium.
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CHAPTER 1

SECTION 1-1: INTRODUCTION.

The Multi-Photon Ionisation (MPI) of atoms, or molecules, is a 

very recent field of research, made possible by the advent of high power 

lasers.

MPI processes will be defined as the simultaneous absorption of 

two or more photons of light by an atom or molecule (system). The total 

additive energy of the photons must be greater than the ionisation 

potential, E,p, of the system. For example figure 1-1 shows a schematic

diagram of a N-photon ionisation process with a monochromatic light

source; N>2 and Nhv>E(hv is the energy of a photon). When no 

resonances occur between the photons and intermediate states of the 

system, the ionisation is called a N-photon non-resonant MPI process. 

Figure 1-2 is a schematic for an N-photon resonant MPI process. N̂

(N̂ l ) photons excite the system into an intermediate real state and a 

further N^ (fÇ>1) photons subsequently ionise the system.

As early as 1931 Gopert-Mayer predicted theoretically the 

possibility of two-photon absorption. More than 30 years later MPI was 

actually observed, in the form of a spark, at the focal point of a Ruby

laser (Maker et al 1964). Since then, with the increase of laser

output powers and a greater selection of available wavelengths, 

research has expanded into diverse fields, for instance atomic and 

molecular spectroscopy, mass spectroscopy, isotope separation, laser 

induced fusion, gas breakdown studies and laser ablation. In fact, 

wherever high powered lasers interact with matter, MPI processes will 

occur, and indeed may even become the predominant mechanism at very high 

powers (Bunkin and Prokhurov 1964).

1



Figure: 1-1 Non-resonant N-photon ionisation.
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Ultra-sensitive detection techniques for counting small numbers of 

electrons and ions produced by MPI give an alternative method for the 

analysis of low concentrations of atoms or molecules in bulk samples.

In addition, MPI is fast becoming very important in the field of 

High Energy Physics (H.E.P.), where laser induced ion tracks are being 

used to simulate particle tracks in gas filled particle detectors.

There was a need for a greater understanding of the mechanisms 

involved in, and methods for control of, the ionisation in detector 

gases. These problems have been studied by the Laser Ionisation Group in 

the Department of Physics and Astronomy at the University of Glasgow. 

This thesis reports on some general theory and practice in MPI. 

Further, in connection with the ALEPH experiment at CERN, a review is 

given on calibration of gas filled particle detectors with laser induced 

ion tracks. Results for experiments on laser ionisation control and on 

the identification of the constituents responsible for the ionisation 

are given. Finally conclusions are drawn that have some import for MPI 

studies in general.



SECTION ± - Z : MPI-A HISTORICAL BACKGROUND.

The ability to produce multi-photon absorption is a fairly recent 

development. Not until the advent of high power (high flux) lasers 

could multi-photon absorption be demonstrated experimentally, although 

in 1931 Gopert-Mayer predicted the process theoretically.

In 1961 two-photon absorption in quartz was observed by Franken et 

al. The first MPI was detected by Maker et al in 1964 in the form of a 

spark at the focal point of a Ruby laser.

MPI of xenon atoms was reported by Voronov and Delone (1966), and

also by Agnosti et al in 1958.

Early MPI was restricted mainly to the non-resonant ionisation of 

noble gases by Ruby lasers but the development of tunable dye laser 

allowed expansion into the field of resonant MPI. Resonant MPI 

studies were reported by Bjorkholm and Liao (1974) on metal atoms, 

Collins et al (1973) on dimers such as Cs^ and Andreyev et al (1977) on 

polyatomic molecules such as formaldehyde.

MPI was first demonstrated as a spectroscopic tool in 1975

(Johnson et al (1975)) with work on the NO molecule and by Petty et al

(1975) on the I2 molecule. Detection of Cs^ ions, produced by MPI, in a 

mass spectrometer was first observed in I972 (Held et al (1972))

followed in 1976 with work by Grannemann et al on Cs%, Rb^ and RbCs; 

Heldman et al (1977) on Na% and BaCl and Herrman et al (1977) on 

metallic clusters, such as and Na^ . Mathur et al (1978) achieved 

the selective MPI of different isotopes of the Li2 molecule.

The first resonant MPI of polyatomics was demonstrated in 1977 by 

Andreyev et al with formaldehyde. Then in conjunction with mass analysis 

in supersonic cooled jets, the MPI spectra for several organic

polyatomic molecules were produced by Johnson (1976), Vaida et al

(1978), Parker et al (1976, 1978), Neiman et al (1978), Robin et al



(1978), Berg et al (1978) and Turner et al (1978).

Dissociation of molecules under intense laser light was 

demonstrated in experiments on the MPI of benzene and transbutadiene in 

a mass spectrometer (Zandee et al (1978) and Zandee and Bernstein (1979 

a,b)). Extensive fragmentation of the molecules was observed. C**" ions 

were detected which corresponded to the multi photon absorption of more 

than 9 photons! (28eV).

From 1980 onwards research into and the study of MPI in atoms and 

molecules has expanded rapidly. It would be pointless here to review all 

of this work. Instead a short review and discussion on the theory and 

modelling of MPI processes shall be given. Then some of the techniques 

used in MPI studies shall be listed with reference to some authors.



SECTION 1-3.: THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS IN MPI PROCESSES.

The application of time depend nt quantum theory to MPI has helped 

explain, at least qualitively, many of the experimental observations 

made to date. This section contains a brief description of perturbation 

theory taken to first order. The theory is used to model single photon 

absorption in atoms and molecules. The modelling of MPI processes by 

this method is very much more complicated, but the basic mathematical 

techniques are the same.

. A summary is given on effects predicted by perturbation theory, 

the primary difficulties in its use as a model for real systems and 

comparisons of some theory and practice.

PERTURBATION THEORY TAKEN TO FIRST ORDER.

Quantum mechanics uses the wave nature of particles in bound 

states to study the physical properties of a system as a whole. The 

wave function IK (t) for a particle in a bound state must satisfy the 

Time-dependent Shrodinger equation:

dt

A
Where H is the Hamiltonian of the system, and is an operator defining 

the energy of the particle.

Only in a very few simple systems can an exact solution for the 

wavefunctions be found, although many complicated problems are often 

'close* to the exactly solvable problems. Perturbation theory is used 

as a basis for building mathematical models for more complicated cases. 

It builds an approximate solution for the complex system by taking the 

exact solutions as a starting point.



The perturbation method always begins with a Hamiltonian for the 

problem which is given as the sum of two terms:

H  = Ho + V  2

Awhere the unperturbed Hamiltonian Ĥ  is the energy operator for the 

solvable case. V is a perturbation to the system and must be small
Arelative to Ĥ .̂

Time-dependent perturbation theory allows the study of changes in 

non stationary states with time. Solutions to these problems can lead 

to information on transitions between states in the presence of a 

radiative field.

Perturbation theory relies on only a small disturbance to the 

system. This enables approximations to the solutions by expanding the 

exact wavefunctions (eigenfunctions) in terms of a 'smallness* 

parameter, |i. Equation 1 is now written:

A A 3
H  = H(j + V

p is a dimensionless label used to keep track of the terms in the 

expanded series and can be put to 1 to give back equation 2.

For the completely general case. The unperturbed eigenfunctions 

satisfy the equation:

A

^are written in the form:



where the exponential term is the time-dependent factor usually 

associated with the stationary state functionsAlso:

where are the energy eigenvalues of the states ̂  . To obtain a 

solution IF'to equation 1, the expansion theorem is used. ^ i s  written 

in terms of the known unperturbed eigenfunctions ̂  which form the basis 

set for 1$̂ :

C^(t) are the time-dependent expansion coefficients taking into account 

the time-dependency of V. Equation 6 can be interpreted as a mixing of 

all the states in the system where lĈ (t)| is the probability of the 

system being in a state at a time t. Substituting 6 into 1 gives

2  C„(Ho +(LV) *  = Z  (C„^+ ih C J *  ?

The first terms on the right and left sides cancel since Hq E ^ ti*
Multiplying 7 on both sides by (the complex conjugate of %  ) and 

using:

0 ̂  m?yif * 0 m?yi
1 ’ ’ -  1 )

gives in ket/bra notation:



By the usual procedure in perturbation theory, is set as a power

series of p:

Substituting 9 into equation 8 and equating coefficients of p gives:

dCj®)/ dt =  0 10

ifi(dC|j(‘y  dt) = 2 c ^ C ’) <  Yg" IV 1 4"^" >  II

in ( dC„P)/ dt ) =  S  C j i )  <  IV I  >  I I

To solve equation 11 the initial conditions of the system are needed. 

Suppose that the system is initially in a state k, then

Ct<0) = l C<°) = 0 /3

Substituting 13 into 11 gives:

t = 0 is the point at which the perturbation to the system is ’switched 

on'.

The perturbation theory is 'now said to be calculated to first
(0 1order in p. For a 'first order' process the quantity |Ĉ | represents

the probability of a transition occuring to a state n from the state k

of the system in a time T.

A system perturbed by a sinusoidally varying field can be treated

by the Harmonic perturbation approximation given below:
V(r,t) = V(f) cos Éùt  ̂̂



(0Solving for gives:

c„(‘) = +
(Û^ + CÙ
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where:

Therefore when w = ï then the transitions shall become appreciable.
0) 2.Suppose V » then the transition probability |C^ | can then be

written:

|C.P)p = |<YJV(r)|4'^> p sin2l/2(<ü^-û))T
/?

Figure 1-3 shows the factor:

âfl? 1/2 ( ÛŜ  - U )T / ( - 6J P

plotted as a function of 0, At around W = ÜA.Îa resonance is observed. 

The FWHM of the peak is equal to 1/T. The probability of transitions 

occuring between states n and k are appreciable between W-1/2T and

W+1/2T. The equivalent energy range can be written AE T is

regarded as the duration of the pulse At, so:

AEAtHU

This is the energy-time uncertainty relation,



Figure: 1-3 Probability factor plotted against W.



ABSORPTION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION BY ATOMS.

The proper treatment of the absorption of electromagnetic

radiation by a system requires quantisation of the radiation field

(Heitler (1954); Louisell,(I973) and Sargent et al (1974)). Although 

good results can be obtained by regarding the field as a classical 

perturbation.

An electromagnetic wave, like a photon, has an oscillating

electric field. Generally the wavelength of the wave is much larger

than the size of the system being perturbed (typical values are 200nm 

and Inm respectively). Therefore to first approximation the change in 

the electic field across the system can be neglected. The system then 

'sees' an oscillating electric field, described by equation:

E = ̂  cosùK

Ec is approximately constant. The energy of interaction between the

field and a slow moving electron (when magnetic effects can be

neglected) is -e.E.r., where r is the position vector for the

electron. The interaction can be treated as a harmonic perturbation.

Putting V = -e.E.r into equation 24 gives the transition probability of 

a transition between states and ̂  :

3*(t%g-Cù)

The factor of 1/3 comes from an averaging over all orientations of the 

vector E corresponding to unpolarised radiation. From equation 19 it 

can be seen that a resonance will occur when the electric field has a 

frequency of , i.e. when the energy difference between the states 

and equals the energy of the photon.

10



The energy flux is given by:

I = 1/2 q,Ë^ zo

But because in most practical applications the wave consists of a range 

of frequencies, AW, much broader than the resonant peak depicted in 

figure 1-3 , the total transition probability must be obtained by summing 

over AW. The frequencies form a continuum, so the total energy flux is 

replaced by the energy flux per unit frequency interval, denoted by 

I(W), where I(W) is defined as the intensity of the radiation.

Putting these replacements into equation 19 leads to:

|C.“>P=2e2/£i«C î[l(üV,)|<'i’f|c|Ÿ > P  2,
A u  ( % - m y

To a good approximation the slowly varying functions in W can be 

replaced by their values at ŵĵ and removed from the integral. The 

transition probability then becomes

|C."'F = 2e^'2ejSC { f .= 1/2(4,-.X da

The integral is carried out by assuming Aw extends from -oo to oo. Its
(0 2.solution is then ITt/2. The transition rate, W = |C/̂ j/t can then be 

written as:

W=Jte2l(&vpl<’i',|r|'P^>P/3£^lSC Z3

In this approximation equation 23 also applies to the stimulated 

emission of light from a system.

The perturbation theory described so far gives the probability of 

a transition occuring between two bound states. In a photoionisation

11



process the transition is between bound states and a continuum of 

states above the ionisation potential of the system. The perturbation 

theory described before will be adapted to model the simplest case.

THE PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT.

The simplest photoionisation process is a transition between a

single bound state and the continuum states of a system. The transition

probability for this process is found by summing the transition

probabilities for all of the states in the continuum. Instead of
(/) 2.calculating just |Ĉ | the sum over all available states must be taken;

too
1 I '-n I "'"nk ÇUf.
-00

p ( W i s  the density of the states in the continuum (the number of
Ü) %states per unit frequency interval dŵ )̂. |Ĉ | is sharply peaked

around W^= W and generally p and ( |V| % )  are slowly varying

functions of W , therefore to a good approximation equation 24 can be 

simplified to;

_ { sm^ia{(ù.  -6 ù )t  1
<  P(ûj)/4fi2 I _____________ _ }

and so the transition rate is;

W = JI1 < 1 V I >  P p(û») / 2lP a.6

This is called Fermi's Golden Rule.

12



PERTURBATION THEORY IN MPI.

A description of perturbation theory taken to first order has been 

given. MPI cannot be modelled by first order perturbation theory; the 

theory must be extended to higher orders in ji. For instance two-photon 

ionisation processes can be modelled by solving equation 15 to find . 

This calculation was made for the general case by Lin et al (1984). An 

N order MPI process would require the solution of the perturbation 

theory taken to N th order in p.

The following section discusses some results of perturbation 

theory relating to MPI, and reviews comparisons made between theory and 

practice.

TRANSITION PROBABILITY 0£ AN N-PHOTON NON-RESONANT PROCESS.

One of the fundamental problems in the application of quantum 

mechanics to complex systems is that an exact knowledge of the 

wavefunctions describing the system can not be obtained. Exact 

functions can only be obtained for hydrogen like systems. More complex 

systems must be described by approximations to the true wavefunctions.

Theoretical work by Goldberger and Watson (1964); Messiah (1965) 

and Bebb and Gold (1966), showed that for N-photon non resonant 

processes the transition probability per unit time,W^^ , for a transition 

from an initial state g to a final state f (in the ionisation 

continuuum) is given by

o:is called the generalised cross-section for the ionisation process (in

13



XhJ u-l 1units of cm sec ). I is the average flux of photons in photons/cm/sec.

A three photon process has a cross-section given in ’Ultra

sensitive Laser Spectroscopy’ (Kliger D.S.(1983))*

0, œ  2. 2. ____ ____________________________ _____
‘ j (Ej-2hVL-E^)(^-hVK-E^)

iCand MC are the ground and final states, ^and 16̂  are the intermediate 

virtual states. Virtual states are formed due to perturbations in the 

sytem which ’mix’ all of the real states of the system together and can 

be represented by:

*P (w tu a l)  =  2

The C%represent the relative magnitudes of the contributions from each 

state. The values hv and r.e in equation 28 are the laser photon 

energy and the electic dipole term respectively. The factors in the 

denominator are weighting factors governed by the difference in energy 

between the real and virtual states.

Typical values for 1,2 and 3-photon ionisation cross-sections for
-/6 -22 -48 -ST’ A -ÿO z 2.atoms and molecules are 10- 10 cm, 10 - 10 cm sec and 10 cm sec (Chin

and Lambropoulos (1984)).

Conventional light sources have intensities of not much more than 
15 210 photons/cm/sec. At these intensities MPI is highly improbable. To 

produce significant ionisation for even two-photon ionisation the 

intensity must be of order ^10^^photons/cm^sec (Lambropoul Qs (1976)).

Often, when using pulsed lasers, the total energy of the pulse is 

quoted. The total energy of the pulse is given by:

E = ITx (2y 10-“ ) J 3iS
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E is in joules and T is the pulse duration. The total energy of the 

pulse in terms of photons/cm^ is called the fluence of the laser, the 

fluence is given by;

F = IT

In the time T (the duration of the pulse) the total number of ions 

produced is found from equation 27 to be:

'T
îon ” - %g^

for a square pulse. Therefore the total ionisation intensity is

proportional to the Nth power of fluence, in an N-photon non-resonant

process.

The expression for in equation 27 becomes invalid when 

resonances or near resonances between bound states occur. The 

perturbation must be adapted to include resonant shifts and line widths 

of the states.

EFFECTS 0£ RAPID FLUCTUATIONS IN LASER INTENSITY WITH TIME.

Measurements of the generalised cross-sections for an N-photon 

process in atoms have been attempted (Chin et al (1969); Held et al 

(1972a); Bakos et al (1970); Fox et al (1971); Evans and Thonemann

(1972) and Grannemann and van der Wiel (1975)). Ail were found to be 

greater than the values predicted by perturbation theory. The 

discrepancy was thought to be the oversimplification of using an average 

intensity for the calculation of the transition rate. In reality a

laser pulse is never homogeneous in time. The fluctuations must be

taken into account. For an N-photon non-resonant process the total

15



ionisation can be given by the following relation

I(r,t) is the intensity as a function of space and time. The integral 

is taken over the interaction volume V and the duration of the pulse T. 

For N=1 the intensity of the laser can be averaged but for N>1 the 

ionisation produced will be greater than the theory predicts when the 

average intensity of the pulse is used.

The function can often be split into two parts, a temporal 

dependence and a spatial dependence:

I(f,t) = I(r)xI(t)

Errors in the generalised cross-section can then be calculated under

different spatial and temporal conditions. For instance, in an N photon 

MPI process, a temporal dependence consisting of random gaussian 

fluctuations (like chaotic non-coherent light) gives a factor of N! 

greater ionisation than the value estimated by using the average 

intensity of the pulse.

High powered lasers often have many modes in their outputs and can 

be considered to approximate chaotic light. Some of the discrepancies

between theory and practice may then be attributed to this effect,

(strong spatial fluctuations will also lead to discrepancy).

Laser pulses cannot generally be considered completely chaotic or 

coherent but are somewhere in between. In these cases a model of the 

spatial and temporal structure of the pulse has to be made. An 

experiment by Krasinski (1974) demonstrated this effect. Using a 

continuous laser in single and multi-mode, considered coherent and 

chaotic repectively, it was found that in a 2-photon process the ratios

16



of the coherent to chaotic ionisation was somewhere between 1.86 and 

1.52. The expected value of 2 was not obtained because a laser can 

never be perfectly coherent or chaotic. A similar experiment by 

Lecompte et al (1974,1975) produced 11! times more ionisation between

multi-mode and single mode operation of a Nd:YAG laser. They were

looking at the 11-photon MPI of xenon.

Temporal effects have also been treated by Brody (1957)» Hundley

et al (1967) and Carusotto et al (1970).

RESONANT EFFECTS IN MPI.

Resonant effects are common in MPI, especially in large order 

(large N) MPI processes where transitions into the dense bound states 

just below the continuum are likely. Resonances in molecules are also 

quite likely due to dense regions of vibrational and rotational states 

in the electronic states. Calculations incorporating resonant effects 

were carried out by Goldberger and Watson (1964), Lambropo(/Lo s (1974) 

and Mower (1966). The calculations led to some interesting results. 

For example ac Stark effects are predicted, where changes in the laser 

intensity of near resonance light can pull or push the state into, or 

further from, resonance.

Stark effects are caused by the influence of the electrbmagnetic 

fields, in the laser beam, on the atomic levels of the system (Sobelman

(1979)).
Ac Stark effects in MPI were first observed by Abella (1962) using 

a ruby laser tuned to a 2-photon resonance in caesium. Dye lasers 

offering large continuous wavelength selectivity and low bandwidths 

greatly simplified this type of study. Further studies in resonant 

behaviour have been made by M.Lambropo;/lo.s et al (1973) and more 

recently ac Stark effects were studied by Otis and Johnson (1981).

17



RESONANT SATURATION EFFECTS.

In the absence of resonances or near resonances the expected 

ionisation rate behaviour is proportional to the Nth power of the laser 

intensity, in an N order MPI process. For low order MPI processes and 

fairly low laser powers this type of behaviour has been observed (Delone 

et al (1972), Held et al (1971,'72a,72b) and M.Lambropoulos et al 

(1973)).
The light intensities required to produce appreciable ionisation

in a non-resonant N-photon process would tend to saturate a similar, but

resonant, N-photon resonant MPI process. Saturation of MPI process is

characterised by a drop in the expected laser intensity dependence.

Figure 1-4 shows a typical resonant saturation effect. At relatively

low laser intensity, off resonance, the expected I dependence for

4-photon non resonant MPI is observed. A slight adjustment in the laser

wavelength brought it into three photon resonance with subsequent

ionisation by a fourth photon. Then, for considerably lower intensities
i-Sthan for the non-resonant case, an I dependence was observed.

IONISATION RATE DEPENDENCY ON LASER FLUX NEAR RESONANCE.

In a non-resonant N-photon MPI process the ionisation rate is
M Igenerally proportional to I . On resonance this can change to I (N 

<N). Near resonance the intensity dependence can be raised or lowered 

by ac Stark effects. Stark effects are intensity dependent and can 

raise or lower the energy levels of wavefunctions of a systems. As a 

result the resonance can be pulled closer to or further from the 

perturbing frequency.

A raising of the intensity dependence to Î  was demonstrated by 

Held et al (1973). They used a near 3-photon resonance in the 4-photon

18



Figure: 1-4 The ionisation dependence of four photon
ionisation of potassium.

a) On a 3-photon resonance to the 4f level (Delone et al (1972))

b) Non-resonant (Delone et al (1972)).
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ionisation of caesium.

ANGULAR MOMENTUM AND POLARISATION EFFECTS.

In the interaction of a photon with an electron, in addition to 

changing its energy, its angular momentum, L, or spin, S, will also 

change (Sakurai (1967)). A photon of light has an intrinsic angular 

momentum of 1 (in units of ^/ui ). By momentum

conservation, the angular momentum of an electron must change by 1 when 

it absorbs a photon. In an MPI process more than one photon is 

absorbed, the angular momentum will change by 1 with each successive 

photon. The sign of the change is dependent on the polarisation of the 

absorbed light.

A quantitative view of angular momentum changes in MPI processes 

is given by Sobelmann (1979). For linearly polarised light the 

selection rules for the absorption of a photon is given by AT =ti,o (J is 

the total angular momentum for a system) and A M = 0 (M labels the

orientations of orbitals in the system). For circularly polarised light 

ÛJ =±1,0 and AM = ±1, + for right and - for left circularly polarised 

light.

Using the hydrogen model, the allowed transition quantum states 

from an initial state 1/2) are:

S,/p/2)

Pv^3/2)

P//p/2)

S%(1/2)

D//j(5/2)

-► D,/i(3/2)

Sz/jd/P)

for linearly polarised light and:
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s,,̂(1/2)------- ► P./̂(3/2)  k D./̂ (5/2)

for circularly polarised light.

As a result of the different paths available to, and the 

differences in, the transition strengths of both MPI processes, the 

overall transition probabilities will be different.

Experiment has shown (Fox et al(1971) and Kogan et al (1971)) that 

for low order MPI processes in caesium, the transition rates for 

circularly polarised light are greater than for linearly polarised 

light. For higher order processes, linearly polarised light will 

generally yield much higher rates. This is borne out theoretically by

Lambropoulos (1972a,b), Gontier and Trahin (1973), Klarsfeld and Maquet 

(1972, 1974), Reiss (1972), Mizuno (1973), Jacobs (1973), Lambropoulas 

and Teague (1976) and Teague and Lambropolous (1975a,b).

The emergence of multi-photon absorption by lasers has been of 

great benefit to spectroscopists, who can now study previoi/±(̂

forbidden transitions in atoms and molecules. For example a Sŷ (1/2) to 

Si/̂ 1/2) transition, by absorption of a single photon is not allowed, 

but is 2-photon allowed (as long as the light is linearly polarised).

Appendix 4 summarises some results of the 2 and 3-photon

ionisation of caesium. (the work was carried out by the RIS group at 

Glasgow University and is detailed by Ledingham et al (to be 

published).

ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS IN ELECTRONS EMITTED %N MPI PROCESSES.

Studies of angular distributions of the electrons emitted in an 

MPI process have been carried out by Lambropoulos (1972b), Jacobs

(1973), Lambropou/.o;s and Berry (1973), Mizuno (1973), Arnous et al

(1973) and Gontier et al (1975a,b,c).
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Generally photoelectron angular distributions are dependent on the 

real bound and continuum state wavefunctions for a system. Study of 

photoelectron distributions leads to information on the orbital 

structure of a system (Leuchs and Walther (1984)). For instance 

photoelectron distributions, from excited intermediate states of atoms, 

have been studied by MPI.

A typical distribution, obtained by Duncanson et al (1975) is 

shown on figure 1-5. The results were obtained from the 2-photon 

resonant ionisation of Sodium via its 3P3/̂ state, using linearly 

polarised light.

More recently, angular distributions have been studied by Compton 

et al (1984a,b) and Geltman and Leuchs (1985).
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Figure: 1-5 Angular distribution of photo electrons for
the resonant 2-photon ionisation of sodium atoms.

Experimental angular distribution of photoelectrons in resonant 2-photon 
ionisation of sodium atoms via the gPi^intermediate state. The solid 
line is a fit to data and is indistinguishable from theory. (Duncanson 
et al (1975)).
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SECTION 1-1: ABSORPTION AND DECAY SCHEMES IN ATOMS AND MOLECULES.

In the previous section, the resonant and non-resonant MPI 

processes were modelled on the interaction of a monochromatic radiation 

field with a valence electron of the system. The inner core of orbitals 

were said to be left undisturbed. The main absorption and decay 

schemes available to the system were then taken to be stimulated 

absorption and emission, and spontaneous emission of photons. For some 

systems, like atoms, a model of this type is often sufficient to explain 

much of their behaviour. For more complicated systems like polyatomic 

molecules the model generally breaks down. A reason for this is that 

polyatomic molecules have many added degrees of freedom resulting in the 

availability of a range of absorption and decay routes. For instance

radiationless transitions between rotational and vibrational levels can 

greatly effect absorption and decay processes in molecules.

In this section alternative ionisation channels available to atoms 

and molecules shall be summarised. Absorption processes in molecules 

are conveniently depicted by energy level diagrams.

Perturbation techniques can yield reasonably good approximations 

to the energy levels of small molecules (Murrell (1963)). For larger 

molecules the perturbation treatment becomes too complicated. Instead 

an analogy is made between the energy levels of diatomic and

polyatomic molecules. Diatomic molecules have energy levels dependent 

on one coordinate, the interatomic distance. Diatomic energy levels can 

be represented by energy level diagrams very similar to the harmonic 

oscillator problem (Atkins (1978)) (see figure 1-6). The potential well 

represents the energy (an electronic level) of a state of the molecule. 

Vibrational and rotational energy levels are depicted by horizontal

lines in the potential well. At energies above E^, the vibrational and

rotational levels are no longer discrete and the internuclear distance
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Figure: 1-6 Potential energy diagram for diatomic molecules.
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can become infinite. This is equivalent to saying that the molecule has 

dissociated. is defined as the dissociation energy of the state.

The configuration and therefore the potential energy, of

polyatomic molecules, is a function of its many nuclear coordinates. In

schematic diagrams depicting the energy levels of polyatomics it is

assumed that the configuration of the state is described by only one

coordinate along the horizontal axis (in the same way as the diatomic

molecule). The electronic states of the molecules are often labelled

according to their electronic spin value, S representing a singlet state 

and T a triplet state.

In molecules a transition between states occurs much more rapidly 

than the rate at which they can change their internuclear configuration. 

This is called the Franck-Condon principle (Franck (1926) and Condon 

(1928)) and is used as a basis for the study of transitions in molecular 

systems. Figure 1-7 demonstrates the principle. A transition is

depicted by a vertical line from a lower vibrational level of Sq to 

excited vibrational levels of S,, which have the same configuration

coordinates.

AUTOIONISATION AND PREIONISATION.

With sufficiently high intensity lasers it is possible to excite 

more than one valence electron from its ground state. Equally it is 

possible to excite an electron from a state below the valence level of 

the system. Energetically this type of excited system can be in an 

overall bound state with an energy greater than the single ionisation 

potential energy of the system, (see figure 1-8a and 1-9a). If atomic 

and molecular states were totally discrete with no interactions between 

them then the system would eventually de-excite by spontaneous emission 

of two photons. But this is not the case. In many electron/nucleccA
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Figure: 1-9 Autoionisation.
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systems, perturbations to an electron occur through interactions with 

nearby electrons and by nuclear configurational changes (vibrations). 

The result of the perturbations is a mixing of the states of the system.

A mixing between the excited state and the continuum can lead to a 

radiationless transition between the states leaving the system ionised. 

Effectively the process involves an energy transfer between two 

electrons, without the absorption or emission of a photon, exciting one 

into the continuum and de-exciting the other to a lower state. A 

radiationless transition process of this type, that leads to ionisation, 

is called autoionisation. Figure 1-8b and 1-9b show two types of 

autoionisation process.

Autoionisation causes apparent resonant structure in the 

ionisation continuum (Lambropoutos and Zoller (1984), Jungen and Dill

(1980) and Tagaki and Nakamura (198I). Autoionisation also occurs in 

molecules. If an upper stable state of the molecule lies adjacent to an 

ionic state then a radiationless transition between them may occur. In 

molecules this process is called preionisation, it is depicted the 

energy level diagram in figure 1-10.

PREDISSOCIATION AND DISSOCIATION.

Predissociation of molecules in laser light is similar to 

autoionisation in atoms. It involves a radiationless transition between 

states. The molecule will predissociate if a transition occurs between 

a bound electronic state and a vibrational state above the dissociation 

energy of a nearby electronic state, or from a bound state to a nearby 

unstable electronic state. A schematic diagram of both predissociation 

mechanisms is given in figure 1-11. Predissociation has been studied by 

Steinfeld and Houston (1978) and Lin and Fujimura (1979).

Dissociation of a molecule occurs when the absorption of light
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Figure: 1-10 Preionisation.
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Figure: 1-11 Predissociation.
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excites it directly into a vibrational level above E^ of one of its 

electronic states. A dissociative transition can originate from any 

electronic bound state of the neutral molecule or from bound ionic 

states of the molecule (see figure 1-12).

Dissociation (photofragmentation) is generally studied by MPI in 

a mass spectrometer. A brief review of studies of this type is given in 
the next section.

COLLISIONAL DECAY.

Molecules in liquids or gases, at close to atmosperic pressure, 

undergo frequent collisions with surrounding molecules. During 

collisions molecules can transfer energy to neighbouring atoms or 

molecules. The energy is derived from, or given to, the molecule by 

radiationless transfer between its states. (It can also receive 

translational kinetic energy; this does not change the internal state of 

the molecule). For a molecule in an excited state a collision can 

result in a radiationless de-excitation into lower state. Collisional 

decay is shown schematically on figure 1-13 . Collisional processes may 

also lead to the further excitation of an already excited molecule. 

This is demonstrated in a paper by Rothberg et al (I98I), where atoms 

in excited states, just below their ionisation potential, were ionised 

by collisional excitation.

Figure 1-14 shows schematically many of excitation and decay 

processes in the 4-photon MPI of a molecule. The scheme is applicable 

to a completely general N-photon process. It includes stimulated 

absorption and emission, spontaneous emission, fluorescence, 

phosphorescence, dissociation, predissociation and collisional decay.
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Figure: 1-12 Dissociation.
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Figure: 1-14 Molecular absorption and decay processes,
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COLLISIONAL BROADENING.

Now supposing an isolated excited molecule has a natural excited 

lifetime 't before spontaneous decay occurs. By the Heisenberg

uncertainty principle the energy of the state cannot be measured to 

better than

A E =  fi/T

A typical value f o r i s  lo'̂ secs, giving a value of lo’̂ J for &E. 

Collisional decay of molecules leads to a shortening of the states 

natural lifetime leading to a greater uncertainty in its energy. This 

effect is called collision broadening.

For a gas medium at STP the collision rate is typically of the 

order 2x10̂ secsl' In each collision the state of the molecule is changed 

so the lifetime of the excited state is reduced to 5x10 ** secs. 

Corresponding to an uncertainty of AE =2x10 ̂  in the energy of the 

state. In gases collision broadening is generally of the same order of 

magnitude as processes like Doppler shifting and laser induced line 

broadening. For molecules in liquids it can become the dominant line 

broadening effect

LASER INDUCED LINE-BROADENING.

Line broadening effects stem from the need to use high power 

lasers for MPI. Laser broadening is caused by three effects:

1) Saturation effects due to strong laser focussing, increasing as a 

result the levels of background ionisation.
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2) Power broadening effects: At sufficiently high laser powers a

system that has been excited into an intermediate resonant level may

very rapidly be further excited. The natural lifetime of the state is 

effectively shortened and, as for collision broadening, the energy of 

the intermediate state becomes less well defined.

3) Stark effects: The stark effect pulls states into resonance.

Effectively this will constitute a broadening of the state.
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SECTION 1-5.: ÜEI SPECTROSCOPY.

MPI with wavelength tunable lasers has given greater scope to the 

field of analytical spectroscopy. For example, many atomic and

molecular transitions are found in the deep UV. Monochromatic sources 

with outputs in this region are rare, but the same transitions can be 

spanned by multi-photon absorption of light at wavelengths easily 

obtained with lasers. Below are listed examples of spectroscopic 

techniques for which MPI is put to use, (MPI of some molecules is 

reviewed in a paper by Antonov et al (1984)).

SINGLE PHOTON FORBIDDEN STATES STUDIED WITH MPI.

Before the development of high powered tunable lasers, the study 

of the atomic and molecular energy levels by photon absorption was

limited to single photon processes. As a result only transitions with

an angular momentum change of AJ = 11 or 0 could be excited, but in a

N-photon absorption process AJ can take values up totN. Therefore 

transition into states forbidden by single photon absorption could then 

be studied (see for example appendix 4).

MULTI-LASER EXPERIMENTS.

A multi-laser experiment involves the use of different laser 

output wavelengths to excite a system through more than one resonant 

intermediate level. Figure 1-15 represents a two-colour MPI scheme. 

Two resonant intermediate states are sequentially excited before a third

photon ionises the system.
This method is very useful for the study of intermediate state
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Figure: 1-15 Multi-laser absorption through two intermediate 
states.
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lifetimes. For the scheme above the intermediate lifetime of the first 

state would be studied by varying the degree of delay between the first 

laser and the second. The population of the first intermediate state 

is then related to the ionisation yield. Work in this field has been 

carried out by Boesl et al (1980), Glownia et al (1980), Hopkins et al

(1981) and Antonov et al (I978).

By a similar delaying technique the kinetics of photochemical 

reactions have also been studied. (Baggott (1985))

DOPPLER FREE SPECTROSCOPY.

MPI offers an alternative to conventional forms of Poppler free 

analysis. Previous to MPI, Doppler free spectroscopy was generally 

carried out in molecular beams. This involved the cooling of samples by 

adiabatic expansion of a carrier gas doped with the sample to be 

analysed. Analysis was limited by the low densities of sample in 

molecular beams. Using MPI techniques, Doppler free spectroscopy can be 

carried out with samples at room temperature and pressure in any 

concentration.
Figure 1-16 gives a schematic representation of a MPI oppler free 

process. Figure 1-16a shows the effective Doppler broadening due to a 

system travelling at a velocity in the direction of the beam. The

shift in frequency is given by;

At) = ('Uj 4-t)2)v^/C 33

and are the frequencies of the absorbed photons. For two laser

pulses travelling in opposition, the oppler shift equation would be

written as:

A D  = (B,_Dj)v^/C 3^
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When then Doppler effects are eliminated. For an example of

Doppler free MPI refer to Sansonetti and Lorenzen (1984).

RESONANT 2-PHOTON IONISATION.

The simplest MPI process involves the absorption of a single 

photon of light into a resonant intermediate state, with subsequent 

ionisation by a second photon of the same wavelength. Experimentally, 

resonant two photon ionisation (R2PI) often proves more attractive than 

resonance enhanced MPI (REMPI). This is mainly because intensity

required to produce R2PI is considerably less than for REMPI, since 

REMPI, unlike R2PI, must undergo transitions through virtual states. 

Often strong focussing of the laser light is necessary to produce REMPI. 

Focussing produces a very small interaction volume, and so for low 

density samples very small ion counts may result. Also intensity 

variations and saturation effects in focussed beams can make 

quantitative analysis of atoms and molecules by REMPI very difficult. 

R2PI on the other hand often needs no focussing at all, allowing greater 

interaction volumes and well defined beam profiles for quantitative

analysis.
Many molecules have ionisation potentials of around lOeV, 

therefore UV lasers are generally required for molecular R2PI. A second 

requirement is that the intermediate state of the system has an energy 

of greater than half of its ionisation potential.

The first step in a R2PI process is precisely that of a single 

photon absorption process. R2PI along with an ion or electron detection 

system can prove a very much more sensitive alternative to absorption

and fluorescence techniques, especially if sample concentrations are

very low or fluorescence and absorption efficiencies are very poor. The 

reason for this is that ion/electron collection efficiencies can
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approach 100% but photon collection is only about 5% efficient.

Since the first step in the R2PI process is the same as a one 

photon absorption process, it would be resonable to suppose that R2PI 

spectra and one photon electronic absorption spectra would look similar. 

For this to be the case three conditions would have to be met.

1 ) Saturation of the first step must be avoided since this would 

tend to flatten out resonant structure.

2) The cross-section of the intermediate to continuum state 

transition should be wavelength independent over the region of interest.

3) The intermediate state should not decay faster to lower levels 

than the transition rate into the continuum.

Antonov et al (1977) produced an R2PI spectrum for nitrogen

dioxide. Resonances at visible wavelengths were first excited and 

subsequently ionised by the 7.7eV output of a hydrogen laser. The 

nitrogen dioxide ionisation potential was exceeded by 0.8eV in this 

scheme. Figure 1-17 shows the R2PI and electronic absorption spectra 

for nitrogen dioxide. At least to first order they resemble one

another. The same characteristic was observed for toluene (Murakami et 

al (1981)) and aniline (Brophy and Rettner (1979)).

Molecular systems are free to undergo vibrational and vibronic

transitions. Figure 1-18 shows three simple mechanisms for 2-photon

ionisation of molecules:

A. Is 2-photon ionisation through excited vibrational states of 

the molecule in its ground, Ŝ , electronic state.
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Figure: 1-17 2-photon ionisation of nitrogen dioxide.

Antonov et a l (1977).
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Figure: 1-18 2-photon ionisation of molecules.
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B. The first photon excites the molecule into excited vibrational 

states of the first intermediate electronic level. The molecule then 

relaxes to the ground vibrational state before subsequent ionisation by 

a second photon.

C. This is direct ionisation through an excited vibronic level.

D. This process involves a radiationless transition between the S

state and a neighbouring triplet, T, state.

— lO —Typical excited state lifetimes are 10 - 10 secs for

vibrational levels, and 10"^secs for electronic levels (Collisional 

processes may shorten these lifetimes). Ionisation by schemes B and D 

are much more likely than schemes A and C because the intermediate 

level is much longer lived than the vibrationally excited states.

Absorption coefficients for molecules are commonly given by the
Ê 2.the cross-section in cm is:

O. = 3.8110-»

The lifetimes of the states are given by:

t «(0.5-1.0)ïl0-' E 1m

Ê is the extinction coefficient at the maximum of the band considered. 

Typical values for molecular cross-sections are cT =5x10 cm."

In appendix 1, a population rate equation (PRE) model is used to 

describe a two photon ionisation process with monochromatic light. 

Boesl et al (1981), using a similar model, obtained ionisation cross- 

sectional data for benzene, thiophene, napthalene, toluene and aniline.
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MPI MASS SPECTROMETRY.

Mass spectrometers offer mass selectivity in a sample of ions 

produced by MPI and also they can detect very low ion yields. These 

properties have made them very attractive for the study of 

photofragmentation processes in molecules and for the analysis of 

samples by resonant or non resonant MPI combined with mass separation.

Most MPI mass spectrometry is carried out using time of flight 

systems (TOP). These allow complete mass spectra to be recorded on a 

pulse, to pulse basis, making data collection very efficient.

Other types of mass spectrometer are used, such as singly focussed 

magnetic and quadrupole mass spectrometers (Agnosti et al (1971), 

Zacharius et al (1981) and Reilly et al (1980)).

Mass spectrometers have been used to study multilaser experiments, 

fragmentation patterns in molecules, intensity effects, photoelectron 

spectroscopy and van der Waals effects in low temperature molecular 

beams. A review of work carried out with mass spectrometers has been 

given by Gobeli et al (1985), summarising experiments on molecular 

systems and metallic clusters in molecular beams.

ISOTOPIC MASS ANALYSIS

All atomic species in the periodic table can be resonantly ionised 

by multi-photon absorption of laser light. All, except helium and neon, 

can be ionised by one of five laser ionisation schemes proposed by Hurst 

et al (1979). Figure 1-19 shows the five MPI schemes.

SCHEME 1

This involves the absorption of two monochromatic photons through 

a resonant intermediate state.
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SCHEME 2

Scheme 2 is the resonant absorption of a frequency doubled photon 

with subsequent ionisation by a photon of the fundamental light.

SCHEME 3.

This is a two-laser scheme, involving resonant absorption between 

three levels with ionisation by the absorption of a further photon from 

one or other of the lasers.

■SCHEME ü

Scheme 4 is another three-photon scheme but this time using 

frequency doubled light to excite the first level.

SCHEME 5.

Scheme five has a two-photon absorption through a virtual 

intermediate state with subsequent ionisation by the absorption of a 

third photon.

Each atomic species in the periodic table has characteristic 

energy levels associated with their wavefunctions. Atoms can therefore 

be preferentially ionised by tuning the ionising lasers onto resonances 

specific to tk&m.

Resonant MPI of this type in conjunction with mass spectroscopy 

allows very sensitive measurement of isotope ratios in bulk solids 

containing many atomic species. Resonant MPI with mass spectrocopy 

(RIMS) is being developed as a sensitive analytical tool for 

quantitative determination of trace impurities in bulk material.
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SECTION 1-É.: CONCLUSIONS.

Resonant and non-resonant MPI processes in simple systems have 

been modelled successfully using perturbation theory. For many electron 

and polyatomic systems, perturbation theory becomes more qualitative 

since approximations to the wavefunctions of the systems have to be 

made. A fundamental result for all unsaturated N photon MPI processes, 

involving ionisation is that the ionisation rate is given by

TV,,

where oiis the generalised cross-section for ionisation process and 1 is 

the flux of the laser beam. The same flux dependence will also hold 

for a resonant N-photon MPI process as long as saturation and Stark 

effects are avoided.

All can be ionised by multi-photon processes with

any laser of sufficient intensity, although in chemical analysis, 

resonant MPI of atoms is generally more desirable since it offers 

atomic selectivity. Photoionisation of atoms is a common MPI scheme, 

but others are available, such as multiphoton autoionisation and 

excitation to a state just below the continuum followed by collisional 

excitation. Molecular systems, with their added degrees of freedom, 

have many excitation and decay channels available to them. Formation 

of a polyatomic molecular ion with high flux lasers is often 

accompanied with fragmentation of the molecule. The process of 

fragmentation in molecules is studied by MPI in mass spectrometers. 

Experimental work in Multiphoton absorption and ionisation was reviewed

by Baggott (1985).
MPI resonant spectroscopy has several properties that have made it 

attractive to spectroscopists:
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a) Ion and photoelectron detection techniques can be very 

efficient and therefore sample concentrations need not be very large.

b) Resonances in the far UV can be studied by multi-photon 

absorption between states.

c) Doppler free spectra can be produced for samples at room 

temperature by resonant absorption of two photons travelling in opposing 

directions.

d) Single photon forbidden transitions can be studied by multi 

photon absorption.

, Resonant two photon ionisation spectra are analogous to single 

photon spectra under certain conditions. R2PI's main advantage over 

absorption spectroscopy is its greater sensitivity.

A description of multi-photon ionisation of caesium is given in 

appendix 4, Chapter 4 gives a short description of a TOP mass 

spectrometer to be built at Glasgow, for the analysis of isotopic 

samples. MPI has found an application in high energy particle physics. 

Ion tracks produced by laser ionisation have been used for the 

calibration of gas filled multi-wire proportional counters. Chapter two 

gives a brief review of laser calibration work carried out in connection 

with the ALEPH experiment at CERN and a list of problems that were still 

to be solved before laser calibration could be put to full use.

A description of the ALEPH TPC (a type of gas filled multi-wire 

proportional chamber) is given in appendix 2.
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CHAPTER 2

APPLICATIONS TO HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS.

SECTION 2.-1: INTRODUCTION.

Laser induced ionisation of low ionisation potential molecules in 

gases has found practical uses in the simulation of particle tracks in 

large multiwire proportional counters (MWPC’s).

MWPC's were initially conceived between 1967-1968 (Charpak et al 

1968) for the study of elementary particle interactions in high energy 

physics (HEP). Their use has now spread into the field of applied 

physics, such as nuclear medicine and vacuum UV light detection in 

astronomy.

MWPC’s are often purpose built for a particular experiment. They 

may have fundamentally different geometries. Although the following 

chapter concentrates on the laser calibration of time projection 

chambers (a type of MWPC), laser calibration can be used for any type of 

MWPC.

Comprehensive studies of MWPC’s have been given by Sauli (1977) 

and Sadoulet (1980). In principle MWPC’s detect ion tracks produced by 

the interaction of high energy particles and light, with a neutral gas 

medium. Electrons from the ion tracks drift towards an array of 

proportional wires. The points of origin of electrons in an ion track 

may be determined by the time of arrival and the magnitudes of signals 

induced by the electrons on small metallic plates (called pads) placed 

close to proportional wires.

The drift velocities of electrons, through commonly used MWPC gas 

mixtures, are well documented (Sauli (1977)). The distance, z, 

travelled by the electron in a direction normal to the pads can be
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calculated from their drift velocity and time of arrival at the pads. 

For some MWPC’s z may be calculated from the time between the passage of 

a high energy particle of interest and the arrival, at the sense wires, 

of the first electron from the track. Alternatively z may be estimated 

from the position in time of the centroid of the induced signal on the 

pads. This method requires the use of fast analogue to digital

converters and data storage, where the induced signal on a pad is

recorded at fixed time intervals (see figure 2-1).

The X and y coordinates of the ion track (lying in the pad plane) 

are determined from the positions of the sense wires and pads, on which 

the signals are induced. Greater positional accuracy is obtained by the 

calculation of the centroid of signals induced on adjacent pads.

A short description of the ALEPH TPC is given in appendix 2,

showing the pad geometry and the orientation of the laser calibration 

tracks.

In section 2-2 the fundamental principles behind ion track 

production are discussed. Track production by high energy charged 

particles, high energy photons and lasers are all treated separately.

Calibration of the MWPC’s has always been a non-trivial task 

involving time consuming statistical analysis of many tracks produced 

by cosmic rays and charged particles. Calibration with ionisation 

tracks produced by ultra violet (UV) lasers has been shown to have 

several advantages over statistical methods. Laser tracks have good 

resolution over several metres, with none of the multi-scattering events 

sometimes observed with charged particles. The position of the track is 

very clearly defined in space and time with no curvature in a magnetic 

or electric field (imitating tracks produced by particles with infinite 

momentum). Electron drift velocity and angle can be calculated as 

functions of gas constituents, pressure and temperature. The effects of 

varying the electric and magnetic field strengths, the distance from the
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Figure: 2-1 Centroid determination of induced signals on pads. 

Histogram shows the time development of the signals on the pads.
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sense wires and the ionisation density along the track, can also be 

measured. Accurate corrections can be made for geometric effects, such 

as wire displacements due to gravitational and electrostatic forces and 

construction tolerances.

In addition, probably the most important benefit of using laser 

calibration is that the instabilities in the system, both electrical 

and mechanical, can be monitored on line during an experiment. One 

firing of the laser should produce significant data for the calibration 

of the MWPC, although it is relatively simple to fire the laser more 

than once and by statistical analysis calculate the position of the 

track to greater accuracy. Previous calibration methods involved 

lengthy statistical analysis of many events, making on line calibration 

almost impossible.

Space charge effects, diffusion of electrons and the speed of the 

MWPC electronics limits the resolution of the MWPC, that is the minimum 

distance for which two nearby tracks can be separated. Two track 

studies, with low density particle beams would need very long data 

acquisition times to build up sufficient data to be statistically 

significant. With high density particle beams, corrections to the 

calculation of their positions are required due to difficulties in 

localising the tracks, and from interference from unwanted tracks. The 

ease of directing laser tracks makes them particularly useful for two- 

track studies. Only one firing of the laser should be necessary to 

produce sufficent two-track separation data.

Variation of the laser intensity allows the study of pulse height 

effects, but as yet the control over the intensity of the ionisation is 

not sufficient to allow the calibration of the counter for dE/dX 

measurements.
It should be pointed out that the laser calibration is not a test 

of the capability of an MWPC to detect particles but of its capability
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in reconstructing the original position in the MWPC of a charge track. 

Improvements in MWPC*s are continually being made by, for instance, the 

incorporation of electronics capable of very fast analysis and data 

transfer. These improvements are very expensive, so it is very 

important to ensure a good understanding of the system at the prototype 

stage. Laser calibration is an ideal tool for this job.

A brief historical review relating to the calibration of time 

projection chambers (TPC's) is given in section 2-3.
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SECTION Z -Z : ION TRACKS PRODUCED BY PARTICLES AND LASERS.

The two processes of ionisation by particle track interactions 

and laser interactions, are fundamentally different, although in many 

respects the resulting tracks are very similar. Track formation by 

particles is summarised below.

The detection of high energy charged particles in MWPC's is based 

on the electromagnetic interaction between the particle and the atoms 

and molecules of the counter gas. The interactions take the form of
V

Coulomb, Brerasstrahlung, Cerenkov and transition radiations, although in 

gas filled MWPC’s only Coulomb interactions play a significant role.

ENERGY LOSS DUE TO ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERACTIONS.

Bethe and Bloch obtained an expression for the differential energy 

loss per unit length (dE/dX) for a particle, which is written as 

follows:

- p  } z-idx A  1*̂(1 - p̂ )
2  t/S ^  AiuLcic/Lr ^  ^

2 4 2, Uwhere k=2.lT.N.z.e/m.c. z is the particle charge, A is the atomic mass

number of the medium, p is the density of the medium, e is the charge on

an electron, |9 is the velocity of the particle (in units of the velocity

of light, c), m is the mass of an electron and I is the effective

ionisation potential of the medium. Ê ĵ represents the maximum energy

transferable to the system, in a single interaction, and is found from

two-body kine/Aaitcsto be:

E ^ = l m c 2 p 2 / ( i _ p 2 )  % - Z

Equation 2-| shows that the energy loss is related only to the incoming
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particle velocity, not to its mass. Figure 2-2 shows the energy loss 

for various charged particles. After an initial sharp drop the energy 

loss reaches a constant value at around p=0.97 c, and slowly increases 

again as p —  ̂1 (relativistic rise). The region of constant loss is 

defined as the minimum ionising region, which is a. common

situation in HEP.

The interaction often results in the ejection of an electron from 

the atom or molecule. These ejected electrons are called J-rays. They 

can assume any energy E up to Ê . The approximate expression for the 

probability of an electron receiving an energy E is (Sauli (1977));

P(E) = K2pX/Ap2E^ 2.-3

where X is the thickness of the detector. From this the expression for 

the number of electrons produced between an energy E^ and E^ is

calculated to be;

N(E)= i P(E)dE = W(l/Eo-l/^)« W/E;j

where

W  = KZpX/ P̂ A

Figure 2-3 shows the calculations for the number of cLeleotrons ejected

with energies ^ E^as a function of E^ up to the maximum E^ for 1 GeV/c

protons.
Consideration of the kin^attc^ of the interaction also leads to 

the result:

005^0= E/Ej^ 2-4

where 0 is the angle that é electrons are ejected from the direction of 

travel of the ionising particle. From this it is seen that J-rays with 

E/Ê <; 0.001 will be emitted perpendicular to the incident track. J-
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Figure: 2-2 Energy loss of charged particles.

lA a-wc
Energy loss per unit length^ from equation 1, for different particles. 
At energies above IGeV/c all particles lose about the same amount of 
energy (minimum ionising energy) (Sauli (1977)).
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Figure: 2-3 Ejection energies of 5-electrons.

Number of electrons ejected with energies > Eq , As 
calculated from equation 2-2. The average number of 
collisions are 29/cm. (Sauli (1977)).
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electrons produced by interactions with charged particles will travel, 

through the gas medium, a distance which is dependent on the cf-electrons 

starting energy. For energies up to a few hundred KeV the range , is 

to a good approximation;

(Kobetich and Katz 1968)

(where E is in MeV).

Figure 2-4 gives the range of 5-electrons in argon at standard 

temperature and pressure, as a function of energy. From these results 

it is seen that, for a IGeV proton, only 1 in 3x10^ cLelectrons ejected

have an energy of greater than 3KeV. cC-electrons around this energy

have a range of approximately lOOpn. They are ejected perpendicular to 

the track and produce a cluster of secondary electrons whose centre of 

gravity is displaced to the side of the track. This limits the accuracy

of the MWPC to somewhere between 20 and 30pm.

The absorption of a high energy particle therefore leaves a trail 

of (/-electrons, which in turn undergo interactions with the surrounding 

atoms and molecules. The ejection of secondary electrons from these

atoms and molecules can occur if the energy of the (/-electron is greater

than the ionisation potential of the medium. The total number of

electrons produced by the absorption of a particle can be written as:

jip = AE/Wj

where AE is the total energy loss of the particle in the gas volume

considered and W- is the effective average energy to produce one ion

pair. Production of a 5-electron and an ion is called a primary

ionisation of the gas and n^is the number of electrons produced in the 

primary ionisation. For example a minimum ionising particle in 70-30$

argon/methane produces a total of 124 ion pairs/cm although the number
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Figure: 2-4 Range of ^-electrons in argon.

Range R^of electrons in argon as a function of energy (Kobetich and Katz 
(1968)).
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of primary ion pairs produced per centimetre is only 34. Thus the 

average distance between primary ion pairs is about 300pm and each 

primary electron produces an average of if secondary electrons. 

Therefore tracks produced by charged particles do not form a continuous 

line of ion pairs but a series of clusters of differing size.

The spatial distibution of the ion pairs puts a limit on the time 

resolution of MWPC's. For a typical case where the electron drift 

velocity is 5cm/sec the FWHM of the time distribution of the ion track 

is about 5nsec.

ABSORPTION OF PHOTONS.

MWPC’s will detect photons ranging in energy from a few eV up to 

hundreds of KeV. Again, as for charged particles, it is the 

electomagnetic interaction of the photons with the atoms and molecules 

of the gas that forms the basis for their detection. Instead of 

producing an ion trail like charged particles, the photon is usually 

involved in only a single interaction. The type of interaction is 

dependent on the energy of the photon. For energies up to a few KeV the 

dominant process is photoelectric conversion. For energies of a few 

hundred KeV Compton scattering takes over, and for higher energies

electron-positron pair production is dominant. No more shall be said 

about the detection of photons in this respect, except that the 

absorption of x-ray photons from an Iron 55 source was used as the basis 

for the calibration of the proportional counters in the experiments 

described later. Photoelectric conversion of the 5.9KeV (̂f\ 55 x-rays

produces an electron with approximately the same energy. This can be

treated as a cf-electron which produces a total number of secondary

electrons given by;

= A E / W .
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where ÙE is the energy of the photon (= energy of the photoelectron) and 

n^ for Iron 55 is approximately 227ion pairs in 90-10% argon/methane 

gas, using w^=26eV for P10 gas (Melton et al (1954)).

TRACKS PRODUCED BY H E  MPI OF COUNTER GASES BY LASERS.

Electrons ejected from atoms and molecules in an MPI process

usually will have energies less than the energy of the photon in the
P̂ 9\

beam. Typical energies*‘are about 3 eV. Ejected electrons rapidly lose 

this energy to the medium through collisions, leaving them in thermal 

equilibrium with the medium. A consequence of this is that any prefered 

angular distribution of the electrons ejected from the atoms or 

molecules (through polarisation effects described in chapter 1-4) is 

rapidly eliminated by collisions. Also, unlike charged particles, laser 

ionisation does not produce high energy cLrays, so that clustering

effects are not expected.

For calibration purposes it would be preferable to have narrow 

laser induced ion tracks with constant ion densities of around 5x 

minimum ionising density (i.e. 500 ion pairs/cm).

Particle tracks are around 30pm wide. Laser tracks as narrow as 

this cannot be sustained for more than a few centimetres due to 

diffraction effects. Fortunately laser induced ion tracks a few

millimetres wide are adequate for laser calibration. Diffraction 

limited laser beams, of around 1mm in diameter, can be maintained over

many metres (Sadoulet (1981)). The divergence of a diffraction limited

laser beam is given by the equation:

r(x) = r(0) [ 1 + ( Ax

where r(0) is the radius of the beam waist, x is the distance travelled
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by the beam and X is its wavelength. From this it can be seen that the 

divergence of the laser beam increases with increasing wavelength.

An example of the effect that this may have on the ion density

distribution along a laser induced track, is given below. Assume that

two diffraction limited laser beams, with wavelengths of 250nm and 

lOOOnm respectively, are used to ionise molecules with an ionisation 

potential of 9eV. This would require 2 photons at 250nm and 8 photons 

at lOOOnm. From equation 1-27 the dependence of the ionisation on the 

fluence of the 250nm and lOOOnm laser beams would be F^ and F 

respectively.

Laser beams of 250nm and lOOOnm wavelength with radii both of

which have a radius at r(0) of 1mm would diverge over 10m to radii of

I.Smin and 3.3nm respectively. This would produce a drop in ionisation

density by factors of about 1.7 and 2x10 respectively.

ATTENUATION OF THE LASER LIGHT BY ABSORPTION IN THE GAS.

If the MPI process is resonant, the ionisation may also be

affected by attenuation of the beam due to absorption in the gas.

For instance, in a two photon ionisation process, the absorption 

of light per unit length is given by:

where cTis the single photon absorption cros5-5ed.LO/\  ̂ (with typical

values of around 5x10 cm^ for molecules (UV Atlas of Organic Molecules 

(1966))), N is the number of absorbing molecules per unit volume and x 

is the distance of travel through the medium. In MWPC’s the ionisation 

detected with lasers of around 300nm wavelength was thought to be

caused by the two photon ionisation of low concentrations of impurities 

in the gas. The concentration of the absorbing molecules was thought to
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be <1ppm. Using this value, the intensity of the beam after travelling 

10m would be reduced by 2%. In a non-saturation 2-photon process this 

would constitute a drop in ionisation of 4%.

DIVERGENCE AND ABSORPTION: A SUMMARY.

Divergence and absorption of laser beams used for calibration of 

MWPC’s is not a problem provided the laser induced ionisation remains 

well within the dynamic range of the detector electronics. The problem 

of divergence would be minimised by using diffraction limited short 

wavelength, single mode lasers.

To minimise absorption effects the concentration of molecules, 

capable of absorbing the laser light, must be kept low (say <1ppm).
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SECTION 2-2: LASER CALIBRATION.

At the European Organisation for Nuclear Research (CERN) a large 

electron-positron (LEP) collider is being constructed. At the centre of 

the detector, built for the ALEPH experiment, is a Time Projection 

Chamber (TPC). A TPC is a form of gas filled MWPC and is to have a 

laser calibration system incorporated into it. This section contains a 

brief history of laser calibration studies in connection with ALEPH, and 

a review of work carried out in the TPC 90 (a prototype for the ALEPH

TPC). A description of the ALEPH TPC is given in appendix 2.

HISTORY QF LASER CALIBRATION.

The following is a brief history of laser calibration studies in 

connection with ALEPH, DELPHI, OPAL, L3, UA1 and SLAC. In 1979» laser 

ionisation tracks were produced in counter gas mixed with a small

concentration of Nickelocene. The Nickelocene, (a low ionisation 

potential molecule with absorption resonances around 337nm ) was

ionised by focussing the output of a N^ laser with a pulse length of 

0.5ns and a wavelength of 337nm (Anderhub et al (1979» 1980)).

In 1980 Bourotte and Sadoulet observed laser ionisation with and 

without a low ionisation potential additive (this time diethylaniline, 

DEA). They used the 0.5ns pulse length, 337nm wavelength output of a 

focussed Ng_ laser and the 15ns pulse length, 266nm wavelength unfocussed

output of a quadrupled Nd:YAG laser. The mechanism for the ionisation

of the gas, when no additive was present, was attributed to the two-

photon ionisation of low ionisation potential hydrocarbon impurities in 

the gas. Rockwood et al (1979) had already observed that organic 

impurities were responsible for background ionisation in some MPI

studies.
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Hilke (1980) discussed the formation and applications of laser 

induced ion tracks in counter gases.

From 1982 onwards, work continued on the calibration of MWPC’s 

with lasers and on laser construction. In 1982 Desalvo and Desalvo made 

measurements of the laser induced ionisation in argon/ethane counter 

gas. Gushchin et al (1983) carried out work on the simulation of 

particle tracks with N^ lasers by the addition of low ionisation 

potential vapours to the counter gas. In 1982 Brozzi et al published 

work on the calibration of the pp UA-1 collaboration central detector. 

Tracks were produced by low divergence lasers. They indicated,

through the dependence of ionisation on laser fluence, that the 

ionisation was most likely to be due to the double-step (2-photon) 

ionisation of low ionisation potential impurities. Cochet et al (1982) 

came to the same conclusion later in the year. Double track and 

saturation effects were reported by Va’vra (1982) using an laser. 

However he reported periodic downtimes in his electronics systems due to 

radio frequency noise generated across the spark gap of the laser. 

He concluded, that lasers may not be suitable for long term

monitoring of large experiments.

In 1983 Desalvo used both a slightly focussed and strongly 

focussed N2_ laser for the measurement of electron drift velocity, gain, 

charge diffusion and single electron diffusion in MWPC’s, Using a two- 

stage low divergence focussed laser, small, localised electron

clusters were produced (Guo et al 1982). Timing properties and dead 

region effects in a MWPC were studied on a submillimetre scale utilising 

these electron clusters.

Raine et al (1983) reported on ionisation in a proportional 

counter induced by a variety of lasers. In 1983 Konijn and Hartjes 

measured the straightness of a laser induced track to an accuracy of 

(y-'̂ IOjim. 60ppm DEA was added to the counter gas. Drift angles and
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drift velocities of electrons were measured experimentally, from tracks 

produced by a UV laser, by Becker et al (I983). The results compared 

well with theory. Markievicz et al (1983) reported on laser induced 

ionisation tests in the UA-1 MWPC. Using a prototype N 2̂ laser they 

observed variations in the levels of ionisation in the gas for a set 

laser fluence. Over two days the ionisation decreased by a factor of 4. 

The straightess of the laser tracks were measured to better than 200pm

In 1984 Haissinski et al reported on the determination of 

long itudinal , and transverse diffusion of a single electron.

Single electrons were produced at a pin hole in a metal sheet by 

photoionisation with a laser. Marrocchesi and Ragusa (1984) reported 

experimental results from a small prototype of the PISA time projection 

chamber. They used laser tracks to study detector pad geometry,

pad response functions and the resolution of the detector for straight 

or nearly straight tracks (stiff tracks).

Some further work, reported at the 1986 Wire Chamber Conference,

was the measurement of the straightness of a laser track to an accuracy 

of 35pm over 1.6m. This work was carried out using a quadrupled NdlYAG 

with a 266nm output. Biagi and Booth (1986) carried out point scans 

using a sharply focussed laser in a streamer tube. They measured 

electron drift velocities close to the sense wires.

Much of the laser calibration work carried out up to 1986 was 

reviewed in a paper presented by Hilke at the 1986 Wire Chamber 

Conference (Hilke (1986)).

LASER CALIBRATION IN THE TPC AND. THE ALEPH I£C.

The TPC 90 was built as a test model for the ALEPH TPC. During

its lifetime the TPC 90 has had several changes of design. A cutaway

view of one version of the TPC 90 is shown in figure 2-5
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Figure: 2-5 Cutaway view of the TPC 90.
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The TPC 90 has a drift length of 1.5m and a diameter of 0.8m. A 

high voltage is placed at one end of the chamber to form an electron 

drift region. The detector plane is hexagonal in shape with diameter of 

0.75m. The sense wires are arranged similarly to those in the ALEPH TPC 

and it has 8 rows of pads each 8x8mm^in size. It can be operated 

continuously with magnetic fields up to 7 kGauss or up to 12 kGt/̂ ss in a 

pulsed mode. The counter gas is at atmospheric pressure.

Figure 2-6 shows the beam alignment for the TPC 90 laser 

calibration system. Lasers used for the laser calibration experiments 

were of three types, , Krypton FlL&ride excimer and quadrupled NdCYAG 

lasers.

A short review of the work carried out to date on the laser

calibration of the TPC 90 is given below.

In 1984 Price used laser induced ion tracks to study electric 

field distortions in the TPC 90. He measured the deviation from 

straightness of tracks passing over 8 pad rows, parallel to the pad 

plane. The deviations were explained by distortions in the drift field 

due to a gating grid voltage 'mismatch*.

Further work on field inhomogeneities was carried out by May et al 

(1984) who reported on the analysis of laser runs in the TPC, and in 

particular on the systematic displacements of the measured coordinates 

of the laser tracks. Benetta et al (1985) measured magnetic and

electric field inhomogeneities in the TPC 90 using a laser and

compared actual track displacements with calculated displacements for a 

given magnetic field. Amendolia et al (1986a) reported on wire gain and 

track distortions near the ALEPH TPC sector edges. A large reduction in 

the distortions was achieved by the addition of two field correcting 

strips.
In 1984 the Glasgow group reported on laser studies undertaken 

with an excimer laser. An Oxford KX2 excimer laser filled with krypton
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%and fliy rine produced a beam with a power of 650pJ/cm at 249nm 

wavelength output. They analysed crossed tracks, and variations in the 

ionisation on beam intensity and brought attention to the problem of 

beam reflections off the quartz windows in the TPC90 field cage. 

Reflected beams colliding with the TPC walls produced large 

photoelectric signals.

Rolandi (1984) measured the statistical density of ionisation 

along a particle track in the TPC 90 by two separate methods, by pad 

response function measurements and by the comparison of peak heights for 

two neighbouring sense wires. He observed a discrepancy between the 

statistical number of electrons and the average number of electrons 

detected on the wires. The results indicated that some kind of 

clustering of the ionisation along the track was occurring. Later, work 

carried out by Blum et al (1986) suggested that laser induced ion tracks 

produced little or no clustering. In this work E X  g. effects close to 

the detector sense wires were studied. By varying the angle the 

effective drift angle, a reduction in the E X g effect of particle ion 

tracks was observed, although no change was brought about for the laser 

induced tracks. Declustering of the tracks by diffusion of electrons in 

the gas was thought to be responsible. Laser ion tracks did not show 

this behaviour. A MOPA A400 laser was used in the experiment.

Richstein and Rolandi (1984) measured the diffusion coefficient 

and mean free path of electrons, in 90-10% argon/methane gas (P10 gas). 

They did this by studying the behaviour of the pad response function 

(PRF), with a varying magnetic field. The expected decrease in 

diffusion with an increased magnetic field was observed. Richstein 

(1986) measured the transverse drift diffusion coefficients and mean 

collision times of electrons in different gases. Ion tracks were 

produced by a quadrupled NdJYAG. He also calculated the drift 

velocities of the electrons in the various gases.
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Peisert (1985) reported on two-track resolution of the TPC using 2 

crossed laser tracks. Tracks in the xz plane could be resolved if their 

time separation exceeded 300ns (1.5 cm) whilst tracks 9mm apart in the 

xy plane could be resolved.

Amendolia et al (1986b) reviewed work carried out in the TPC 90.

Experiments have been carried out in the TPC 90 in connection with 

seeding of low concentrations of low ionisation potential vapours into 

the counter gas. An enhancement in the ionisation over backgound was 

expected and it was hoped to achieve some control of the ionisation. 

Seeding work was initiated after encountering problems like those 

observed in the UA-1 central detector, where Markievicz et al (1983) 

observed variations in the levels of ionisation from day to day for a 

set laser fluence. A discussion of the seeding experiments carried out 

in the TPC 90 is left untill chapter 5.
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SECTION Z r k : CONLUSIONS

Laser induced ion tracks can be used for the accurate calibration 

of MWPC’s. Tracks produced by lasers are not a test of the capability 

of the MWPC to detect particles but rather of its capability to 

reconstruct the point of origin of formation of an ion track.

To this end; ionisation along the track should not be strongly 

variant and should be well defined in space and time. These conditions 

can best be met by a diffraction limited laser pulse of short wavelength 

(about 250nm) and pulse duration (< 25ns). (Reasons prohibiting the use 

of much shorter wavelength lasers are given in chapter 4). Many 

calibration experiments have been carried out, most of these with short 

wavelength lasers, (<337nm). A problem commonly encountered was a lack 

of control and reproducibility of the laser ionisation levels. This 

lead to the demand for a method of ionisation control and for a clearer 

understanding of the underlying processes involved in the ionisation 

observed in MWPC’s. Ionisation control could be approached in two ways: 

by changing the laser fluence to maintain a constant ionisation level or 

by the addition of low ionisation potential vapours to the counter gas.

Results from the study of several low ionisation vapours are given 

in chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 3_.

SECTION 3 .-1 : INTRODUCTION.

Summarised below are the optical and electronic arrangements used 

in the analysis of the PIG counter gas by laser ionisation and in the 

use of additives as a method of ionisation control.

An excimer pumped dye laser provides continuous wavelength

coverage between 520nm and 680nm. This light was frequency doubled, to 

cover the wavelength range of 260nm to 335nm. Doubled light was 

separated from the fundamental light by one of two methods, dispersion 

through a quartz prism or absorption of the fundamental in quartz

filters. Before passing into the counters the beam was collimated to

Ixlmmf After passing through the counter, the beam intensity was 

monitored by a joulemeter.

Signals from the joulemeter and proportional counter were both 

amplified and delayed so that their peak positions were coincident, with 

magnitudes well within the dynamic range of the analogue to digital 

converter (ADC). The ADC was used to digitise the signals. A data 

acquisition system recorded simultaneously onto a floppy disk digitised 

signals from the joulemeter and counter. Normalisation and statistical 

analysis of the data was carried out by an IBM computer. Figure 3-1 

shows the experimental apparatus.

The following sections describe individual pieces of apparatus in 

more detail. Table 3-4 gives a list of the lasers used in experiments 

described in chapter 4. The quadrupole mass spectrometer in decribed in 

section 3-6
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SECTION 2-2: THE LASERS AND OPTICS.

THE NEODYMIUM LASER.

The Neodymium laser is termed a "solid state laser”. Its active 

medium consists of an isotropic crystal of Y^Al^ 0,2 (Yttrium-Aluminium 

GarnetrYAG) with Neodymium (Nd) replacing about of the Yttrium.

The Neodymium:Yttrium-Aluminium Garnet (NdrYAG) laser is a *four 

level’ laser (refer to figure 3-2). Level 1 lies well above the ground 

state and is essentially unpopulated when in thermal equilibrium with 

its surroundings (N, =0, where N,is the population of level 1). 

Population inversion is forced between levels 2 and 1 by optical pumping 

with a flash lamp. Laser action occurs between these levels, at a 

wavelength of 1060nm.

A property of the crystal structure is the removal of degeneracy 

in the upper states of the Nd ion, called crystal field splitting. 

Also there is a homogeneous broadening of these states due to vibrations 

in the crystal lattice. As a result, the absorption spectrum for Nd is

diffused, giving it a broad absorption band. Flash-lamps such as

krypton filled arc-lamps have output wavelengths overlapping the Nd:YAG 

absorption band and as a result are an efficient means of optical 

pumping for the NdrYAG.

There follows a description of the general characteristics of the 

NdrYAG laser used in experiments described later.

The diagram in figure 3-3 shows the basic layout of the Spectron

Laser type SL2Q+SL3A. It consists of a flash-lamp pumped oscillator 

region, followed by a flash-lamp pumped amplifier region. The 

fundamental light is quadrupled from 1060nm to 266nm by passing through 

two successive KDP doubling crystals (see second harmonic generation, in
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Figure: 3-2 Four level diagram for the NdrYAG laser.
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this section).

The laser repetition rate was optimally 10Hz. The output power of 

the laser was maximally 50mJ at 266nm with a beam cross-section of 

approximately 25mm. The laser beam was linearly polarised and multi- 

mode with a pulse duration of 15ns.

THE NITROGEN LASER.

The nitrogen (N^ ) laser has a pulsed output, with a duration of 

<5ns and a wavelength output of 337nm. basing action occurs between an 

upper state C (figure 3-4) of short lifetime (^40ns), and a lower state 

B, of long lifetime (~10ps). As a consequence of the lifetimes, the 

laser action cannot be maintained for longer than the excited state 

lifetime. During the lasing process there is a rapid increase in the 

population of the lower states. These can then reabsorb stimulated 

light, causing rapid drop in optical gain and eventual termination of 

the laser action.

A Lumonics TE-860-3 laser was used in experiments described later. 

The Lumonics laser excites the N%with a very rapid discharge from a 

thyratron, Low divergence unstable resonator optics are used,

allowing laser light to escape from the optical cavity after only a very 

few passes through the laser medium. The use of unstable optics 

minimises reabsorption losses. Specifications of the N^ laser are given 

in table 3-1

Some earlier experiments were carried out using a Model LN 100 PRA 

(Photochemical Research Associates Inc.) Nitromite nitrogen laser with a 

pulse duration of 300ps and peak output of 60|iJ/pulse.
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Figure: 3-4 Energy level diagram for the N^laser.
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THE EXCIMER LASER.

Excimer lasers are capable of producing powerful pulses of laser 

light at UV wavelengths. This quality makes them particularly useful 

for pumping dye laser systems.

Excimer lasers operate by the production of excited diatomic 

molecules by an electrical discharge through a gas medium containing a 

mixture of noble gases and halogens. The excited molecule (Excimer) 

remains bound as a result of an attractive potential minimum. Figure 

3-5 shows the potential energy curve for the excited molecular state of 

XeCl (curve B). In its ground state the molecular potential is mainly 

repulsive (curve A) with a very shallow van der Waals minimum of depth 

less than the thermal energy, kT, of the molecule at room temperature. 

Ground state molecules are therefore unstable and rapidly dissociate
-ii(10—10s).

The population inversion required for laser action is between the 

upper bound state and the lower dissociating state.

The Lumonics TE-860-3 excimer laser was filled with a Xenon and 

Chloride gas mix, with a lasing wavelength of 308nm.

The cavity of the excimer laser had unstable resonator optics (see 

figure 3-6). Normally a laser has stable optics where the light makes 

many passes through the lasing medium before passing out of the optical 

cavity. However the optical gain of the XeCl laser is very large, so 

that only a very few passes are necessary, allowing unstable resonator 

optics to be used. They also have very low divergence and can handle 

very high powers. Some experiments were carried out with unstable 

resonator optics in place, but, when used to pump the dye laser a 

slightly divergent beam is preferable and so the stable optics were 

installed.
The specifications for the XeCl laser are given in table 3-2.
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Figure: 3-5 Energy level diagram for the XeCl laser.
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THE DYE LASER.

Dye lasers are popular because of their broad spectral tunability 

in the visible and near-visible spectral region.

Dye molecules are dissolved in transparent solvents. Radiation 

from near UV lasers is used to excite molecules from their ground 

vibronic state, Ŝ , to higher lying vibronic levels of the first excited 

state, S, (see figure 3-7). Through collisions these rapidly fall 

(10-10s) by radiationless transitions into the lowest vibrational level, 

of the excited state. Sufficient irradiation causes a population 

inversion between v̂  in S, and the higher lying vibrational levels, v̂ , 

of Sg. The states have negligible population at room temperature due

to their very small Boltzmann factors (exp{-E(v^)/kT}). The v^ (3̂ ) 

levels are rapidly depopulated by collisional decay. The laser action 

proceeds when the optical gain of the transition v^(S , ) —  p v^ (Ŝ ) 

exceeds the overall losses of the system.

Losses in the system are a combination of resonator losses 

(absorption, diffraction and scattering of the light in the windows, 

mirrors etc) and absorption losses in the dye medium. Predissociation, 

thermal decay and intersystem crossing to neighbouring triplet states 

are all loss processes. Losses are reduced by rapid removal of dye 

molecules from the interaction region by flowing.

The EPD-330 Lumonics laser consists of an oscillator region and an 

amplifier stage with appropriate beam steering optics for the excimer 

pump laser, (see figure 3-8).

A solution containing the dye is circulated through an obillator 

cell, over a knife edge. The 'rectangular' excimer laser pulse is 

focussed through a cylindrical lens into the oscillator cell. Maximum 

population occurs close to the pump entrance window along the focal line 

of the lens (see figure 3-9).
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Figure: 3-7 Energy level diagram for the dye laser.
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Figure: 3-8 Diagram of the EPD Lumonics dye laser.
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Figure: 3-9 Diagram of the oscillator cell.
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Figure: 3-10 Temporal profile of the Excimer laser.



Wavelength tuning is provided by a grazing incidence grating and a 

reflecting mirror, which has fine angular control. The grating has 

2400 lines per millimetre and the light is incident at a grazing angle 

of 85 to the normal of the grating. Using a fixed angle grating means 

that the illumination of the grating is over a fixed number of grooves. 

This results in only a very small variation of the linewidth for 

different wavelengths. At best the linewidth is O.OOSnm. An output 

coupler, Mg, with a 1 wedge forms the rest of the oscillator cavity.

A percentage of the light from the excimer laser is used to 

optically pump the dye in the amplifier cell. Laser light from the 

oscillator then passes through the optically excited dye. By stimulated 

emission the oscillator beam is amplified. Amplification of the laser 

light outside the oscillator region reduces ablation damage to the 

delicate grating.

The output of the dye laser has, in general, a resolution of 

0.03nm or better and a temporal intensity profile which, because of the 

high pumping rate, follows the temporal profile of the excimer laser 

(see figure 3-10). The specifications of the laser are given in table 

3-3.

THE DYES.

Coumarin 540A, Rhodamine 590 and DCM dyes were used to cover the 

spectral range between 520nm and 680nm. PHD covered the range between 

358nm and 386nm. The table below gives more information on the dyes. 

For the full names of these dyes refer to Maeda (1984).
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LASER LASING WAVELENGTH SOLVENT CONCENTRATION
DYE MAXIMUM RANGE (molar x 10 ̂)

(nm) (nm)

PBD 367 358-386 ETHANOL/ 4

TOLUENE

C540A 550 521-605 METHANOL 2

R590 585 566-610 METHANOL 15
DCM 637 602-686 METHANOL 10

Figure 3-11 shbws the tuning curves for the dyes .

THE DOUBLING CRYSTALS.

Interaction between the electric field of a light wave and a dense 

medium, such as glass or crystal, induces dipoles within the material. 

The induced dipole per unit volume, P, is given by:

P - X f i 3-/

Where X is the polarisability, and is a property of the material. E is 

the electric field strength of the light. Induced dipoles oscillate 

with the same frequency as the original wave, but not necessarily with 

the same phase. The dipoles themselves induce radiation at their 

oscillation frequencies. As light travels through a medium it will 

interfere with the dipole induced light. The effect of the interference 

is an apparent reduction in the velocity of the wave front by a factor

n, the refractive index of the medium. The magnitude of the velocity

reduction is a function of the original wave frequency.

Equation 3-1 above, is true for most cases, but in very intense

electric fields (produced in laser beams), P is no longer proportional
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to E. The induced dipole moment per unit volume must then be written in 

the form:

P = X,E + X2Ë2 + X3^ + ...  2.-1

where .̂nd X^are called the non-linear polarisabilities. For an 

incident field of the form E=Asinwt, using coswt=1-2sin^ Wt and 

3sinwt-4sin^wt= sin3wt equation 3-3 is obtained:

P = XjA sm£Ot + 1/2 XgA? - 1/2 X^/^cos 2(ùt -1/4 X 3A* sin 3tt)t 4-... 3-3

Non-linear polarisabilities are dependent on the polarisation of 

the electric field and the optical axis of the crystal. The 2Wt and 

3wt terms represent dipole moments per unit volume induced in the medium 

with oscillation frequencies two and three times the original wave 

frequency.

SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION ('FREQUENCY DOUBLING) .

Figure 3-12 gives a schematic diagram of second harmonic 

generation in a medium. The direction of propagation is in the z 

direction and the initial length of the material is 1. The second 

harmonic radiation, dE , generated in a slab of material of width dz at 

a position z is given by:

dE(̂>(z) oc pP)(z)dz

P (z) is the dipole moment per unit volume produced at a frequency 2W.
(i)From equation 3-2 it can be seen that P (z) is proportional to the 

square of the intensity of the electric field, so:

dE^)(z) oc e ^ (^ ^ " ^ )d z  3-5
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Figure: 3-12 Schematic of second harmonic generation.

uJj k

Figure: 3-13 Ray velocity diagram for KDP crystal



The second harmonic polarisation has a wavenumber 2kj and a

frequency 2W associated with it. Second-harmonic radiation induced by 

the dipole oscillations will not have a wavenumber of 2k, because of 

dispersion, since ^=2^ n/A . The second harmonic radiation will 

propagate with a wavenumber k^^Zk,. The value of dE^^K) (x=l), for 

radiation initially produced at a slab located at z is given by:

S-6dEP)(l) oc dE(̂)(z). e%( ̂  ̂)dz

where expfik^fl-z)) is a phase factor. Combining equations 3-5 and 3-6 
gives:

dÊ )(l) oc ^  X '^^)dz 3-7

This then integrates to give:

dE(̂)(i) oc sdn (2îlAni/5l) / Q,J[AnfK) 3-g

where A is the vacuum wavelength of the incident radiation and Ansn^-n^, 

nĵ and n, are the respective refractive indices of the second harmonic 

and incident radiation. When the argument of the sine is equal to Î1/2 

or l=X/4An then E^^l) is maximised. 1 is sometimes called the coherence 

length of the second harmonic radiation and for ordinary materials is 

generally less than a few micrometres.

In crystals such as potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KDP) 1 can be 

quite large. For a KDP crystal the velocity of the incident ray is not 

a function of the crystal orientation (represented by a sphere in figure 

3-13). The second harmonic radiation, on the other hand, does have an 

orientation dependent velocity of propagation. The second harmonic rays 

are called extraordinary rays (represented as a wave ellipsoid in figure
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3-13).

At certain orientations, the wave ellipsoid and wave sphere 

intersect (6̂ ). At these orientations the propagation velocities, and 

therefore the refractive indices of the original and second harmonic 

rays are almost the same. In this orientation the rays are said to be 

phase matched. Phase matched rays can have quite large coherence

lengths (a few centimetres), since An=n,-nj^—►O.

Using the principle of phase matching, the production of second 

harmonic radiation can become very efficient, say 15%-20% conversion for 

incident radiation at a power density of 100MW/cm^

KDP doubling crystals were used to cover the wavelength range from

260nm to 335nm. The crystals, crystal mountings and automatic frequency 

tracking apparatus were supplied by Interactive Radiation Inc. (INRAD). 

At the time the experiments reported in this thesis were carried out, 

the automatic tracking facility in the INRAD system was inoperative. As 

a result the orientation of the KDP crystal was adjusted manually.

THE MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL 0£ THE LASER INTENSITY.

The pulse to pulse fluence of the laser was monitored with a 

Molectron J3 pyroelectric joulemeter. The molectron J3 is a calibrated 

fast response detector. Over the spectral range of 200nm to TOOnm it 

has a voltage response of 2.47mV per pJ. The joulemeter is capable of 

measurement rates of 4KHz.

Where necessary the laser intensity was controlled by a NRG

(Newport corporation) Model 935-5 variable attenuator (see figure 3-14).

With this, the light could be attenuated by between 20^ and 99.9%.

In principle its operation is very simple. The laser beam is 

passed through four inclined quartz plates. Part of the light is 

reflected and part transmitted. The amount of light transmitted is a
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Figure: 3-14 The variable attenuator.
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function of the angle of inclination of the plates to the laser beam. 

The transmission is controlled by varying the angle of the quartz 

plates. The relative positions of the plates removes displacements of 

the beam caused by refractive effects.

LASER SAFETY.

Light emitted by lasers is generally very intense and as a result 

can be hazardous in a number of ways. Care must always be taken to 

avoid looking directly into a laser beam. Different laser wavelengths 

can cause eye damage in different ways. UV light below 300nm can 

'sunburn* the cornea and the skin. At longer wavelengths the light will 

be partially transmitted through the cornea where it will be absorbed in 

the lens. This can cause cataract or opacity of the lens. Visible and 

near-infrared radiation, up to I400nm, is transmitted to the retina 

where it is focussed to a spot which can cause photochemical or thermal 

damage. Between 1400nm and 3000nm the radiation will penetrate the lens 

and may cause cataracts.
The lasers described in section 3-2 were all class IV, which 

produce dangerous levels of radiation even from diffuse reflections. 

Intense radiation from a class IV laser can also cause thermal damage to 

any solids in the beam path. This problem was observed for the 

fundamental 1060nm output of the Nd:YAG laser described earlier.

Perscttiel operating class IV lasers must wear appropriate safety 

goggles to filter out stray radiation. Class IV lasers must also be 

interlocked to avoid accidental exposure to unauthorised persomcL 

entering a laser facility.
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SECTION 3 .-1 : THE ELECTRONIC ARRANGEMENT.

The signais from the joulemeter and proportional counter were 

measured simultaneously using a voltage sensitive analogue to digital 

convertor (ADC). The ADC had 7 channels with 11 bit resolution over a 2 

volt dynamic range. A timing reference signal for gating the ADC was 

provided by directing a portion of the laser pulse down an optical fiber 

onto a photodiode.

The digitised signals were stored event by event on floppy disk 

and displayed on line in bidimensional and one dimensional histograms. 

Figure 3-15 shows the electronic arrangement used to produce the timing 

gate for the ADC. The gate generation is summarised below, with 

reference to figure 3-16.

1) The LSI-11 computer signifies readiness to accept data by switching

on the gate generator with a NIM pulse from the output register.

2) The photodiode reference signal is passed through an octal 

discriminator.

3) 1 and 2 are fed into a coincidence unit. When both are ON a NIM 

pulse is generated. This stops the gate generator (1) and after 

adaption becomes the gate pulse.

4) Signal 3 is delayed about 4ps to coincide with the peak positions of 

the input signals to the ADC (6).

5) The gate is only 10ns wide after delaying. A gate generator extends

this to 600ns, the operating width of the ADC.
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Figure: 3-16 Summary of gate generation.
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6) Input signals from the joulemeter and the proportional counter.

The output from 5 is also used to signify the end of an event. 

This pulse is delayed by more than 80ps to allow the ADC to make its 

conversion. Also 5 is passed through an octal discriminator to make 

it compatible with a NIM/TTL convertor. A TTL signal is needed to 

interrupt the LSl-11.
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SECTION 2-à: THE PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS.

Many of the studies into laser ionisation of counter gases wârÇ 

carried out in single wire proportional counters filled with 10% methane 

90% argon (P10) counter gas at 760torr.

A proportional counter gives a direct means of detecting electrons 

ejected by the laser ionisation of atoms or molecules. The basic

properties of proportional counters are the same as those for MWPC’s.

A review of their operation was given by Sauli (1977).

Throughout experimentation the counter design was modified. This 

was to provide easier access for cleaning, or to cut down on the

quantity of plastics, rubbers and resins incorporated in their

construction. The modifications resulted in three types of counter.

THE TYPE 1 COUNTER (SEE FIGURE 3-17).

The type 1 counter was used in early seeding experiments (see 

chapter 5) and for the first background laser ionisation spectra. It

consists of an outer stainless steel casing 24cm long and 10cm in

diameter. Stainless steel end plates were made vacuum tight by clamping

them onto indium o-rings. The end plates provided support for the

field correcting tubes, anode wire and electrical feedthroughs. These 

were insulated from the end plates and from each other by glass or

ceramic insulators and were held rigidly in place with torr seal epoxy 

resin.
Wires carrying the high voltages were connected to the field tubes 

with soft solder joints. A 3cm gap between the field tubes in the

centre of the counter provided the active collection region of the

counter.
3cm diameter quartz windows allowed laser light at wavelengths
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between 260nm and 670nm to pass parallel to the anode wire 

approximately 3cm above the active region. The windows absorbed <5̂  of 

the laser light at wavelengths between 260nm and 670nm.

A thin aluminium window directly above the active region allowed 

the transmission of soft x-rays into the counter. These were used to 

calibrate the counter.

Metallic surfaces in the counter were smoothed by rubbing them 

with fine emery paper. This reduced the surface area in contact with 

the counter gas reducing the amount of impurities desorbed from the 

surfaces into the counter gas. Gas inlets sealed with vacuum valves 

were placed at each end of the counter.

Operating volts were supplied by two high voltage power supplies. 

The anode wire was made earthy and the inner earth tubes were earthed. 

The optimum ratio for the volts on the casing and the field tubes were 

found to be 1.7:1.0. This gave the best resolution for Fe55 x-rays.

THE TYPE 2 COUNTER (SEE FIGURE 3.-18.) .

The body of the type 2 counter consisted of a Durai T-piece. 

Stainless steel end plates sealed by viton o-rings were clamped onto the 

T-piece. The clamps were quick release, providing easy access into the 

counter. The T-piece acted only as a vacuum tight container for the 

counter proper.

The counter itself consisted of a 5cm diameter stainless steel 

field tube insulated from the T-piece by nylon screws. Inner field 

tubes were held at the centre of the outer field tube by teflon spacers. 

Further teflon spacers were used to hold the sense wire. High voltage 

feedthroughs supplied high volts to the counter. Electrical connections 

inside were made with teflon coated stainless steel wires clamped in 

place.
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A small hole bored through the inner field tube gave passage to 

Fe55 x-rays, , were used to calibrate the counter. A larger 

rectangular cut out of the inner field tube provided an active

collection length of 2cm.

Gas and high volts were passed through the upper end plate of the 

T-piece. 3cm diameter quartz windows allowed the passage of laser light 

parallel to the wire axis. Care was taken that the laser beam did not 

strike insulator and field tube surfaces.

This counter, in contrast to the type 1 counter, had high volts

on the sense wire, supplied through the bias of a preamplifier. The

inner field tube was earthed and negative volts were placed on the 

outer tube.

THE TYPE 3. COUNTER (SEE FIGURE 3.-12.) .

The type 3 counter was designed for the study of the resonant MPI

of alkali metal vapours. Alkali metals react rapidly with many of the

impurities present in counter gases, such as oxygen, water and large 

organic molecules. To reduce this loss of alkali atoms the type 3

counter was constructed of high vacuum components only. These were

composed of stainless steel, ceramics, glass, copper and viton. Viton 

was used as a seal in an Edwards valve. A cold trap was placed between 

the Edwards valve and the counter to avoid contamination of the alkali 

metal by any organic molecules the seal may have desorbed.

The vacuum tight chamber was built around a stainless steel 6-way 

piece. On two legs, vacuum tight quartz windows were placed, on the 

other legs, a sample holder, a linear drive and electrical feedthroughs.

The proportional counter was of the same design as that used in 

the type 2 counter, except, the spacers were made of glass instead of 

teflon. Tension on the sense wire was maintained by a coil spring
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Figure: 3-I9 The type 3 counter (caesium counter).
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arrangement also shown in figure 3-19. Two metal plates were used to 

hold the counter in place. Imbedded into one of these was an Fe55 x-ray 

source used for the calibration of the counter. Two 5cm diameter holes 

through these plates allowed the passage of laser light 2cm above the 

active region of the counter. Light could not impinge directly on the 

sense wire.
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SECTION 3.-5.: DESCRIPTION OF SEEDING AND M  SPECTROMETER APPARATUS.

Two methods were used for adding controlled concentrations of 

seeding vapour to the proportional counter gas. For one method the 

seeding sample was held in a temperature controlled bath, while counter

gas flowed over its surface. At low flow rates (^lOOml/min) the partial

pressure of seeding agent in the counter gas remained close to its 

saturated vapour pressure value. Figure 3-20 shows the flow apparatus 

used for seeding by the flow method.

Some seeding experiments were carried out by the static seeding 

method. This involved filling an evacuated proportional counter with a 

small amount of seeding agent. The counter was then filled to 760torr 

with argon methane counter gas and sealed. The apparatus required for 

the static fill method is shown in figure 3-21. The pressure of the 

seeding agent was monitored on an MKS Baratron.

The MKS Baratron Model 90 measures the differential pressures on

two sides of a taut metal membrane. Two insulating discs support

capacitive electrodes. Different pressures on each side of the membrane 

displace the membrane. The displacement is measured from the resulting 

change in the capacitance of the capacitors.

The dynamic range of the Baratron is from 10 ^to lOOOtorr with an 

accuracy oft0.05$.
Experiments were carried out to determine both the saturated 

vapour pressure and the vapour phase UV spectrum for several seeding 

agents. Vapour pressures were measured on the Baratron using apparatus 

similar to that depicted in figure 3-21. UV spectra were obtained from 

a Beckmann UV Spectrophotometer using vapour samples held inside a 

Hellma 10cm quartz spectrometer cell.
The Beckman Spectrophotometer U.V. 5270 has double and single 

beam recording. A double monochromator gives a resolution of better
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Figure: 3-20 The flow apparatus.
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Figure: 3-21 The static fill apparatus.
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than 0.05nm between 190nm and 800nm with a wavelength accuracy of 

tO.Inm. Stray radiation noise is <0.001%. A deuterium lamp gave a UV 

output between 190nm and 350nm. Figure 3-22 gives a schematic diagram 

of the UV Spectrophotometer.
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SECTION 3.-6.: THE QUADRUPOLE MASS SPECTROMETER.

A quadrupole mass spectrometer was used for the analysis of 

proportional counter gas by resonant ionisation mass spectroscopy. 

Laser induced fragmentation spectra were also taken with this system.

The basic operating principle of the quadrupole mass spectrometer 

is given by the Mathieu equations. These equations of motion describe 

the trajectories of ions moving through two fields produced by a direct 

current (DC) modulated by a radiofrequency (RF).

The quadrupole is made up of four steel bars each positioned on 

the corner of a square. A DC and RF potential of positive sign is 

placed on two diametrically opposing bars while potentials of the same 

magnitude but opposite sign are placed on the other two bars (see figure 

3-22). This constitutes the quadrupole filter.

An accelerated particle entering the filter will begin to 

oscillate in RF-DC field in a manner which is both dependent on its 

charge to mass ratio, m/e, and the RF/DC ratio. (Typical ion 

trajectories are depicted in figure 3-23). For every value of these 

ratios only one ion mass can pass through the filter to impinge on the 

collector. Other ion masses will have trajectories of greater 

periodicity. They hit the quadrupole bars where they are discharged. 

By variation of the RF/DC ratio single values of m/e can be chosen. A 

typical quadrupole has a resolution of 1000.

The quadrupole mass spectrometer, used in the experiments 

described in chapter 8, was a V.S.W. Mass Analyst with a mass range of 

0-200AMU. It . comprises an ion source, ion focussing optics, 

quadrupole filter and two detectors (see figure 3-24, this figure also 

shows the position of the sample inlet nozzle used in some experiments). 

Adjustments to the operating voltages and currents could be made, and 

measured, by the control system for the quadrupole
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Figure: 3-23 The quadrupole filter,
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Figure: 3-24 Typical ion trajectories in a quadrupole filter.
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Ions in the ion source could be produced in two ways, either by 

electron bombardment or laser ionisation. A hot wire filament provided 

a source of electrons. Ports were cut through the ion source to allow 

the passage of laser light.

Three electrodes accelerated and focussed ions before they passed 

into the quadrupole filter. Ions transmitted through the filter were 

detected either by a Faraday detector or a secondary electron multiplier 

(SEM). The Faraday detector is simply a metal plate upon which the ions 

impinge. When using electron bombardment the currents detected are
, -8 -15small (10 A to 10 A). A sensitive amplifier is used before displaying 

the current signal.

The SEM was mounted off the centre line of the filter axis to 

reduce unwanted noise from neutral particles. Ions hitting the entrance 

of the SEM produce an avalanche of secondary electrons. The SEM is a

Galileo 4771 dynode electron multiplier (Channeltron) (see figure 3-25).

It has a gain range between 10̂  and 3x10^ and at high gain should be 

capable of single ion detection. In electron bombardment mode the

output from the SEM is DC and must be amplified with a current amplifier 

before display. The signal from the SEM induced by laser ions are 

pulsed, it is therefore better to use a charge amplifier.

While in use as a laser ionisation mass spectrometer the filament 

current had to be switched off. Unfortunately the mass spectrometer

control system was designed to handle DC signals from a current 

amplifier. This meant that the signals from the charge amplifier had to 

be analysed on the electronic apparatus described in section 3-3. 

Figure 3-26 shows the electronic arrangement of the mass spectrometer 

when set up for laser ionisation.
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Figure: 3-25 Diagram of quadrupole mass spectrometer.
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Figure: 3-26 The channeltron SEM.



Figure: 3-27 Electronic apparatus for the mass spectrometer,
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TABLE 3-1: SPECIFICATIONS OF THE LASER.

LUMONICS SERIES TE-860-3 EXCIMER LASER

TE-861M THYRATRON SWITCHED

WAVELENGTH 337nm

MAX REPETITION RATE 80 pps

AVERAGE POWER O.PWatts at 50pps

MAXIMUM PULSE ENERGY 7mJ

PULSE WIDTH (FWHM) 4ns

BEAM CROSS-SECTION 10x20mm

BEAM DIVERGENCE Not Measured.

PULSE TO PULSE REPRODUCIBILITY + 5%
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table 1-2: SPECIFICATIONS OF THE XeCl EXCIMER LASER.

LUMONICS TE-860-3 EXCIMER LASER

TE-861M THYRATRON SWITCHED

WAVELENGTH 308nm

MAX REPETITION RATE 80 pps

AVERAGE POWER 5Watts at 65pps

MAXIMUM PULSE ENERGY 80mJ

PULSE WIDTH (FWHM) 10ns

BEAM CROSS-SECTION 8x12mm‘

BEAM DIVERGENCE 2.4x6mR

PULSE TO PULSE REPRODUCIBILITY + 3%
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TABLE 1-1: £YI LASER SPECIFICATIONS.

LUMONICS EPD-330 DYE LASER

TUNING RANGE 320-950nm

MAX AVERAGE POWER 1.2watts 0~12% Efficiency)

LINE WIDTH STANDARD 0.003nm (320-730nm)

MAX PULSE WIDTH 6ns

SPECTRAL PURITY >99%

AMPLITUDE STABILITY i 3%

BEAM DIAMETER 1x2iran̂ Typical

BEAM DIVERGENCE <1mR (full angle)

POLARIZATION >95/5 Vertical

WAVELENGTH ACCURACY + 0.5nm

WAVELENGTH RESETABILITY + O.OInm

WAVELENGTH STABILITY + O.OInm
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TABLE 1-1: LASER USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS DETAILED %N CHAPTER 1.

NAME ABBREVIATED

NAME

WAVELENGTH

(nm)

PULSE DURATION, 

(ns)

XENON CHLORIDE XeCl 308 10

EXCIMER.

XENON FLUORIDE XeF 351 14

EXCIMER

KRYPTON FI UORIDE KrF 249 16

EXCIMER

ARGON FLUORIDE AF 193 14

EXCIMER

NITROGEN 337 0.5

NEODYMIUM:YTTRIUM- Nd:YAG 1060 25

ALUMINIUM GARNET

Nd:YAG 530 (Doubled) 25

Nd:YAG 355 (Tripled) 25

Nd:YAG 266 (Quadrupled) 25

DYE LASER
..

494 6
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CHAPTER 1

LASER IONISATION WITH DIFFERENT LASERS,

SECTION 1-1; INTRODUCTION.

As described in chapter 2-2, lasers suitable for laser calibration 

of MWPC’s must have a short pulse duration (~10nsecs), a low beam

divergence, stable outputs and must produce ionisation levels not 

strongly dependent on laser fluence. The ion track produced by the 

laser will then be well defined in space and time, giving accurate 

calibration of the counter.

Low divergence for most lasers can be obtained with the

appropriate choice of optics inside and outside the laser cavity. 

However, imperfections in the optics and diffraction effects mean that 

the laser must diverge to some extent. As a result there will always be 

a variation in the spatial and temporal cross-sections of the laser beam 

as a function of position in the MWPC. However, a small divergence is 

acceptable in cases where the ionisation has a weak dependence on laser 

fluence and the position of the track is measured from the ’centre of 

gravity’ of the ion track. In unsaturated MPI processes with order N^2 

the ionisation yield is very strongly dependent on the divergence of the 

beam. Even beams with low divergence produce tracks showing large 

variations in ionisation intensity, making calibration more difficult.

Weak ionisation dependence on laser fluence shall be defined as a

laser ionisation process which has a squared, or less than squared, 

dependence on laser flux. A weak dependence can be achieved in one of 

two ways: by a single or two-photon ionisation process; or by saturation 

of a higher order MPI process. Therefore in principle any laser with
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a short pulse duration and stable output could be used for laser 

calibration.

A study was made of the ionisation intensities and properties of a 

variety of lasers with output wavelengths between 193nm and 1060nm. A 

30cm quartz lens was used to focus the beams into the centre of a type 1 

proportional counter. Log/log plots of ionisation versus laser fluence 

were drawn for some of the laser outputs giving some indication as to 

the order, N , of the MPI process. The results are summarised in the 

table below.
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TABLE 1-1 LASER IONISATION PRODUCED BY A VARIETY OF LASERS.

LASER

TYPE

OUTPUT

WAVELENGTH

(nm)

PULSE

DURATIOI

(ns)

PULSE 

1 ENERGY 

(mJ/mm )

LASER INDUCED

IONISATION

(IP/cm)

LOG/LOG

PLOT

Nd:CJÛ s 1050 25 1500 20 fig 4-1
Nd:ClaK 530 25 150 1.5x10^ fig 4-2

Ndr QUiS 350 25 7 . 4 1.1x10^

Nd: Ç&SS 266 25 0.05 1.2x10^

337 0.5 0.14 505 fig 4-3

XeCl 308 6 0.5 8.5x10^

KrF 249 16 0.05 8.5x10^ fig 4-4

AF 193 14 0.05 1.1x10? fig 4-5

Comnarin 494 6 6 .3 600

307 dye 

XeF 351 14 20 6.5x10^ fig 4-6
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Figure: 4-1 Attenuation curve for the Nd:(<lv6at 1060nm.
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Figure: 4-2 Attenuation curve for the Nd:Qu#&at 530nm
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Figure: 4-3 Attenuation curve for the laser.
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Figure: 4-4 Attenuation curve for the KrF laser
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Figure: 4-5 Attenuation curve for the AF laser.
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Figure: 4-6 Attenuation curve for the XeF laser.
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SECTION 1-2.: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.

As the wavelength of the laser increases the order N of the MPI 

process increases. The value of N is characterised by the gradients of 

the log/log plots of ionisation versus laser fluence. For instance at

1060nm and 266nm the gradients of the log/log plots were 8̂ and 2

respectively. This indicates that the orders of the MPI processes in 

each case were N!̂ 8 and N=2 respectively.
2.At 1060nm, a fluence of over 1.5J/mm produced only 20IP/cm, but at 

266nm, a laser fluence of only 50pJ/mm^ was sufficient to produce 10̂  

IP/cm. This difference reflects the large decrease in the probability 

of ionisation occuring as the order of the MPI process increases.

At the fundemental Nd:C|wxS5 output of 1060nm a laser fluence of 

1.5 J/mm^ gives a gradient of 8̂. For this laser to be used for

calibration its fluence would have to be increased until the ionisation 

was strongly saturating. The Nd:Ĉ l6iS3at this wavelength would require 

optics capable of withstanding high powers for long periods of time, and 

the adoption of stringent safety precautions to avoid injury to

personnel or damage to sensitive equipment from stray laser light.

These problems would be considerably reduced if the output frequency 

from the same Nd : 4 I (kSwere quadrupled. At the 266nm quadrupled Nd;C}tus$ 

wavelength the MPI process is 2-photon, giving it a quadratic dependence 

on laser fluence at low powers. At higher laser fluences the ionisation 

would increase to saturation and becomes independent of the laser 

fluence.
From table 4-1 it may be concluded that for wavelengths greater

than 494nm the order of the MPI process is greater than 2. Thus, high

fluences would be required to saturate the MPI process leading to

problems in beam handling, as described previously for the Nd:CjlA'i5 laser 

at 1060nm.
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On the other hand, a laser of very short wavelength would need 

very low fluences to produce ion tracks (assuming single photon 

ionisation were possible). This would be advantageous, but problems 

still occur. Short wavelength lasers below 200nm are comparatively rare 

and tend to be gas filled excimer lasers with short working lifetimes 

and require frequent gas refills. In addition, the absorption of light 

in air and quartz glass windows becomes significant at wavelengths less 

than 200nm. These effects are illustrated in figures 4-7 and 4-8. 

These latter problems occurred with the 193nm output of the Argon 

Fltforide excimer laser where 60% of the light was absorbed by the 

windows of the counter. Thus there is a lower wavelength limit of about 

200nm set for laser calibration purposes.

Between the AF laser output of 193nm and the 337nm output of the N

laser the ionisation process was 2-photon (found from the gradients of

the log/log plots). In this region an increase in ionisation was

observed as the wavelength decreased (see table 4-1). It was found
2.that, after quadratic normalisation to a laser fluence of 0.05mJ/mm, the 

difference in the ionisation between the and AF outputs was nearly a 

factor of 10^ .

Appendix 1 shows that the ionisation is not dependent on the pulse 

duration, T, when the laser fluence is low. Therefore the differences 

in pulse duration of the two lasers does not account for the difference 

in the ionisation levels.

There are at least two possible mechanisms which could explain 

this difference. If the impurities in the counter gas had wavelength

dependent ionisation cross-sections or if the distribution of ionisation 

potentials of the impurities was weighted towards shorter wavelength, 

then more molecules would be ionised at shorter wavelengths. Figure 4-9 

gives the ionisation potentials of a number of organic molecules listed 

in the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics (1986). A greater number of
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Figure: 4-8 Absorption of ÜV light in quartz glass,
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Figure: 4-9 Ionisation potentials of organic molecules,
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molecules can be ionised at shorter wavelengths.

The ionisation probability drops rapidly as the order of the MPI 

process rises. Figure 4-10 gives a rough estimate of the laser fluence 

that would be required to produce 201P/cm for each laser output. The 

calculation is made by normalising the data on table 4-1 assuming the

order of the MPI process to be the gradients of the log/log plots for

each output, and also assuming a T^ dependence of ionisation on the 

laser flux. Rate equation modelling predicts a squared dependence in T

for an MPI process well away from saturation (see appendix 1). The

figure shows the increasing powers required to ionise the gas as the

output wavelengths increase.
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Figure: 4-10 Estimated laser fluences required to produce 201P/cm,
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SECTION 1-3.: CONCLUSIONS.

The laser ionisation was observed to be strongly dependent on the 

wavelength of the output. Lasers with wavelengths greater than 350nm 

required the absorption of more than two photons to produce ionisation. 

Therefore unless used at high fluences where saturation of the MPI 

process occurred they would not be suitable for laser calibration.

Below 350nm the ionisation process is two-photon. The ionisation 

potentials of the impurities in the counter gas responsible for the 

laser ionisation at 350nm must have ionisation potentials of less than 

7.1 eV.fts cui’gon and methane have ionisation potentials of*1$eV and 12eV 

respectively, they cannot be responsible for the ionisation at this 

wavelength. These results indicate the presence of low ionisation 

potential impurities in the counter gas.
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CHAPTER 5.

laser ionisation control in proportional counters

BY ADDITION OF LOW IONISATION POTENTIAL VAPOURS.

SECTION 5.-1: INTRODUCTION.

The ability to produce controllable and reproducible levels of 

laser ionisation is important for the study of space charge effects in 

MWPC’s, such as in two-track studies. More fundamentally, ionisation 

control may be necessary in some cases simply to produce ionisation 

above the detection threshold of the MWPC. Variations in laser 

ionisation intensity by factors of 3 and 7 were reported for the TPC 90 

and in a counter at Dortmund (Blum (1984)). In the UA-1 detector 

(Marcievicz et al (1983)) a fall in ionisation by a factor of 4 occurred 

over a day. Shortly after, the ionisation fell below the detection 

limit of the system.

The ionisation could be controlled in one of two ways: either by 

the adjustment of the ionising laser intensity, or by the addition of a 

laser ionisable compound (seeding compound) to the counter gas. 

Ionisation control by the variation of the laser intensity may not be 

possible in some cases, for instance when even the maximum intensity of 

the laser produces no detectable ionisation. Then the second method of 

control must be adopted.
Seeding compounds most commonly studied are organic molecules with 

low ionisation potentials. Efforts have already been made to obtain 

ionisation control by the addition of low concentrations of organic 

vapours to counter gas es. (Anderhub et al (1979, 1980), Bourotte and

Sadoulet (1980), Cochet et al (1982), Guo et al (1982), and Gushchin et
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al (1983))- None of the additives were recommended for seeding into the 

ALEPH TPC since their long term effects on the detector properties were 
unknown.

For the reasons given in chapter 4, UV lasers with wavelengths of 

around 300nm are the most likely candidates for the laser calibration of 

gas filled counters. For the direct single photon ionisation of an 

additive, using photons of around 300nm wavelength, the additive must 

have an ionisation potential of less than about 5eV. Very few molecules 

with ionisation potentials as low as this exist and those that do tend 

to be chemically unstable. Many metallic atoms have ionisation 

potentials of around 4eV, but free atomic metals are generally reactive 

and would be rapidly adsorbed onto metallic surfaces in the MWPC, or 

would be lost in oxidation reactions with impurities like 0̂  in the gas.

The problem of chemical reactivity is reduced if higher ionisation 

potential molecules are used for seeding. At near UV wavelengths two- 

photon ionisation of molecules with ionisation potentials of around 8eV 

has already been demonstrated.

Another alternative would be to go a step further and use three 

photons to ionise molecules with ionisation potentials of around 12eV. 

Since quenching gases in MWPC’s have ionisation potentials in this 

region, at first sight, this would appear to be a very tempting method, 

since it would require no seeding. It unfortunately demands the use of a 

very intense UV laser and expensive beam handling facilities.

The two-photon ionisation of seeding compounds appeared to be the 

best option. The seeding compounds tested and discussed in this chapter 

were chosen, over many other possible candidates, for no very powerful 

reasons. Di-ethylaniline (DEA) and Tetrakis-(dimethylamino) ethylene 

(TMAE) had already been studied as seeding agents in counters (Anderson 

et al (1981)), so these were again studied along with a similar molecule 

to DEA, Di-methylaniline (DMA). Trimethyl- and triethy1-amine (TMA and
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TEA) were chosen for their very high vapour pressures (TMA is a gas at 

room temperature) and for their apparent molecular simplicity. 

N,N,N’,N»-Tetramethyl-p-phenylene diamine (TMPD) had a very low 

ionisation potential which it was hoped would give a large enhancement 

in ionisation for very low seeding concentrations. Naphthalene was 

chosen for its low ionisation potential but also because it was a 

familiar and reasonably harmless compound. (Naphthalene is the major 

constituent in moth balls).

The above compounds were studied in small proportional counters 

filled with 90-10% argon/methane (P10) counter gas. The effects on the 

laser ionisation levels for various seeding concentrations and for set 

laser fluences, were studied. Effects on the counter properties were 

also studied, such as undesirable changes in counter gain and 

resolution. Since excessive sticking of seeding compounds to the 

counter surfaces -could affect the counter lifetime, the ease of removal 

from the counter after seeding was also studied.
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section 5-2: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.

Experimental results for and the discussion of each seeding 

compound will be given in turn. The results are summarised in tabular 

form at the end of the section. Additional information on the 

properties of these molecules is also given.

Fluctuations in the laser fluence by as much as 30% were observed. 

In a non-saturating 2-photon process this constitutes 60% fluctuations 

in the laser ionisation intensity. Laser fluence and ionisation were 

both recorded pulse by pulse allowing normalisation of the ionisation to 

a specific laser fluence for each event. For a non-saturating 2-photon 

process the ionisation must be quadratically normalised. In all of 

these experiments the ionisation process was taken to be non-saturating.

N.N.-DIMETHYL-ANILINE (DMA).

An MKS Baratron was used to measure the pressure of DMA introduced 

into an evacuated type 1 proportional counter (the static fill method). 

The laser ionisation was measured for a range of partial pressures of 

DMA between 0.04 and 0.3 Torr in P10 gas at 76O Torr.

Figure 5-1 shows the ionisation versus pressure curve produced by 

an unfocussed N ̂  laser with a fluence of about I4pj/mm^ and a pulse 

duration of 5ns. The ionisation was quadratically normalised to 

14jjJ/nmu A linear dependence between ionisation and the pressure of DMA 

in the counter was observed.
DMA was introduced into a counter at 0.3?orr which was then filled 

to 760Torr with P10 gas. With this pressure of DMA the counter 

resolution and gain were not affected (measured from the Fe 55 x-ray 

ionisation spectra). After isolation for a week, little deterioration
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Figure: 5-1 Ionisation versus pressure curve for DMA.
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of the counter resolution was observed, although the laser ionisation 

intensity dropped by a factor of 2.

The ease with which DMA could be removed from the counter was 

measured in the following way. An evacuated type 1 counter was filled 

with a known low pressure of DMA then filled to 760Torr with P10 gas. 

The ionisation was measured at a known laser fluence. The counter was 

then evacuated to 380 Torr and refilled with fresh PIG gas to 760Torr 

and the ionisation for the same laser fluence was recorded. This 

procedure was repeated several times. After each pump out and refill 

the pressure of DMA in the counter was assumed to have dropped by half. 

Figure 5-2 shows ionisation intensity at a set laser fluence versus 

assumed DMA pressure. The non-linear dependence indicated that DMA had 

been adsorbed onto the counter walls and was subsequently outgassing 

back into the PIG gas (Ledingham et al (1984)). After pumping out for a 

few minutes, most of the DMA was removed from the counter.

The 337rim output of the N ̂  laser at a laser fluence of I4pj/mm^ 

produced approximately l7GGlP/cm in PIG mixed with 26Gppm DMA.

The ionisation dependence of DMA on wavelength was studied using 

the frequency doubled light from a dye laser. DMA was introduced into
oPIG gas by passing the gas at 25Gml/min over a sample of DMA held at G C

in a cold bath. At this temperature the saturated vapour pressure of

DMA is G.G6 torr (see figure 5-3). Careful measurements of flow rates

and loss of mass of the DMA sample showed that the actual pressure of

the DMA was closer to G.G36torr

The wavelength was stepped between 264nm and 332nm. A gap in the

spectra, at around 3G8nm, appears due to laser inefficiency near the

edges of the dye tuning curves. The laser fluence was set at around

I4pj/mm^ and the ionisation then quadratically normalised, pulse by
%pulse, to a fluence of IpJ/mm. Figure 5-4 shows both the background and 

DMA 2-photon ionisation spectra. Between 264nm and 31Gnm the ionisation
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Figure: 5-2 Ionisation versus assumed DMA pressure,
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Figure: 5-3 Vapour pressure curve for DMA.
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Figure: 5-4 Background and DMA R2PI spectra.
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was fairly constant but then fell by 3 orders of magnitude between BlOnm 
and 332nm.

The ionisation observed at 266nm with a laser intensity of 12|aJ/nmî

was 3x10 IP/cm for DMA at a concentration of 260ppm. This was over 4

orders of magnitude greater than the ionisation observed for the same
2.concentration of DMA ionised by the laser with a I4pj/mm pulse.

One reason for the flattening off of the 2-photon spectrum below

310nm may be explained, in part, by the apparent saturation of the ion

signal from the counter. Figures 5-5 and 5-6 show attenuation curves of

laser ionisation versus laser fluence. At 320nm and 330nm the

dependence is quadratic and therefore non-saturating but at 310nm and

266nm the ionisation is seen to be strongly saturated at laser fluences

of around lOpJ/mm.

Saturation of the 2-photon ionisation process was thought

unlikely, since that would mean that most of the DMA molecules, in the

beam interaction volume, would have had to have been ionised. However

calculations showed that only a millionth of the DMA molecules in the

interaction region had been ionised.

The saturation was attributed to the effects of space charge

building up near the sense wire of the proportional counter. For

electron densities of up to 10e/cm on the wire these effects are
?minimal, but beyond 10e?cm the counter becomes non proportional. Even 

before amplification near the wire, DMA was producing ionisation levels 

close to, or greater than, 10e7cm.

DIETHYL-ANILINE (DEA).

Diethyl-aniline is chemically very similar to DMA, although it has 

a slightly lower ionisation potential and a vapour pressure 1/3 that of 

DMA (see figure 5-7)*
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Figure: 5-5 Attenuation curves for DMA at 320nmjĴ nd 330nm^i.
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Figure: 5-6 Attenuation curves for DMA at 310nn̂ l̂ ud 266nm^%,
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Figure: 5-7 Vapour pressure curve for DEA.
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Adsorption and subsequent outgassing of DEA from the counter walls 

made the static filling of the counters an unreliable method for 

introducing DEA into the counter. Instead the DEA was introduced by 

flowing P10 gas at both 50ml/min and 250ml/min over a sample of DEA held 

at temperatures between OC and 2fc. Figure 5-8 shows the increase in 

ionisation of DEA as its concentration builds up with time in the 

counter. The first part of each curve is the background ionisation in 

the counter when the P10 gas flow was bypassing the DEA sample. Gas 

flow was then switched to pass over the DEA sample and an exponential 

rise in ionisation was observed. The rise was consistent with a very 

rapid distribution of the seeding vapour thoughout the counter volume. 

After a time the ionisation reached a steady state. At flow rates of

50ml/min and 250ml/min the steady state ionisation levels were the same,

indicating that at least to first order, the concentration of DEA in the 

P10 gas was independant of flow rate. The ionisation in each case is 

proportional to the vapour pressure for temperatures between 0°C and 21 

(see figure 5-9).

Measurement of the flow rate and mass loss at 21 °C indicated 

that the partial pressure of DEA in the P10 gas was about 30% of the 

saturated vapour pressure of DEA. A cooling down of the surface of the 

DEA sample by evaporative heat loss accounted in part for the

discrepancy between the observed partial pressure of DEA and the

saturated vapour pressure.
DEA at a concentration of 33PPm gave ionisation of about l800IP/cm

2.
with a Nj, laser at a fluence of I4pj/mm and wavelength of 337nm. The 

2-photon ionisation cross-section is very similar to that of DMA, but

DEA proved to be much more sticky and because of this no more work was 

carried out with it.
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Figure: 5-8 DEA seeding by the flow method.
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Figure: 5-9 Ionisation versus vapour pressure for DEA.
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TgTRAKIS (DIMETHYLAMINQ1 ETHYLENE (TMAE).

With its very low ionisation potential TMAE was potentially a 

seeding vapour of great promise. Considerable work (Anderson et al 

(1981)) has already been carried out on a group of tetraaminoethylenes, 

of which TMAE was one. These were introduced into photoionisation 

proportional scintillation chambers. Anderson et al described problems 

arising from TMAE seeding. All the surfaces in the chamber rapidly 

became photosensitive implying adsorption of TMAE onto the chamber 

walls. Also, depending on the type of surface and its temperature, it 

was found to take many hours to remove TMAE from the chambers by pumping 

with a diffusion pump.

Experiments with TMAE confirmed these problems. TMAE at its 

saturated vapour pressure at -10°C (figure 5-10) was introduced into a 

type 1 counter under vacuum. Very high ionisation levels were produced 

and only after considerable pumping did the ionisation return to the 

original background level.

A fairly reproducible measurement of laser ionisation of TMAE was

obtained when PIG gas was flowed over a sample of TMAE held at between

-40*C and -30^ C (TMAE is solid at these temperatures). By a linear

extrapolation of the saturated vapour pressure versus temperature graph

the concentration of TMAE in the FIG gas was estimated to be about 1G'̂
2- 3torr. The ionisation produced by the N 2. laser at IpJ/mm was about 5x1G 

IP/cm.
TMAE proved very difficult to handle reliably. Even with flowing 

techniques it seemed to stick to the counter surfaces. An additional 

problem with TMAE was its reactivity. In contact with air it oxidises

to form compounds that may not be ionised by two photons at 337nm.

Although it has been used successfully as a photoionising vapour 

in MWPC’s designed to detect and localise UV photons (Charpak and Sauli
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Figure: 5-10 Vapour pressure curve for TMAE.
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(1984) and Sauli (1986), TMAE is not recommended as a seeding agent for 
the ALEPH TPC.

TBIETHYLAMINE (TEA)•

Triethylamine was introduced into a type 1 counter by the flow

method. PI0 gas flowing at a rate of 250ml/min was passed over a sample

of TEA held at temperatures between -22°C and 0°C. This procedure

resulted in seeding concentrations of between lOppm and 10^ ppm (found

from the vapour pressure of TEA in this region, figure 5-11).
%A laser with a fluence of I4pj/mm gave no measurable

ionisation above the 40-60IP/cm considered to be background, although 

with a concentration of 1.5torr TEA, the gas gain of the counter 

increased considerably. This effect was also observed in MWPC’s with 

1.5% TEA in the counter gas (Sauli (1986)).

A pressure of 1.5torr TEA was maintained by flowing P10 gas over 

a sample of TEA held in a cold bath at -20 Ĉ. With a laser fluence of

8pJ/mm^a 2-photon spectrum for TEA was taken between 264nm and 290nm in

Inm steps (figure 5-12) The data was quadratically normalised to a laser 

fluence of IpJ/mmT Figure 5-13 shows an approximately quadratic

dependence of ionisation with laser fluence at 266nm.

TEA does not show evidence of ionisation at wavelengths greater 

than 280nm. This explains why no ionisation was observed in TEA with 

the laser at BSYnm. Below 280nm the ionisation increased until at 

276nm it reached 2x10^ IP/cm _ . It remained roughly at this value 

down to 264nm.
At 2000ppm (1.5 torr) TEA the gas gain increased by a factor of
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Figure: 5-11 Vapour pressure curve for TEA.
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Figure: 5-12 R2PI spectrum for TEA.
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Figure: 5-13 Attenuation curve for TEA.
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six over that for pure P10 gas. This change is not seen in the data 

since the number of ion pairs produced by laser ionisation is calculated 

using the x-rays from an Fe 55 source.

TEA did not appear to be very sticky and could easily be removed 

from the counter by flushing with clean P10 gas. TEA has not been 

dismissed as a possible seeding agent for calibration purposes.

TRIMETHYLAMINE (IMA).

■ TMA, unlike all the other seeding compounds is a gas at room 

temperature. At a partial pressure of lOTorr, (measured on the MKS 

Baratron) TMA was introduced into an evacuated type 2 counter which was 

then filled to 76O torr with P10 gas. A doubling of the counter gain
5Lwas observed with this concentration of TMA, but below 5x10 ppm there 

appeared to be no appreciable effect on the counter gain (see figure 

5-14).

A 2-photon spectrum between 266nm and 300nm in steps of 1nm was 

taken for TMA. The ionisation was quadratically normalised from about 

0.8(iJ/nun'to IpJ/mmt The 2-photon ionisation of TMA rises continuously 

from background at 298nm down to 266nm (figure 5-15).

At 266nm, the normalised background subtracted ionisation level 

for TMA at lOtorr is 5.7x10 IP/cm. Extrapolation gives a corresponding
Xionisation of IgOIP/cm at 1|iJ/mm and 3ppm TMA. This is very close to 

the figure of 160IP/cm reported by Hubricht et al (1985).

Figure 5-16 gives a graph of ionisation versus nominal pressure of 

TMA. The data was produced in a similar way to the "stickiness” test 

adopted for DMA. The ionisation only deviates very slightly from a 

straight line and then only in the region where background ionisation 

becomes significant. From this it was concluded that TMA is not sticky.

TMA has been introduced into the TPC 90 (Blum et al (1984)), at a
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Figure: 5-14 Effect of TMA on the counter gain
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Figure: 5-15 R2PI spectrum for TMA.
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Figure: 5-16 Graph of ionisation versus nominal pressure of TMA,
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concentration of SOppm,observed an ionisation of 420IP/cm for a 

quadrupled Nd:YAG (266nm) at a fluence of IpJ/mm?'

Also Dortrtuftcliooked at the effect of TMA on the counter lifetime. 

They defined the lifetime of the counter as the time taken for the 

resolution of the counter, measured with an Fe55 source, to increase to 

3 0 %. TMA doped at lOOppm into the counter gas actually gave a three 

fold increase in lifetime over that of the unseeded counter.

NAPHTHALENE.

P10 gas flowing at a rate of lOOml/min was passed through a sample 

of crystalline naphthalene at room temperature. At this temperature the 

voLpour of naphthalene would not be greater than 0.05torr, the

saturated vapour pressure of naphthalene at 21°C (Handbook of Chemistry 

and Physics (1986)).

The 2-photon ionisation spectrwrtiof naphthalene taken between 272nm 

and 300nm in steps of 0.1nm (see figure 5-17)» displays fairly constant 

ionisation between 272nm and 280nm and then a drop of over two orders of

magnitude between 280nm and 300nm. The laser fluence was fixed at about
%4pJ/mm. At 274nm the ionisation begins to saturate at this fluence 

(see figure 5-18). This was attributed to a build up of space charge in 

the counter.

A 2-photon ionisation spectrum of naphthalene taken by Frueholz et 

al (1980) displayed resonant fine structure at wavelengths around 280nm. 

Structure is apparent in the spectrum depicted in figure 5-17, but is 

washed out to some extent due to the saturation of the proportional 

counter.
UV absorption data (Atlas of Spectral data and Physical constants 

for organic compounds (1975)) show that naphthalene has structure at 

around 270nm. Very similar absorption cross-sections are quoted for UV
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Figure: 5-17 R2PI spectrum for naphthalene.
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Figure: 5-18 Attenuation curve for naphthalene.
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light at 275nm and 266nm.

The 2-photon spectrum did not cover the 266nm wavelength of the 

quadrupled Nd:YAG, but since naphthalene is still resonant at 266nm, it 

may be assumed that the ionisation will not differ greatly from the 

value at 274nm.

At the concentrations of napthalene used in this experiment it 

proved difficult to clean the counter by pumping it out after seeding. 

Hubricht et al (1985) carried out seeding experiments with Naphthalene 

and also found it sticky but had no apparent difficulty in removing or 

controlling it. They measured an ionisation level of 1.4x10 IP/cm at 

37PPm of naphthalene at a laser fluence of IpJ/mm and a wavelength of 

266nm. A method for seeding naphthalene into the TPC was detailed by 

Blum (1985).

N,N,N».N»-TETRAMETHYL-P-PHENYLENE DIAMINE (TMPD).

PIG gas flowing at 250ml/min over a sample of solid TMPD at room 

temperature gave a concentration of not more than 3ppm in the gas. A 

IpJ/mm^laser pulse at 268.5nm gave 1.4x10^IP/cm at this concentration. 

The ionisation process was as expected two photon, as illustrated by 

the gradient of two in the log/log plot of ionisation versus laser

fluence (figure 5-19).
Hubricht et al ( 1985) and Gusfchin et al ( 1983) have both tried 

seeding TMPD. They observed ionisation of 6x10^IP/cm (1.3ppm and 266nm) 

and 7x10**‘lP/cm (I.SPPm and 337nm) respectively.

TMPD proved very difficult to flush out of the system after 

seeding by this method. For this reason it was considered no further.
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Figure: 5-19 Attenuation curve for TMPD.
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SECTION 5.-2: CONCLUSIONS.

The most likely choice of lasers for calibration purposes are 

those with wavelengths between 340nm and 200nm. N^ and Nd:YAG lasers 

have already been used for particle track simulation in MWPC's. A 

quadrupled NdzYAG is to be used for the calibration of the ALEPH TPC. 

Additives to the gas in the ALEPH TPC would therefore have to produce 

appreciable enhancement in laser ionisation at 266nm.

Tables 5-1 to 5-3 give information on the properties of the 

additives tested. Table 5-3 lists the ionisation induced for each 

additive at dye laser wavelengths close to 337nm and 266nm, or by a Nĝ 

laser at 337nm. All the additives except TMA and TEA produced 

ionisation at 337nm. The general trend was for an increase in 

ionisation as the wavelength was decreased. At 266nm all the additives, 

including TEA and TMA produced appreciable ionisation.

Along with an enhancement in ionisation additives also had to have 

the following properties before they could be considered ’safe* for 

introduction into large MWPC’s: (1) Control of the concentration of the

additive in the counter gas had to be quick and easy; (2) The 

additives had not be excessively sticky; (3) They had to have a 

negligible effect on the counter gain (for instance by not having a 

strong electron attachment cross-section); (4) The counter lifetime had 

to be reasonably unaffected by their introduction; (5) They had to be 

fairly safe and easy to handle and (6) The gas purification systems in 

the TPC had not to be inactivated by their introduction.

All except DMA,TMA and TEA fail on the first two counts. DMA 

could be introduced at concentrations up to its saturated vapour 

pressure at room temperature without affecting the counter gain. On the 

other hand TMA and TEA both produced gain increases at pressures of a 

few torr in the PIG gas, but at concentrations of <500ppm they had a
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negligible effect on the gain.

At a concentration of 60ppm and a laser fluence of around 1 

at 266nin wavelength, the ionisation of DMA appeared to saturate. This 

was attributed to space charge build up effects near the sense wire of 

the proportional counter.

Although DMA produced approximately 10 times more ionisation than 

TMA and TEA for the same concentration and laser fluence, it had the 

disadvantage of being the most sticky of the three additives. TMA 

proved to be the least sticky.

Long term effects (over several months) on the counter lifetime 

have not been carried out. DMA was tested over a week in a proportional 

counter with an Fe 55 source producing continous irradiation of the gas. 

DMA had little measurable effect on the gain and resolution of the 

counter but the ionisation intensity did fall over this period.

Aging effects in a counter with TMA added at a concentration of 

lOOppm has been studied by Pollman at Dortmund University (the results 

are reported in an ALEPH note by Blum (1984)). A 3 fold increase in the 

counter lifetime was observed with TMA at a concentration of lOOppm in 

the counter gas.

Of the three additives TMA is the most promising, its major draw 

back being its extremely unpleasant smell. Even a low level of TMA in 

air (ppb) is very unpleasant. Since all three additives considered are 

dangerous at low concentrations in air (typically >5ppm is considered 

unsafe) the TMA signature may be a blessing in disguise.

The study of additives for the artificial enhancement of

ionisation could have continued in this vein, since thousands of low

ionisation potential molecules exist. It was decided that a different 

approach to the problem might prove more fruitful.

Background laser ionisation in counters is caused by the presence

of unknown impurities in the counter gas. It was thought that
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identification of these impurities would lead to a greater understanding 

of the aging processes in MWPC's. Also, the 'background' impurities are 

at very low levels around 500ppb, (calculated from typical values of the 

ionisation cross-sections for molecules) and therefore seeding at these 

concentrations would probably be considered safe since the impurities 

are already present 'naturally' in the counters at these levels.

Two methods were used to try and identify the ionisable 

impurities. The first approach was to study the background 2-photon 

spectra of unseeded counter gas in various counters. The other was to 

study the ions produced by laser ionisation of the counter gas in a 

quadrupole mass spectrometer. Chapter 6 summarises the spectral analysis 

of the gas and chapter 8 the mass analysis.
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TABLE 5.-1: PROPERTIES ̂  ADDITIVES

NAME, CHEMICAL FORMULA 
& STRUCTURE

MOLECULAR
WEIGHT,
(AMU)

M.Pt.
(°C)

B.Pt.
(°C)

Density
(g/L)

Ionisation 
Potential. 

(eV)

N,N Di-methylaniline 
(DMA)

121.18 2.45 194.15 0.956 7.14 (1)

O ' " :
N,N Di-ethylaniline 

(DEA)
149.24 -38.8 216.27 0.935 6.99 (2)

O ' :
Tetrakis (dimethylamino) 
ethylene (TMAE)

200.23 -11 59 # 0.86 5.36 (3)

(CH)IN\ /NICHj)

Trimethylamine
(TMA)

59.11 -117.0 2.9 0.656 7.82 (1) 
8.50 (4)

4 ' ^ " '

Triethylamine
(TEA)

101.19 -114.7 89.3 0.728 7.5 (1)

C.Hs

Naphthalene 
(Naphth.)

128.19 80.55 218 1.0253 8.12 (6)

N,N,N’,N’-Tetramethyl 
-p-phenylene diamine 

(TMPD)

164.25 51 260 - 6.2 (5)

(1) Rosenstock et al (1977) (2) Franklin et al (1969)
(3) Nakato et al (197%) (4) Lee & Bischel (1982)
(5) Nakato (1971)
(6) Handbook of Chemistry and Physics (1972)
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TABLE 5 .-Z : GENERAL PROPERTIES OF ADDITIVES.

NAME
ABBREV
IATED

VAPOUR 
PRESSURE 
DATA(figure:

TOXICITY#
(ppm)

SUPPLIER COMMENTS

DMA 5-3 <5 BDH,KLL Unpleasant odour even at very 
low concentrations. Avoid 
Contact with skin.

DEA 5-7 <5 BDH,KLL Avoid contact with skin.

TMAE 5-10 — ACC Readily oxidised, must be 
handled in inert atmosphere. 
Avoid contact with skin.

TMA GAS <10 BDH Very unpleasant odour which 
is extremely pervasive. 
Avoid contact with skin.

TEA 5-11 <10 KLL Unpleasant odour. Avoid 
contact with skin.

Naphth. ref (1) <10 Avoid contact with skin.

TMPD ref (2) - ACC Irritant. Avoid contact with 
skin.

# maximum concentration over a period of 8 hours.

BDH - BDH Chemicals Ltd.
KLL - Koch Light Laboratories Ltd.
ACC - Aldrich Chemicals Company Ltd.

(1) Handbook of Chemistry and Physics (1972).

(2) Guschin et al (1983).
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table IONISATION OF ADDITIVES

NAME IP/cm CONG
(ppm)

FLUENCE
(pJ/mnft

LASER
TYPE

WAVELENGTH
(nm)

REF.

DMA 1700 260 14 N 337 (1)
3x10? 260 12 DYE 266 (2)

DEA 1800 33 14 N 337
TMAE 5000 1.3 1 N 337 (1)
TMA NONE 1.3x10^ 1 DYE 300

5.7x10^ 1.3x10* 1 DYE 266 (3)
TEA NONE 1900 14 N 337

1.3x10^ 1900 8 DYE 266 (2)
Naph 2x10^ 60 4 DYE 300

2x10^ 60 4 DYE 274

TMPD 1.4x10^ 3 1 DYE 268.5
N 337

(1) Ledingham et al (1984).
(2) Ledingham et al (1985).
(3) Raine et al (1983).
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CHAPTER 1

AN-ALJSJS 0£ THE BACKGROUND IONISATION IN PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS. 

SECTION 1-1: INTRODUCTION.

Background 2-photon ionisation spectra produced for the type 1 

counter were shown in chapter 5, figure 5-4. Fluctuations were observed 

in the ionisation intensities and these indicated the presence of 

resonant fine structure. Three processes which could account for the 

structure are: resonances into intermediate vibronic states of the

system; resonances into vibronic states of the ionised molecule; 

resonant transitions into super-excited states, followed by

preionisation. The ionisation could of course be a combination of all 

these processes.

If identification of the impurities in the counter gas were to be 

attempted by the comparison of the R2PI spectra with UV absorption 

spectra, then resonant transition into an intermediate level would have 

to be the dominant process. This chapter summarises the analysis of 

background R2PI spectra for three types of counter. It was assumed that 

the R2PI spectra would resemble, at least to first order, the UV

(electronic) absorption spectra for the impurity. This assumption was

justified for at least two of the impurities and could probably be

applied to almost any molecule with intermediate resonant levels.

Results and discussion for the R2PI spectra of each type of

proportional counter will be given in turn.

Experiments designed to identify the sources of the major

contaminants will be outlined. The results and discussion of these 

experiments are given in section 3. The effects of the purification 

system (proposed for the ALEPH TPC) on the background ionisation are 

also discussed.
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section 5.-2.: WAVELENGTH DEPENDENCE OF IONISATION BETWEEN

260nin AND 33Ifîffl.

THE BACKGROUND IONISATION SPECTRUM FOR THE TYPE 1 COUNTER.

The background two photon ionisation spectrum was taken in Inm

increments between 260nm and 337nm. For each wavelength setting the

data was collected, as described in chapter 3, and then binned into

small increments for laser fluence. The laser fluence was kept lower

than , the saturation level of the two-photon process. The average

ionisation intensity was expressed as ion pairs per cm (IP/cm) using

Fe55 (227 IP. ) as a calibration source. The data then could be
0.normalised to 1jiJ/mm.

The large dynamic range of the ionisation as a function of 

wavelength required the gain of the counter to be changed to keep the 

signal within the dynamic range of the analogue to digital converter 

(ADC).

The ionisation levels before and after the gain change, taken at a 

specific wavelength and laser fluence setting, were used to calculate 

the change in the counter gain.

The wavelength dependence of the background ionisation for the 

type 1 counter is shown in figure 6-1. The laser fluence was 8.1|iJ/mm̂ . 

Different symbols represent different dye regions of the laser covered 

by Coumarin 153 (+), Rhodamin 6G (&) and DCM (o) (See chapter 3-2). 

Differences in the levels of ionisation in the overlap regions of the 

dyes are possibly caused by variations in the spatial and temporal 

cross-sections of the laser beam. The beam cross-sections are affected 

by dye efficiency drops near the edges of its spectral range so that 

fewer modes of the pump laser are able to excite the dye. (Johnson et 

al (1976); Sorokin et al (1968))
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Figure: 6-1 Wavelength dependence of the background ionisation 
in a type 1 counter.
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Figure: 6-2 Wavelength dependence of the background ionisation 
in a type 1 counter after cleaning and baking.
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Between 260nm and 308nm the ionisation remains fairly constant at 

2x10 IP/cm, but between 308nm and 337%# the ionisation decreases by 

about four orders of magnitude. The similarity between the spectrum in 

figure 6-1 and the R2PI spectrum for DMA in figure 5-4 was thought to be 

caused by contamination of the PIG gas by desorption of seeding 

compounds from the counter walls. Before the background spectrum had 

been taken, the counter had been used for seeding experiments with 

several molecules: DMA,DEA and TEA (Chapter 5). It was felt that some of 

these might still have been adsorbed on to the counter surfaces.

, To remove any contaminant seeding agents the counter was 

completely dismantled and baked for several hours. A further spectrum 

over the same wavelength range was produced (See figure 6-2). This time 

the spectrum was noticeably different. At wavelengths below 279%# the
3ionisation was again found to be fairly constant at 2x10 IP/cm. Between 

266nm and 308nm there was a drop in ionisation by over two orders of

magnitude. The difference in the spectra (6-1 and 6-2) was attributed

to the removal of some of the contaminating impurities (by baking the 

counter). This example proves that some of the seeding agents are 

persistent and may only be removed by very thorough cleaning of the 

counter system.

Figs 6-1 and 6-2 show evidence of fine structure between 266nm and 

278nm. In order to resolve this fine structure the region was examined 

in greater detail. The data in figure 6-3 was taken with wavelength 

increments of 0.025nm and clearly shows resonant structure. To confirm 

that the order of the MPI process was N=2 the laser fluence was varied 

over a large dynamic range down to the detection limits of the 

apparatus. The results were plotted on a log/log scale (figure 6-4).

Even at very low fluences the gradient of the curve is 2, indicating

again a two-photon ionisation process.
The shortest wavelength of the spectrum is 266nm (4.66eV) and
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Figure: 6-4 Attenuation curve for the background ionisation.
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hence any impurities responsible for the production of the fine 

structure must have ionisation potentials <9.32eV.

THE M .ALY3IS 0£ THE SPECTRA TAKEN BETWEEN 266nm AND 278nm.

The complexity of the two-photon ionisation spectrum in figure

6-3, and the low ionisation potential of the constituents responsible

for it, suggest the presence of polyatomic molecular impurities, rather 

than atoms or small molecules. Although many of the metals used in the 

construction of the counter have low ionisation potentials in atomic 

form, they can be discounted as possible impurities because of their 

very low vapour pressures. Indium, used as a vacuum seal is an

exception, but it does not exhibit electronic absorption resonances in 

this wavelength region. Small molecules likely to be present in the 

counter gas as impurities, such as 0^ ,C0% ,HiO have ionisation 

potentials of greater than 9-32eV requiring at least 3-photons of 

wavelenght 270nm, to ionise them.

The UV spectra of organic molecules are well documented (e.g.

Murrell (1963) and UV Atlas of Organic Compounds (1966)). Two families 

of organic compounds that commonly absorb in the near UV are those with 

chromophoric groups and those with conjugated bonds. A chromophoric 

group contains an atom with a lone pair of electrons and generally will 

absorb at about 310nm (3.8eV). Conjugated molecules contain a chain of 

carbon atoms with alternate single and double bonds and generally will 

absorb at around 300nm (4.1eV). Many forms of conjugated systems are 

unstable and tend to undergo chemical reactions with their surroundings, 

effectively removing them as ionisable impurities from the counter gas. 

However, some are extremely stable, in particular aromatic ring systems 

like benzene and substituted benzenes. These exhibit electronic 

absorptions in the 260nm to 300nm wavelength region (See appendix 3).
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Most benzene compounds have ionisation potentials of around 9®V 

and could therefore be ionised by two photons with wavelengths around 

270nm. Two-photon resonant spectra for polyatomics at room temperature 

are scarce, hence identification of the unknown molecules had to be 

carried out by an alternative method.

In a R2PI process, the first step, from the ground state to an

intermediate excited state is precisely that involved in electronic 

absorption spectroscopy. Therefore the R2PI spectrum of the molecule in 

the P10 counter gas will resemble the vapour phase absorption spectrum 

of the molecule in air. This assumes that either the first step in the 

two-photon process determines the rate of ionisation, or, that the

cross-section for the transition from the intermediate state to the

continuum is not strongly wavelength dependent (See chapter 1-5).

To test this, P10 gas was passed through the proportional counter

flow system and its single photon electronic absorption spectrum taken.

Using a quartz spectrometry cell the gas was analysed in a Beckman

Spectrophotometer (Described in chapter 3-5). The P10 gas gave no

absorption above background. This meant that either the impurities did

not absorb in the wavelength region between 260nm and 300nm or that

their concentrations were very low. For molecules with absorption
-IS 1cross-sections of the order cr= 10 cm (UV Atlas of Organic Molecules 

(1966)) typical of substituted benzenes, the lower limit of the 

sensitivity of the Beckman is about lOppm.

A liquid nitrogen bath was used to trap impurities from the PIG

gas. At these temperatures most contaminating organic compounds should 

be trapped. Careful gas flow regulation ensured that the levels of 

condensed methane and argon in the trap were kept constant. The trapped 

impurities were passed into a spectrometry cell by warming up the cold 

trap to room temperature and cooling the connected cell to —50 C. The 

UV spectrum for this sample exhibited several characteristics similar to
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that of the background R2PI. Most noticeable was fine structure at
,, ,similar wavelengths, an sLiĉ kt edge at 300nm and  ̂levelling off of 

absorption below 280nm (See figure 6-5a). This implied that the UV and 

R2PI spectra could be compared directly (As was expected from the 

similarity of the processes involved).

A second spectrum was obtained (See figure 6-5b) by the same 

method, except that the counter was removed from the gas flow line. The 

disappearance of the edge at 300nm indicated that it was produced by 

impurities in the counter.

Between 260nm and 280nm several substituted benzenes were 

identified (UV Atlas of Organic Compounds 1966) which, in methanol 

solution, produce electronic absorption spectra similar to the 

background R2PI spectrum

Absorption spectra for molecules are usually taken with the 

molecules dissolved in solvents. In solution the energy levels of 

molecules are shifted. For benzene type molecules the solvent causes a 

shift of the UV absorption spectrum to longer wavelengths. This occurs 

because benzene in an excited state tends to be more polar than in the 

ground state. Transition energies are reduced because dipole-dipole 

interactions lower the energies of the excited states more than that of 

the ground state. Also, the spectra are broadened by collisions between 

excited molecules and neutral solvent molecules (see chapter 1-4, 

Collision Broadening). Therefore, in solution, the absorption spectra 

are shifted to longer wavelengths and are collision broadened more than 

in the gas phase.

Since very little gas phase data exists for benzene type 

molecules, it was necessary to obtain it experimentally. A 10cm active 

length quartz spectrometer cell filled with substituted benzenes at room 

temperature vapour pressure was analysed using a Beckman 

Spectrophotometer. The differences between the solvent and gas phase
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Figure: 6-5 UV spectrum of impurities in cold trap.
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spectra are illustrated in figure 6-6.

The electronic absorption spectrum of the hydroxy-substituted 

benzene molecule (phenol) was found to be in agreement with work by 

Matsen et al (1945). The spectrum is identical to the R2PI stucture in 

the wavelength range 266nm to 278nm, to first order (see figure 6-7).

Investigations revealed the source of the phenol in the type 1 

counter to be from reinforced plastic gas flow pipes. Contamination 

occurred by phenol outgassing from the walls of the pipe into the 

counter gas as it flowed through into the counter.

THE BACKGROUND R2PI SPECTRUM IN THE TYPE 2 COUNTER.

The background ionisation (see figure 6-8) for the type 2 counter 

was measured in 1nm increments as described for the type 1 counter. The 

P10 gas flow through the counter was fixed at 25ml/min. Care was taken 

to ensure that none of the seeding agents used previously were allowed 

to contaminate the system. The plastic flow pipes were not used in this 

experiment. The ionisation was found to be at least an order of 

magnitude lower than that found for the type 1 counter and was without 

the resonant structure attributable to phenol (see figure 6-3).

With the removal of phenol, further R2PI fine structure was 

resolved at around 268nm. This suggested the presence of another 

benzene type impurity. A high resolution spectrum (of O.OInm 

increments) was taken using a ’clean’ type 2 counter with a static gas 

filling. The wavelength was scanned between 262nm and 269nm with 

increments steps of O.OInm giving the spectrum shown in figure 6-9.

Identification of the impurity was simplified by the knowledge 

gained from the identification of phenol. Furthermore Boerner (1985) 

had reported the presence of a series of substituted benzenes in P10 gas 

used at CERN. In Boerner’s work the impurities were trapped by passing
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Figure: 6-6 Difference between solvent and gas phase UV spectra.

A = Backround UV spectrum
6 =  Vapour phase UV spectrum fo r  phenol
C = Solvent phase UV spectrum fo r  phenol
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Figure: 6-7 Background R2PI and UV absorption spectra of phenol
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Figure: 5-8 Background ionisation of the type 2 counter
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Figure: 6-9 Background R2PI spectrum between 262nm and 269nm for 
the type 2 counter.
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a large volume of P10 gas through activated carbon and were then 

analysed using gas chromatography and mass spectrometry. Table 6-1 

gives a list of the molecules trapped by this procedure. Vapour phase 

UV spectra of some of these molecules were taken for comparison with 

the R2PI spectrum. Some exhibited absorption in the 268nm wavelength 

region. One in particular, toluene, had an electronic absorption 

structure which closely matched the background R2PI structure (see 

figure 6-10). The R2PI spectrum of high purity toluene was investigated 

in the wavelength range 262nm to 269nm. PIG gas was passed at 50 ml/min 

over a sample of toluene held in a cold bath at a temperature of -80^C, 

(maintained by sublimating carbon dioxide). This procedure gave a 

toluene concentration of not more than 6ppm. The concentration was 

determined from the accepted vapour pressure for toluene of 5x10 \orr at 

-80*C (Hand book of Chemistry and Physics (1972)). The R2PI spectrum,

taken in O.OInm increments, is plotted in figure 6-1 la. The resonances

are at the same wavelengths as those in the background R2PI (figure 

6-11b). This confirms the presence of toluene as a contaminant in the 

P10 gas. By comparison of the relative peak to valley ratios of the 

background and toluene spectra, the concentration of the toluene in the 

counter was estimated to be 22ppb (Drysdale et al (1986a)).

Unlike phenol the source of toluene was not attributed to a single 

component in the apparatus. Toluene is a common impurity in methanol 

and ethanol which were used as cleaning agents for the counters. Also 

Boerner (1985) suggests that toluene is an inherent impurity in P10 gas.

Using the same type two counter in a static gas mode, two

background R2PI spectra were taken ten hours apart showing an increase 

in the concentration of toluene with time (figure 6-12). Since the 

counter gas was static, this could only be explained by toluene 

outgassing from the counter surfaces into the P10 gas. Further

experiments described in the next section corroborate this conclusion.
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Figure: 6-10a UV absorption spectrum for toluene

Figure: 6-10b R2PI spectrum of toluene.
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Figure  6-11 Background and toluene R2PI spectra
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Figure: 6-lZ Comparison between two R2PI spectra taken 10 hours
ap art.
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The toluene spectrum was subtracted from the background spectrum 

using the known peak to valley ratios for toluene (figure 6-13)* The 

remaining ionisation indicates the presence of other impurities in the 

PI0 gas. Identification of these impurities would require the removal 

of much of the toluene impurity from the counter system. This has 

proven to be difficult. The problem is illustrated in the background 

R2PI spectra for the type 3 counter. Even after very thorough cleaning, 

fine structure associated with toluene contamination was observed.

THE BACKGROUND R2PI SPECTRUM 0£ THE TYPE 3. COUNTER.

The background R2PI spectrum for the type 3 counter was taken 

between 262nm and 330nm with the PIG gas in static mode (figure 6-14). 

This may be compared with the background R2PI spectrum for the type 2 

counter over the same wavelength range (figure 6-8). Ionisation in the 

type 3 counter was approximately a factor of ten lower than in the type 

two counter. Since the same PIG gas was used in both counters, the 

difference must be attributable to different levels of impurities 

outgassing from the counter constituents. This indicates that the type 3 

counter had cleaner surfaces than the type 2 counter, although the fine 

structure of toluene was still observed.
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Figure: 6-1Î+. Background R2PI spectrum for the type 3 counter,
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SECTION 1-2: DESORPTION 0£ IMPURITIES FROM COUNTER SURFACES.

Outgassing has been shown to be a major source of impurities in 

the counter gas. Further evidence backing up this conclusion is given 

below.

A background spectrum for a type 2 counter was produced with PIG 

gas flowing through the counter at 50ml/min (figure 6-15). In figure 

6-16 is the background R2PI spectrum for the type 2 counter with a 

static gas fill. The difference between the spectra can be explained if 

the source of the impurities is from the counter surfaces. Impurities 

outgassing from the counter surfaces increased in concentration in the 

static gas. This was observed as an increase in ionisation with time. 

Eventually the ionisation levelled off suggesting an equalisation in the 

rates at which the impurities were outgassing from and re-adsorbing back 

onto the counter surfaces. Mith PIG gas flowing through the counter the 

outgassed impurities were flushed from the counter. The result was a 

lowering in concentration of impurities in the gas and therefore a 

reduction in the ionisation.

Figure 6-16 shows the effect on the laser induced ionisation at 

266nm in the type 3 counter when part of the counter was heated to 

around 100 ° C. The ionisation increased by a factor of 6. The 

fluctuations in the rising part of the graph were thought to be the 

result of variations in the temperature of the heated area. When the 

heating was turned off the ionisation slowly fell again. These results 

clearly indicated that the impurities were outgassing from the counter 
surfaces. The fall in ionisation as the counter cooled must have been 
caused by the impurities re-adsorbing onto the counter surfaces.

Hubrlcht et al (1985) carried out a similar experiment with a very 
clean counter system. They studied the intensity of ionisation as a
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Figure: 6-16 Effect of heating the counter on the ionisation.
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function of temperature and found that impurity levels in their system 

increased with temperature.

Argon/ethane (90/1055), argon/propane (90/10%), argon/isobutane 

(90/10%), argon/carbon dioxide (90/10%) and argon/ethane (50/50%) 

counter gas as have all been used in a type 1 counter. The ionisation 

observed for each gas was independent of pressure and was approximately 

equal for each gas. The pressure independence would not have been 

observed if the impurities were inherent in the gas and must have been 

the result of outgassing.

• Outgassing from and condensation onto the counter surfaces are

caused by adsorption and desorption processes. There are two basic

types of adsorption, physical (physisorption) and chemical 

(chemisorption). Physisorption is the result of a weak van der Waals 

interaction between the surface and the molecule. For example, random 

fluctuations in the electron distribution of a molecule can give it a 

transient dipole moment. The dipole can induce polarisation of a nearby 

system giving a brief coulombic attraction between the molecule and the 

system. The net affect is a weak attractive force between molecules in 

the gas and any surfaces the gas is in contact with. Chemisorption is 

the result of chemical bonding with the surface.

Desorption rates of molecules from surfaces depend on the strength

of the attractive force holding the molecule to the surface (the

stickiness of the molecule). Physisorbed molecules desorb rapidly,
-5their typical lifetime on the surface is 10 secs. Chemisorbed molecules 

on the other hand may be very strongly bound to a surface. As a result 

their lifetimes on the surface may typically be many hours. This may 

explain how toluene could remain adsorbed onto the counter surfaces even 

after cleaning and baking.
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SECTION &-A: INVESTIGATION 0£ THE EFFECT OF GAS PURIFICATION

ON THE BACKGROUND LASER IONISATION IN PROPORTIONAL 

COUNTERS.

The effect on the ionisation of the purification of counter gases 

has been studied by Hubricht et al (1985). They flowed the gas in a 

closed circuit; trapping out impurities like oxygen and organic 

molecules in a titanium getter and an activated carbon cold trap. After 

several hours of gas cleaning in this way the ionisation fell below 

their detection limit of 0.4lP/cm. After about 80 hours they stopped 

cleaning the gas and the ionisation did not increase above the detection 

limit indicating that most of the ionisable impurities had been 

completely removed from the system.

In order to test the effect of the purification system on the

ionisation a small test system (proposed for the ALEPH TPC) was built. 

(Drysdale et al (1986b)). A quadrupled NdiYAG laser, with a 266nm 

output pulse of 10ns duration, was used to ionise the P10 counter gas. 

A quadratic behaviour was observed at all times during the experiment, 

indicating that the background ionisation was 2-photon ionisation of 

impurities in the gas.

Figure 6-17 shows the effect of the purification system on the 

ionisation over a period of 80 hours. Initially the ionisation drops 

very rapidly but after 40 hours the ionisation ha d reached a steady 

state at about half the original value. This indicates that the oxysorb

at first adsorbs some of the ionisable impurities but that some of the

impurities are affected little by the oxysorb.
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Figure: 6-19 Effect of the gas purification system on the ionisation.
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SECTION 6.-5.: CONCLUSIONS.

The background ionisation in the type 1 counter was thought to be 

due mainly to the desorption of seeding compounds introduced into the

counter at an earlier date. After extensive cleaning and baking the

background appeared different. This was credited to the removal of some 

of the adsorbed additives from the counter surfaces.

The 2-photon spectra for the type 1 counter exhibited fine

structure at around 270nm. Comparing high resolution R2PI spectra with 

UV absorption spectra showed that the structure could be attributed to 

a resonant transition between the*A,̂  state and a symmetry forbidden 

state of the phenol molecule (see appendix 3). Desorption from plastic 

pipes (used to carry the P10 gas to the counter) was found to be the 

source of the phenol.

New R2PI spectra were taken for a type 2 counter with no previous 

history of seeding and with stainless steel gas flow pipes. The spectra 

again exhibited fine structure which was attributed this time to

toluene. Toluene did not appear to have a definite source, although it 

was thought to be outgassing from the counter surfaces. Toluene is 

present as a trace impurity in most organic solvents (like methanol and 

ethanol). Organic solvents were used to clean all of the counters with 

the result that toluene may have been adsorbed, from the solvents, on to 

the counter walls. This would explain the presence of toluene in the 

’super clean’ type three counter.

The ionisation in an isolated counter was found to be temperature 

dependent, a definite indication that desorption of impurities from the 

counter walls was a major source of impurities.
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TABLE 6.-1: IMPURITIES IN COUNTER GAS AT CERN. (BOERNER
(1985))

NAME IONISATION POTENTIAL 
(eV)

ISOBUTANE 10.57 (1)
BENZENE 9.24 (1)
DIOXANE 9.13 (D
TOLUENE 8.5 (1)
OCTANE 9.9 (1)
o-XYLENE 8.56 (1)
m-XYLENE 8.58 (1)
p-XYLENE 8.44 (1)
ETHYLBENZENE 8 .7 6 (1)
NONANE
ISO-PARIFFIN C 10
BENZALDEHYDE 9.52 (1)
ALKYLBENZENE(ETHYLMETHYLBENZENE) —  
ALKYLBENZENES (WITH C3) /v 8 .70 (1)
ALKYLBENZENES (WITH Ĉ ) /v 8 .70 (1)
DICHLOROBENZENE 9.0 (1)
METHYL-ISOPROPENYLBENZENE 
NAPHTHALENE 8.12 (1)
DODECANE
DIMETHYLPHTHALATE 6.9 (2)
DIETHYLPHTHALATE 
DIOCTYLPHTHALATE

(1) HANDBOOK OF CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS (1972).

(2) HANDBOOK OF CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS (1986).
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CHAPTER 2_.

LASER IONISATION ENHANCEMENT WITH PHENOL.TOLUENE AND OTHER 

MOLECULES WITH UV RESONANCES H  AROUND 266NM WAVELENGTH.

SECTION l-l: INTRODUCTION.

Phenol and toluene have both been identified as ionisable 

impurities. Their UV absorption spectra exhibit resonances attributable

to a symmetry forbidden transition between A,g and electronicI. .

states of the molecules (see appendix 3)• Seeding experiments with 

these molecules are summarised in this chapter.

In addition, five other molecules were studied for reasons that 

are listed below.

(1) Diethyl- and dibutyl-phthalate: These molecules were two of

several detected in a counter gas sample analysed by gas chromatography

and mass spectrometry (Boerner (1985)). They are also known to be

common impurities in rubbers.

(2) 2,6-Lutidine; A series of molecules with relatively large

absorption coefficients and low ionisation potentials were found from 

the UV atlas of organic molecules (1966) and the Atlas of Spectral Data 

and Physical Constants for Organic compounds (1975). (a vapour phase 

absorption spectrum is given in figure 7-1] These, it was felt, would 

have large 2-photon ionisation cross-sections. Of these lutidine was 

chosen because of its very high vapour pressure at room temperature and 

its very strong, broad, resonances at around 266nm.
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(3) Mesitaldehyde: Mesitaldehyde also has strong resonances at 

around 266nm, but appears to have a low vapour pressure even at room 

temperature. The interesting thing about this molecule was its 

safeness. Mesitaldehyde, of all the molecules considered for seeding 

purposes, was the least toxic.

(4) Acetaldehyde: Acetaldehyde has an ionisation potential of 10.2eV

and therefore cannot be ionised with 2-photons. It was chosen because 

it was known to have a 2-photon resonance close to 350nm, the 

wavelength of a tripled Nd:YAG. It was felt that if acetaldehyde could
it

be ionised with 3-photons, without laser focussing, then/would have 

proven a useful seeding agent.

A summary of the results is given in table 7-1 at the end of the 

chapter. Also, in table 7-2 there is a summary of results for additives 

studied by other authors.
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SECTION 2-2: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.

PHENOL SEEDING.

The presence of very low concentrations of phenol was detected in 

P10 gas by R2PI (Chapter 6). Outgassing from plastic flow lines was 

found to be the source.

It proved very difficult to introduce phenol at a a known 

concentration into the counter gas. When seeded by the flow method the 

ionisation due to phenol steadily increased, indicating that phenol was 

very sticky. Once phenol had been introduced into a counter it proved 

very difficult to remove completely, even after cleaning with solvents 

and baking. Hubricht et al (1985) observed the same problem with 

phenol.

Eventually a known concentration of phenol was added to the PIG 

gas by placing a sample of phenol in a counter with a static gas fill. 

After a time its saturated room temperature vapour pressure of 0.28torr 

was reached (see figure 7-2).

Considerable absorption of the laser light was observed at

wavelengths below 280nm. Therefore the intensity of the beam above the

sense wire was estimated from the attenuation coefficient of phenol

which was calculated from the relative intensity of the laser taken

before and after the counter. After quadratic normalisation to a laser 
q.fluence of lyiJ/mm, the ionisation of phenol, on the 275nm resonance, was 

found to be approximately 4x10^IP/cm. At 266nm the ionisation fell to 

8x10^IP/cm. Ionisation on the peak for the background of the type 1 

counter was 3x10^ IP/cm, which corresponds to a concentration of phenol 

of 0.26ppm.

Phenol was introduced at a concentration of approximately 2ppm 

into a type 2 counter with a static gas fill. Figure 7-3 shows the R2PI
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Figure: 7-2 Vapour pressure curve for phenol.
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Figure: 7-3 R2PI spectrum of phenol
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spectrum for phenol taken in 1nm steps between 266nm and 312nm. The 

data was normalised pulse to pulse to a fluence of 1pJ/mm^

Above 290nm the ionisation falls rapidly with increasing 

wavelength. This is due to two effects; a steady drop in the 

absorption cross-section above 290nm and the proximity of the 2-photon 

ionisation edge at 290nm (2x4.25ev). The ionisation at 312nm was very 

close to background and consequently phenol could not be considered as a 

seeding agent for systems which use lasers above this wavelength.

Phenol was known to outgas from plastic flow pipes. Passing P10 

gas through various lengths of this pipe gave a method of introducing 

controllable levels of phenol at low concentration (0.4ppm) into the 

counter. Figure 7-4 shows R2PI spectra for a type 2 counter with and

without a length of plastic flow piping added to the system.
2.At a wavelength of 266nm and a fluence of IpJ/mm, phenol, at a 

concentration of about 0.4ppm, gave 900IP/cm. Its stickiness made it a 

doubtful candidate for seeding into large MWPC’s.

TOLUENE.

From background R2PI spectra taken for the type 2 and 3 counters a

second impurity, toluene, was indentified. Toluene is chemically rather

similar to phenol but it is a liquid with a high vapour pressure at room

temperature. A seeding concentration of about 6ppm was maintained by

flowing PIG gas over a sample of liquid toluene held in a bath of
osublimating at a temperature of -80 C.

Figure 6-11 shows the R2PI spectrum for toluene. At 266nm the 

ionisation was 10^IP/cm for a laser fluence of IpJ/mmt In addition to 

having a large 2-photon ionisation cross-section, toluene in low 

concentration does not appear to be sticky. PIG gas doped with 6ppm 

toluene was passed through a counter for 6 hours, after which time the
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Figure: 7-4 R2PI spectra for a type 2 counter beforehand after,!, 
introduction of a length of plastic pipe.
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toluene sample was bypassed and the counter flushed with ’clean’ P10 

gas. The ionisation at 2 6 7.2nm rapidly fell to within a factor of two 

of the original background and thereafter continued to fall with time 

(figure 7-5).

Like most benzene molecules toluene is fairly toxic, but 

concentrations of a few ppm are not considered dangerous. Toluene 

unlike TMA, the only other favourable seeding agent, does not have an 

unpleasant smell. Even at concentrations of >100ppm it smells only 

vaguely of petroleum.

■ Tests have shown that at low concentrations of toluene around 

5ppm, the performance of the counter is not affected with regard to its 

resolution and its useful lifetime (Pollman (1986)).

It has been shown (Drysdale et al (1986b)) that the impurities 

giving rise to the background ionisation are partially removed by the 

purification system proposed for the ALEPH TPC. The effect of toluene 

on the proposed purification system was investigated by Drysdale et al 

(to be published).

In this experiment a gas circulation system was filled to 76O torr 

with PI0 gas which was slowly flowed over a sample of toluene

held at -80^C. This produced concentration of 6ppm toluene in the gas. 

After 12 hours circulation the ionisation dropped from 10^IP/cm to 

500IP/cm, close to the background ionisation level. Heating the oxysorb 

cartridge (used to filter out oxygen and water) did not restore the 

ionisation, leading to the conclusion that the toluene had been adsorbed 

onto the molecular sieve which formed part of the filter.

After repeating the procedure 14 times the ionisation remained 

constant with time, at 10^ IP/cm, implying that the cartridge was 

saturated with toluene. The oxysorb system was then bypassed and the 

rest of the system refilled with 4 parts P10 gas and 1 part air 

(saturated with water vapour). No peak was observed for the Fe 55
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calibration source, and a mass spectrometer showed strong 0^ and H^O 

peaks.

The PI 0 counter gas was then circulated through the oxysorb 

cartridge (saturated with toluene) for 24 hours. After this time the 

pressure in the system had dropped and the Fe 55 gave a resolution of 

25/5, close to the usual 22%. The mass spectrometer indicated that 0^ 

and were present at less than 5ppm.

The conclusion drawn was that, at least in the short term, toluene 

did not impair the ability of oxysorb to remove 0  ̂and H2O.

DIETHYL-PHTHALATE AND DIBUTYL-PHTHALATE.

Diethyl-phthalate and dibutyl-phthalate are commonly used in the 

manufacture of rubbers. They have been detected, along with dimethyl- , 

and dioctyl-phthalate, as impurities in counter gas (Boerner (1985)).

A concentration of about 0.4ppm was maintained by passing P10 gas 

at lOOml/min over a sample of Diethyl-phthalate held at room 

temperature. The concentration was found by extrapolation of vapour 

pressure data obtained by Small et al (1948).

Figure 7 -6 shows the R2PI spectra of the gas before and after 

seeding with diethyl-phthalate. The wavelength was stepped in 0 .5nm 

increments between 266nm and 278nm. The average laser fluence was 

1|iJ/mm̂  and each pulse was normalised to IpJ/mmt An enhancement in 

ionisation by a factor of two was observed at a wavelength of 266nm. No 

obvious fine structure was apparent, but since the spectrum was taken at 

low resolution structure may not have been observed.

Dibutyl-phthalate was studied by the same method, it gave no 

measurable ionisation.

Diethyl-phthalate and dibutyl-phthalate have low 2-photon 

ionisation yields at around 266nm, which does not make them viable as 

seeding agents.
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Figure: 7-6 R2PI of dlethylphthalate.
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2.6-LUTIDINE.

The concentration of lutidine was maintained at about 5000ppm by 

passing P10 over a sample held at 0° C in a cold bath. At this 

concentration 88% of the laser light was absorbed, as it passed through 

the counter, by the lutidine. The laser fluence at the centre of the 

counter (the active region) was calculated using the absorption 

equation.

I(L/2) = Iqe(-aL/2)

where L/2 is the centre position of the counter with an absorption

length L. The absorption cross-section of lutidine,oc , was calculated

from the fluence of the laser taken before and after passing through the 

counter. The fluence at the centre of the counter was calculated to be 

0.7|iJ/mmî  At this fluence the observed ionisation was 2.3x10^IP/cm.

The estimated ionisation for a concentration of 60ppm lutidine is

560IP/cm at IpJ/mm. This is 10 times less than TMA and 150 times less

than DMA at the same concentration and laser fluence. To achieve

ionisation at around 80IP/cm (as for a minimum ionising particle) a

concentration of lutidine exceeding 20ppm would be required. At these

concentrations linear absorption of light would be a problem.

MESITALDEHYDE.

Mesitaldehyde has a strong resonance at around 260nm but its 

vapour pressure appeared to be very low, since its vapour phase 

absorption spectrwnwas not well resolved, (see figure 7-7) •

P10 gas was passed over a sample of mesitaldehyde held at room 

temperature. With a laser fluence of 1pJ/mm^ at wavelength 266nm the
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Figure: 7 -7  Vapour phase UV spectra for Mesitaldehyde.
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observed ionisation was about 10^IP/cm. Seeding at its room temperature 

vapour pressure resulted in mesitaldehyde sticking to the counter walls. 

No further tests were carried out with mesitaldehyde, but it was not 

positively excluded as a possible seeding agent.

ACETALDEHYDE.

Acetaldehyde is a volatile liquid at room temperature. It was 

reported to have R3PI stucture at around 362nm (Heath et al (1980)). 

The ionisation process involved a 2-photon absorption through a virtual 

state into a resonant intermediate state with subsequent ionisation by a 

third photon.

The resonances are near to the 350nm output wavelength of the 

tripled NdrYAG. It was thought that acetaldehyde might provide a 

considerable enhancement in ionisation at this wavelength.

Acetaldehyde was held in a bath at O^C and PIG gas was passed over 

it at 30ml/min. The concentration of acetaldehyde was found to be 4 .3% 

(33torr) by careful measurement of the flow rate and the sample mass 

loss. At this pressure no effect on the gain of the counter was 

observed.

At 266nm and with a laser fluence of 8pJ/mm acetaldehyde gave no 

appreciable ionisation. This was to be expected since at this wavelength 

acetaldehyde with its ionisation potential of 10.2eV would have to be 

ionised by a 3-photon non-resonant process (acetaldehyde does not absorb 

at 266nm).

The laser dye was changed to PBD which lases at around 365nni* No
2.ionisation was observed with an unfocussed laser at 365nm and lOOpJ/mra 

fluence. After focussing, 6000IP/cm were observed, for a laser fluence 

of 1.6mJ/mmT A continous wavelength scan was produced between 360nm and 

386nm at this laser fluence (see figure 7-8). Fine structure was
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Figure: 7-8 R3PI spectrum of acetaldehyde.
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observed which was very similar to that reported by Heath et al, except 

that a wavelength calibration error shifted the peaks 0.85nm to the
fred. At best the ionisation of acetaldehyde was 1.8x10 IP/cm for a 

laser fluence of 1 A wavelength of 350nm could not be covered 

by the PBD dye but at this wavelength acetaldehyde is probably well off 

resonance and would not approach this level of ionisation.

Acetaldehyde at 33torr' in a MWPC would probably not be considered 

’safe’. Parts per million concentration may be acceptable, but then 

relatively large laser fluences would be required to produce significant 

ionisation. This leads to the problems of beam handling discussed 

earlier. In addition to this a large photoelectron background was 

observed when the laser was operated at these wavelengths and fluences. 

In conclusion acetaldehyde would appear to be an unlikely candidate for 

laser calibration purposes.
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SECTION 2-2: CONCLUSIONS.

Phenol and toluene were identified as ionisable impurities in PIG 

counter gases (Cahill et al (1985) and Towrie et al (1985)). The 

suitability of these molecules as seeding agents for the ALEPH TPC was 

studied. Both had relatively large 2-photon ionisation cross-sections, 

but phenol proved to be very sticky. Toluene on the other hand could 

easily be removed from the counter by flushing with fresh PIG gas. 

Further tests with toluene (Pollman (1986)) showed that toluene had no 

obvious effect on the counter gain or lifetime when present in the gas 

at about 5ppm. Drysdale et al (1986b) found that toluene was adsorbed 

in a filter system similar to that proposed for the ALEPH TPC, but that 

it had a negligible effect on the ability of the system to remove O^and 

H jO (at least in the short term). The filter consisted of a reduced 

chromium catalyst, which has an affinity for oxygen, and a zeolite 

molecular sieve.

Two photon ionisation of diethyl-phthalate and dibutyl-phthalate 

was studied at around 266nm. They are commonly used as plasticisers in 

rubbers, making them likely background impurities in counter systems. 

Their relatively low 2-photon ionisation yields and low vapour pressures 

make them unlikely seeding agents.

2,6-Lutidine, even with its large absorption coefficient at around 

266nm produced a disappointingly low level of ionisation. One reason 

for this would be the proximity of its ionisation potential to the 

energy of 2 photons at 266nm (9.2eV). Chapter 1-5 has a description of 

the common ionisation channels available in a two photon process. The 

most probable scheme is an initial transition into a excited vibronic 

level followed by a rapid relaxation down to the vibronic ground state, 

a second photon subsequently ionising the molecule. 2,6-lutidine, with 

vibronic transitions around 266nm, probably ionises by this process. 

The ionisation potential of 2,6-lutidine is 8.85eV and the energy of
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2-photons at 266nm is 9»2eV. Molecules will not be ionised if they 

relax to vibrational states lower than 4.6eV below the ionisation 

potential before the arrival of the second photon.

Predissociation or dissociation of lutidine may also be strongly 

competing with the ionisation process, which would effectively reduce 

the 2-photon ionisation yield.

In conclusion lutidine would not appear to be a suitable seeding

agent.

Mesitaldehyde was not excluded as a possible seeding agent, 

although its only outstanding property was its low toxicity.

Acetaldehyde, could not be ionised at around 365nm without 

focussing of the dye laser beam. To be used as a seeding agent at 

350nm, it would still have to be on resonance. At the 1.6mJ/mm fluence 

levels required at 365nm to give an adequate level of ionisation a large 

photoelectric background was observed. Background of this sort is 

undesirable in MWPC’s, giving a further reason for avoiding the use of 

high intensity lasers for calibration.

Similarities between the magnitudes of the 2-photon ionisation 

cross-sections of phenol, toluene and some seeding agents (described in 

chapter 5), suggest that the latter also must be resonant. Vapour phase 

UV absorption spectra were produced for DMA,TMA,TEA and TMAE (see 

figures 7-9 to 7-12). All of them are resonant at around 266nm.

Solvent UV absorption data for Naphthalene shows that it is also

resonant (Atlas of Spectral Data and Physical Constants for Organic 

compounds (1975)). Figures 7-9 to 7-11 also show the R2PI spectra of 

DMA,TMA and TEA. In all cases the R2PI spectra follow the UV absorption 

spectra. None of them display resonant structure at >266nm.

Where possible, 2-photon ionisation cross-sections, UV absorption 

cross-sections and ionisation potentials were found for the seeding

molecules described in chapters 5 and 7 (see table 7-3).
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Figure: 7-9 R2PI and UV spectra of DMA.
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Figure: 7-11 R2PI and UV spectra of TMA.
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TABLE X-1: SUMMARY QF ADDITIVES DISCUSSED %N CHAPTER Z -

ADDITIVE ÏONISATION
(IP/cm)

CONC.
(ppm)

FLUENCE
(pJ/mm^)

LASER
TYPE

WAVELENGTH
(nm)

TOXICITY
(ppm)#

PHENOL 8x10^ 370 1 DYE 266 5

TOLUENE 10^ , 6 1 DYE 266 100

DIETHYL-
PHTHALATE

400 0.4 1 DYE 266 5mg/m^

DIBUTYL-
PHTHALATE.

NONE — 1 DYE 266 —

2,6 LUTIDINE 2.3x10* 5000 0.7 DYE 266 —

MESITALDEHYDE 10* 1 DYE 266 —

ACETALDEHYDE NONE
6000

33Torr 
33Torr

8
1.6x10'

DYE 
' DYE

266
365

200

# Maximum concentration in air, for- up to 8 hours.
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TABLE 1-2: ^BMMAEY QL STUDIED m  LASER CALIBRATION.

ADDITIVE IONISATION
POTENTIAL

(eV)

VAPOUR
PRESSURE
(Torr)
20®C(0®C)

MF/BP 

(°C)

IONISATION (IP/cm) REFERENCES. 
FOR IpJ/mm^AND 
10 TORR ADDITIVE.

BENZENE 9.24 77 55/80 266-JrXfO^ (2)

CUMENE 8.69 3.8 -96/152 266: (.3̂  10^ (2)

n-BUTÏL-
BENZENE

8.69 1 -88/183 266:5'8fJ0* .(2)

m-XYLENE 8.56 6 -48/139 266: 4x10* (2)

1,3,5, MES 
ITYLENE

• 8.40 1.5 -45/165 266:1.6x10* (2)

NAPH
THYLAMINE 7.3 2.7x10'^ 50/301 337:800 (at 2.7x10'\orr) (3)

DPA 7.1 1.2x10'^
-

337:90
-6

(3)
DIACETYL-
FERROCENE

7.08 1.2x10 337:10 (at 1.2x10 Torr) (3)

NICKEL-
OCENE

6.5 1.1x10'^ 

- 6

337:»bgr (6),(7)

DIETHYL-
DIPHENYL
MOLYBDENUM

5.5 5.4x10 337:120 (at 5-4x10 Torr) (3)

DEA 6.99 0.14 -39/216 337:>10 bgr. 0,07Torr 
'' 0.03Torr

(I)
(9)

TMA

NAPHTH
ALENE

8.5

8.12

CAS 117/2.9 266:80 (11)
W )

TMPD 6.18 2x10'^ 51/260 266îSx10t
337:7x10

(11)
(3)

TOLUENE 8.82 22 -95/110 266:6-5x10^
0.5x10*

(2)
(12)

PHENOL 8.51 0.28 43/ 266;
3000 (lOO

DMA 7.14 0.25
(0.065)

2.5/194 266:10*
337:2000 (at 0.25Torr 

and I4pj/nmf)

(14)
(5)

TMAE 5.36 0.27
(0.06)

-10/59 337:>300 (5)

L )  6oor<jtie « (.flSo}

(2) Bamberger et al (1966).

(4)
(5)
(6) 
(7)

Raine et al (1984)
Anderhub et al (1979) & (1980), 
Sadoulet (1982).

(9) Guo et al (1982).
(10) workt
(11) Hubricht et al (*1985).
(12) Drysdale si oi (l^96)
(13) Ledingham et al (1985)
(14) Ledingham et al (1984)
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TABLE Z-3. : IONISATION POTENTIALS. R2PI AND UV CROSS-SECTIONS
AT 2GGNM FOR SEEDING COMPOUNDS.

COMPOUND IONISATION
POTENTIAL
(eV)

rOfO/SAT/ON
CROSS-SECTION

(Ti

UV ABSORPTION 
CROSS-SECTION 

( cm^ ) (Tf

DMA 7.14 >2x10^ 9x Ô̂'̂

TMA 7 . 82 —

TEA 7 . 5 ——

NAPHTH 8.12 >3x1ô'*
_I9

2xlÔ'^
—PHENOL 8.5 'vBxlO 1x10

TOLUENE 8.82 »gx1o'* 4x1(5*̂

LUTIDINE 8.85 '^Zxlô^ 5xld'^

MESIT'DE — — - 4x10

ACET’DE 10.2 — VIRTUAL

TMPD 6.2 - —

T O N f J A T ' O N  C R O S S - S  t c T / O M  IS O lz l^ lV tO

4 S.
cm

Mo. o f  noLÉcuLes /oN 'K fO  JN» \ /oujm^

ToTftL bio. OF moce’cüLe'S / N VOZ.U/M €

F  = 1 4 S E #  fL U ^ f^ c ic  g>Mûrox>  ̂ sec /
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CHAPTER Si

LASER IONISATION IN A  OUADRUPOLE MASS SPECTROMETER.

SECTION ̂ -1: INTRODUCTION.

Detection of electrons formed in an R2PI process has lead to the

identification of phenol and toluene as background impurities in PIG

gas. This method relied on the ability to draw comparisons between the 

R2PI spectra and the electronic absorption spectra of molecules. 

Uncertainties in this type of analysis arise for two situations:

(1) When the R2PI spectral structure is the result of contributions

from many impurities and not just one.

(2) Where the R2PI spectrum has no fine structure at all (DMA,TMA and 

TEA being cases in point). Under these conditions it would be difficult 

to make positive identification of the impurities by comparison of the 

R2PI with the UV absorption spectra.

If ions, instead of electrons, are studied in the R2PI process, 

then ion mass analysis may be carried out. For case (1) molecules could 

be selectively ionised by tuning the laser wavelength on to one of the 

R2PI peaks. Case (2) may still be a problem since more than one species 

of molecule could be responsible for the ionisation. This would 

complicate the mass spectrum, making the assignment of the mass peaks 

to particular molecules more difficult.

After the removal of phenol as an impurity in the PIG gas, R2PI 

structure associated with toluene remained. Indications were that
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toluene was not the sole impurity left in the system. A R2PI spectrum 

taken in a type 2 counter with gas flowing at 50ml/min showed toluene 

to be present at a very low level and that any other remaining 

ionisation had no obvious fine structure (see figure 6-13). This rules 

out the identification of any remaining impurities by the comparison of 

their R2PI and UV spectra.

Mass analysis of the ionisable impurities in P10 gas was carried 

out in a quadrupole mass spectrometer (see chapter 3 for a description 

of the mass spectrometer and experimental arrangement). It was hoped 

that this method would confirm the presence of phenol and toluene in the 

P10 gas, and that further impurities would be positively identified.

The following sections give results for and discussion of the 

experiments carried out in the quadrupole mass spectrometer.
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SECTION S .-Z : MASS ANALYSIS.

A description of the apparatus used in these experiments is given 

in chapter 3* Ion production could be switched between electron 

bombardment and laser ionisation. Signals from the secondary electron 

multiplier (SEM) were passed through a current pre-amplifier before 

amplification in the mass spectrometer control unit. Mass spectra 

produced by electron bombardment were analysed by a microcomputer and 

plotted out as histograms. Unlike the electron bombardment signals, the 

laser ionisation signals were pulsed. Since it could not be triggered 

from the laser, the microcomputer could not be used to analyse the 

pulsed signals. Instead the amplified laser signals were connected to 

the y input of a D611 storage oscilldscope. An output from the mass 

spectrometer provided a 10V DC voltage ramp which was connected to the x 

input of the oscilloscope The magnitude of the DC signal was 

proportional to the mass of the ions arriving at the SEM so the 

resultant trace on the scope was equivalent to a mass spectrum.

Frequency doubled laser light at 266.4nm was focussed with a 30cm 

lens into the centre of the ion source in the mass spectrometer. Prior 

to firing the laser the background pressure was measured to be lO^torr. 

The filament and electron energy volts were then switched off. No 

laser ionisation signals were detected when the quadrupole was scanned 

between mass 0 and 120AMU.

In an attempt to calibrate the system and to determine its
-6sensitivity, TEA, was introduced up to a pressure of 10 torr into the 

mass spectrometer. Still no laser ionisation signal was observed.

TEA was introduced into the counter at a steady 7.5x10^^torr. The 

intensity of the electron bombardment TEA mass spectrum was increased 

over 100 fold, by adjusting the ion focus, ion energy and SEM volts. 

This was achieved at some cost to the mass spectrometer resolution, but
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it was still capable of clearly resolving masses separated by 1 AMU. The

mass spectrometer was adjusted to give maximum sensitivity and again TEA
-7-was introduced at a pressure of 7.5x10 torr. This time a laser 

ionisation mass spectrum was produced. Figure 8-1 a shows a trace of the 

spectrum taken from the D611 storage oscilloscope. Comparison of the 

relative magnitudes of the ion and noise signals, indicates that the
g

minimum detectable pressure of TEA is around 10' torr. The sensitivity 

would be increased if the beam interaction volume and ionisation yield 

were increased. A%500 fold increase in the beam interaction volume was 

gained by removing the beam focussing, although this was at the cost of 

an equally large reduction in the laser fluence. The resultant effect 

was that no ionisation was detected with the unfocussed ionisation beam.

Figure 8-1b shows the electron bombardment mass spectrum for TEA. 

The spectrum was produced with the mass spectrometer parameters set to 

maximum sensitivity. Both the laser and electron induced spectra 

display fragmentation of the TEA molecule. Fragmentation of molecules 

in photoabsorption processes occurs by dissociation and predissociation 

of both the parent and ionic molecule. Ionisation and fragmentation of 

molecules can involve the absorption of many more photons than are 

necessary to simply ionise the molecule. A process of this type 

explains the presence of ion fragments that could not have been produced 

by a simple 2-photon absorption process.

An attempt was made to increase the sensitivity of the mass 

spectrometer by replacing the current pre-amplifier with a charge pre

amplifier. Ion signals from the charge pre-amplifier were first 

filtered through an Ortec amplifier (16 times gain) before being 

displayed on an oscilliscope. This should have produced signals of

about 30mV for each detected ion. Laser ionisation signals were indeed
—  £(detected with DMA introduced at 10 torr although the sensitivity of the 

system proved to be no greater than the previous experiment, with TEA,
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Figure: 8-1 a Laser induced mass spectrum for TEA.

Figure: 8-1b Electron bombardment mass spectrum for TEA.
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using the current amplifier.

One of the main reasons for the lack of sensitivity was a large 

400mV peak to peak AC pickup from the radio frequency generators in the 

mass spectrometer. Replacement of the spectrometer SEM high voltage 

supply with an independent supply reduced the pickup by a factor of 2. 

Electrical filtering of the AC pickup was not possible because its 

period was very close to the width of the ion signal. Eventually the 

AC pickup was removed by splitting the output signal in two and re

combining them 180°out of phase. A random, 40mv peak to peak, noise 

signal was left.

Laser ionisation signals were detected at mass 121 (the DMA parent 

peak). Double pulses were produced due to the technique adopted for the 

removal of the AC pick up. Little interference occurred between the 

pulses since they were both well resolved.

The minimum detectable pressure of DMA in the mass spectrometer 

was 3x10 torr. This was calculated from the ratio of the noise to DMA 

signal (at mass 121) multiplied by the ambient pressure of 10 ̂ orr DMA.

Signals from the charge amplifier were of a microsecond duration 

which proved too fast for the D611 storage oscilliscope. Instead the 

Camac system was used to record the data (as described in chapter 3). 

Triggered from the laser, the ADC gate was set to coincide with laser 

ionisation pulses produced at around 60AMU. At first the relative 

intensities of the peaks in the mass spectra were misrepresented due to 

the dependence of the ion arrival time at the SEM on mass. This 

resulted in the ion pulse peak moving off the 80ns ADC gate at masses 

above and below 60AMU. Figure 8-2 shows the dependence of the delay 

time with mass, measured for various fragments of phenol and DMA.

A pulse shaping amplifier provided the laser ion pulse with a 

slow rise and a very slow decay. The ADC gate was situated on the the 

trailing edge of the ion pulse produced at mass 60. In this way the
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Figure: 8-2 Signal delay time versus mass for the mass spectrometer.
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signal recorded by the ADC was never less than 63/5 of the 'true* value 

for all masses in the range 1 to 120AMÜ,

The laser wavelength was set to the 275nm resonance of phenol and 

the beam focussed with a 50cm lens into the centre of the mass 

spectrometer ion source. The fluence at the interaction region was 

approximately 1mJ/mm^ . Small quantities of phenol and DMA were 

introduced into the mass spectrometer. A quantitative evaluation of 

their pressure in the spectrometer could not be made at this time, due 

to damaged filaments in the ion source.

Ion signals were recorded pulse by pulse on a floppy disk. The 

mass spectrometer was set to scan at a rate of O.IAMU/sec and the laser 

was pulsed at a repetition rate of lOpps. The ion masses were 

determined from the event number of their peak positions. Figure 8-3

shows the laser ionisation mass spectrum for phenol and DMA using a

focussed laser. As with TEA, considerable molecular fragmentation 

occured.

Phenol has a large 2-photon ionisation cross-section and this, 

along with the increased sensitivity of the mass spectrometer, meant 

that an ion signal could be detected with an unfocussed laser beam. 

Figure 8-if shows the mass spectrum of phenol taken with an unfocussed 

laser at a fluence of 10pJ/mm?' This time no fragmentation is observed.
-IIA rough detection limit for phenol was determined to be 1.0 xIO

1. 3.torr, for a beam of 2x2mm cross-section and a fluence of 10 pJ/mm.

This is equivalent to a detection limit of 2ppm phenol in P10 gas when

introduced into the mass spectrometer at the maximum operable pressure

of 5x10”̂  torr. The concentrations of impurities in counter gas after

flowing through a ’clean* type two counter would typically be less than

0.02ppm. Detection of impurities in P10 gas, introduced directly into

the spectrometer, was therefore not feasible.
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Figure: 8-3 Laser induced mass spectrum for phenol and DMA,
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Figure: 8-4 Laser induced mass spectrum for phenol.
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GAS INTRODUCTION THROUGH A FINE NOZZLE,

The sensitivity of the mass spectrometer was limited by the 

maximum allowable pressure of gas in the spectrometer. Above 5x10 

torr the SEM efficiency was degraded, while prolonged exposure to this 

pressure could permanently damage the SEM’s semiconductor properties.

Rather than fill the entire spectrometer with the sample it would 

be preferable to confine the sample to the locality of the ionisation 

region. A close approximation to this is met with a pulsed gas input 

synchronised to the laser pulse. By this method a pressure of 10“̂  torr 

could be realised in the ion source, with the ambient pressure in the 

mass spectrometer remaining well below the 5x10 \orr safety margin.

Another, less ideal solution, would be to introduce the sample gas 

through a fine nozzle placed inside the ion source.

Geometry considerations meant that the filaments could not be 

operated while the nozzle was in place. Ambient gas pressure inside 

the mass spectrometer was therefore monitored with a VG pirani-ion 

gauge. The pressure of the sample at the nozzle input could not be 

measured.

No major improvement in sensitivity was achieved using this method
/̂/

and detection limits remained at best 10 torr.

CONCENTRATION OE IMPURITIES IN A LIQUID NITROGEN COLD TRAP.

A pulsed gas input was not available therefore an alternative 

approach to the sensitivity problem was required. A greater pressure of 

impurities in the mass spectrometer could be achieved by concentrating 

them in the sample of PIG gas. A successful method for trapping 

ionisable impurities from the PIG gas was described in chapter 6. PIG 

gas was passed at IGGGml/min through a cold trap immersed in liquid
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nitrogen (-197^C). Both argon and methane become liquid at this 

temperature, but after a short time the gas inflow and liquid

evaporation rates equilibrate. By this method impurities were trapped 

from approximately 5000 litres of P10 gas passed directly from the

cylinder via a regulator, into the trap.

A sample of the trapped impurities was attached to the input of 

the mass spectrometer. The sample was frozen by cooling down to <-100C.

At these temperatures organic impurities are condensed out. The air in

the sample holder was then pumped out. The sample was then brought up

to room temperature. At an ambient pressure of 5x10 torr, the vapour

above the sample was introduced into the spectrometer. A focussed laser

beam of fluence 1mJ/mm^ at a wavelength of 266nm was positioned

immediately below the output of the nozzle. No ion signal was detected 

at any mass. Analysis of the sample in a sensitive conventional

magnetic sector mass spectrometer detected only water in the sample. 

Water is not ionisable by two-photon absorption at 266nm.

LASER IONISATION MASS SPECTRA 0£ PHENOL AND TOLUENE.

At the present the mass spectrometer is not sufficiently sensitive

to detect impurities even from a cold trapped sample. In spite of this

it was felt that laser ionisation mass spectra of phenol and toluene 

would prove useful for future reference.

Phenol was introduced through the nozzle into the mass

spectrometer ion source. The ambient pressure in the mass spectrometer

was 10*torr. RE pickup was removed (as described previously) from the

SEM signals w/vick were shaped and amplified. The output from the

amplifier was passed directly into the Camac ADC. A 0-2V DC. ramp

signal whose magnitude was proportional to ion mass was provided from 

the mass spectrometer. The ramp signal was passed into a second input
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of the ADC. Figure 8-5 shows the fragmentation spectrum produced for 

phenol ionised with a focussed beam of 266nm wavelength and 5mJ/nim̂  

fluence. Fragmentation of phenol was reduced when the ionising beam 

fluence was decreased to 50pJ/mm^(figure 8-6). Similar mass spectra 

were produced for toluene (figures 8-7 and 8-8).
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Figure: 8-5 Fragmentation pattern of phenol.
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Figure: 8-6 Fragmentation pattern of phenol at lower laser fluence,
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Figure: 8-7 Fragmentation pattern of toluene.
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Figure: 8—8 Fragmentation pattern o f toluene at lower laser fluence
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SECTION -̂3_: CONCLUSIONS.

The maximum operating pressure of the mass spectrometer, imposes a 

limit of 2ppm to the concentration of the impurities in PIG gas which 

can be detected. Impurities in a clean counter are present at 

concentrations of about 0.02ppm. Detection of impurities in PIG gas 

passed directly into the mass spectrometer is not feasible by either 

electron bombardment or laser ionisation.

An attempt was made to increase the sample pressure by 

introduction of the gas through a fine nozzle directly into the ion 

source. No dramatic increase in sensitivity was observed.

Impurities from the PIG gas, concentrated in a cold trap, were 

introduced directly into the mass spectrometer. A focussed laser beam 

at 266nm produced no observable ionisation in this sample. The sample 

was analysed in a mass spectrometer, water was found to be the only 

detectable consituent in the cold trap sample.

Laser ionisation mass spectra were produced for phenol and 

toluene. Spectra were taken with strongly and weakly focussed laser 

light. As expected the fragmentation decreased with decreasing laser 

fluence.
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CHAPTER 9.

CONCLUSIONS.

The purpose of the work, summarised in this thesis, was three

fold:

1) To determine the most suitable laser type for the laser

calibration of MWPC’s with respect to both theoretical and experimental 

considerations.

2) To produce controllable and reproducible levels of laser

ionisation in MWPC gas by the addition suitable seeding agents.

3) To identify the impurities responsible for the background

laser ionisation in MWPC gases.

Calibration with lasers would be optimised by the production of 

narrow, well-defined laser induced ion tracks, with no variation in ion 

yield along the track, or from pulse to pulse. Generally the ion 

tracks must be a few metres in length. Ideal ion tracks would be 

produced by a non divergent laser with a short pulse duration (<10ns) 

and with no fluctuations in its output intensity.

In practice non divergent lasers cannot be produced. The lowest 

attainable divergence is obtained with single mode diffraction limited 

lasers. The divergence of a diffraction limited laser beam increases as 

a function of increasing wavelength. Variation in the spatial 

distribution and intensity of the laser beam, due to divergence, results 

in a variation in the ion yield along an ion track.
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Ion yields are dependent on N, the order of the MPI process. With

the exception of saturated MPI processes, the ionisation is proportional 
power

to the laser flux. Thus variation in the ion yield, due to divergence

effects, increases very rapidly with increasing N. It would be

desirable therefore to produce ionisation by laser beams with a low N 

dependence, or of sufficient intensity to saturate a higher order 

process. Saturation of MPI processes of order N>2 would require very 

intense laser beams. Very expensive optics and stringent safety 

precautions are required to handle high intensity lasers, and thus for 

laser calibration low intensity lasers would be preferable.

Experiments have shown that appreciable 2-photon ionisation in 

counter gases can be achieved with unfocussed low intensity ÜV lasers at 

wavelengths between 1ggnm and 337nm. Divergence of diffraction limited 

laser beams between these wavelengths is between 17̂  and 42% over 10 

metres, resulting in a decrease in the ion yield by factors of 1.35 to 

2.
Divergence effects on the ion yield would be further reduced by 

using shorter wavelength lasers, but lasers with wavelength outputs 

below 200nm are rare. They tend to be excimer lasers which require 

frequent gas refills. Absorption of laser light in optics and air, also 

becomes a problem at wavelengths shorter than 200nm.

To minimise divergence effects it would be preferable to produce

ion tracks by the single photon ionisation of low ionisation potential 

molecules. Lasers of >200nm must be used to minimise absorption 

effects. Therefore the ionisation potentials of the molecules would 

have to be <6.1eV and most molecules of this type are unstable.

Other properties required of a laser used for calibration are good 

pulse to pulse stability and a long lifetime. At best, the pulse to 

pulse stability of lasers with outputs between 200nm and 337nm is 

about 10% and lifetimes are about lO^pulses.
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Ion yields are increased by using chaotic lasers (see chapter 1) 

instead of coherent lasers. This would allow a further decrease in the 

required intensity of the laser. Unfortunately, at best, only a 

decrease in intensity of a factor of two can be obtained in this way for 

a 2-photon MPI process. Effectively this means that there is little 

advantage in using chaotic lasers rather than coherent lasers.

Laser outputs may be multi-mode or single mode. Although in 

general multi-mode lasers are more intense than single mode lasers, they 

are also more divergent.

In conclusion, single mode lasers of short wavelength around 

200nm and short pulse duration would be the best choice for laser 

calibration of MWPC’s. For the calibration of the ALEPH TPC at CERN a 

frequency quadrupled Nd:YAG laser will be used. This has a single mode 

266nm output of 5ns pulse duration, a pulse to pulse stability of +10% 

and a lifetime of about lO^pulses.

As already stated, for laser calibration purposes it would be 

desirable to have controlled and reproducible ionisation yields along 

ion tracks. For this purpose it is better to use lasers with long 

lifetimes and good pulse to pulse stability. Experimentally, it was 

found that control of the output of the lasers was not sufficient to 

control the ionisation. Ionisation was found to vary hour by hour and 

from counter to counter. This was due to uncontrolled variations in the 

concentration of ionisable impurities in the counters. Control of the 

levels of laser induced ionisation was achieved by the addition of low 

ionisation potential vapours to the counter gas.

At first, the low ionisation potential molecules, DEA, DMA, TEA, 

TMA, TMPD, TMAE and Naphthalene were studied. These were chosen over 

many other similar molecules for a few reasons. They had either already 

been introduced into MWPC’s, or had exceptionally high vapour pressures, 

or had very low ionisation potentials. Considerable enhancement in
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ionisation over background was observed for all of these molecules using 

a laser with an output wavelength of 266nm. Unfortunately all, except 

TEA and TMA, proved either too sticky or too difficult to handle to be 

recommended as seeding agents. At a concentration of lOOppm in P10 gas, 

TMA was not sticky and appeared to have a benificial effect on the 

lifetime of the counter with no apparent effect on the counter gain or 

resolution. TMA had one major fault. It gave off an extremely powerful 

and pervasive smell of rotting fish. For this reason alone it was not 

recommended as a seeding agent.

Later, phenol and toluene were also added, as seeding agents, to 

P10 counter gas. These were identified as impurities responsible for 

much of the background ionisation in counter gas. They were identified 

by comparing UV absorption spectra with background R2PI spectra of P10 

counter gas. It was necessary therefore to add them to the counter gas 

in controlled concentrations so that their relative contributions to the 

background R2PI of the counter gas could be determined.

Phenol proved to be very sticky and difficult to control. Toluene

on the other hand was not sticky. Its concentration could be maintained

at a constant level, of about 6ppm, for several hours. At this

concentration toluene had no noticeable effect on the resolution or the
4gain of the proportional counter. Ionisation of 10 IP/cm was produced 

by a laser beam of Imm^cross-section, IpJ/mm^fluence, 6ns pulse duration 

and at a wavelength of 266nm. Toluene does not have an unpleasant 

odour, although it is toxic at concentrations >100ppm in air.

It was found that toluene had no short term effect on the 

purification systems proposed for the ALEPH TPC. Toluene, in PIG 

counter gas at 6ppm, was passed through the filters in a closed circuit 

flow system. At first it was removed from the PIG gas by adsorption 

onto the filter surfaces. After refilling the flow circuit several 

times with toluene at 6ppm the filters became saturated and no more
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toluene was adsorbed. The ability of the filters to trap water and 

oxygen did not appear to be impaired.

All experiments so far suggest that toluene would make an ideal 

seeding agent. It is still necessary to determine the long term effects 

of toluene on the lifetime of a counter.

Both phenol and toluene are resonant at 266nm, and both have ion 

yields not very much different from the seeding agents described

earlier. This indicated that the other seeding agents studied were also

resonant at 266nm. A study of the UV absorption spectra of these

molecules showed that this was indeed the case. It would seem therefore 

that 2-photon ionisation with laser fluences of around 1pJ/mm^requires 

not only that the ionisation potential of the molecule be less than the 

energy of 2 photons, but also that the ionisation process should be

resonant.

It was thought that other organic molecules with strong resonances 

would prove useful as seeding agents. For this reason 2,6 lutidine and 

mesitaldehyde were chosen because they have very strong resonances at 

266nm. In addition 2,6 lutidine has a very high vapour pressure and 

mesitaldehyde is not nearly as toxic as the molecules studied earlier. 

The ionisation yield of 2,6 lutidine proved to be very low. This was 

thought to be due to unfavourable competition between the ionisation 

and relaxation processes in the intermediate excited state of the 

molecule. Mesitaldehyde had a large ion yield. It has not been 

eliminated as a possible candidate for a seeding agent.

Dimethyl-phthalate and dibutyl-phthalate were studied since it was 

thought that they, or molecules like them, may be responsible for some 

of the remaining background ionisation observed in counter gases. The 

ion yield of dimethyl-phthalate was very low due to its low vapour 

pressure at room temperature. Dibutyl-phthalate produced no detectable 

ionisation at 266nm with a laser fluence of IpJ/mmf
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With acetaldehyde it was thought that three photon ionisation with 

the tripled Nd:YAG output (350nm) would be possible. Acetaldehyde has a 

2-photon absorption resonance at about 350nm. Without laser focussing 

acetadehyde could not be ionised, even on the strong 2-photon resonance 

at 364nm.

Identification of the impurities responsible for the background 

ionisation of counter gases was important for reasons apart from their 

possible use as seeding agents. It was necessary, first of all, to form

a better understanding of the ionisation processes involved in the

interaction of the laser beam and secondly ther€, was a need to identify 

the source of the impurities, with a mind to alternative methods of 

ionisation control.

It was already understood that the ionisation was due to the

2-photon ionisation of low ionisation • potential impurities in the 

counter gas, but it was not clear whether the ionisation process was 

resonant or non-resonant. The presence of fine structure in the R2PI 

spectra of P10 counter gas indicated further that a resonant 2-photon 

process was involved. Comparison of the R2PI spectra with single photon 

electronic absorption spectra indicated that phenol and toluene were 

major contributors to the background ionisation. Phenol was found to be 

outgassing from plastic flow pipes used in the construction of the first 

counter flow systems. R2PI fine structure associated with phenol

disappeared on removal of the plastic flow pipes from the system. R2PI 

structure associated with toluene was then identified. The source of 

the toluene did not appear to be from a single source in the counter or 

flow apparatus. Adsorption and subsequent desorption from the counter 

walls was the main mechanism by which toluene found its way into the 

counter gas. Toluene may have been introduced into the counter when 

cleaning the inner surfaces with solvents like methanol and ethanol, in 

which toluene is a common impurity.
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By flushing clean gas through a counter a background R2PI spectrum 

was produced that indicated the presence of further, as yet 

unidentified, impurities.

Boerner (1985) reported the presence of several organic impurities 

in counter gas. Several of these were substituted benzenes with UV 

resonances at around 266nm. It seems likely that any of these 

molecules, or molecules similar to them, is responsible for the

remainder of the R2PI background.

A positive identification of the remaining impurities could not be 

made using laser ionisation mass spectrometry, since the sensitivity of 

the quadrupole mass spectrometer was too low. At best the system could 

detect 10 ion pairs produced in the ion source. With the power levels 

available from the dye laser at 266nm it was calculated that partial 

pressures of an impurity in the spectrometer ion source would have to be 

of the order 10"'° torr. Direct introduction of the P10 gas into the 

counter meant that the impurities were present at pressures of about 1O"'̂  

torr. Several methods to increase the partial pressures of the

impurities were attempted without success.

The mass spectrometer could not detect any impurities present in 

counter gases, but it was capable of detecting laser induced ions from 

pure samples of TEA, phenol and toluene. Pure samples of these 

molecules were introduced into the counter at partial pressures of 

around 10"* torr. With focussing of the laser beam, extensive 

fragmentation of the parent molecules was observed.

Study of the R2PI of background impurities in counter gases is

important in fields of study other than laser calibration. The presence

of impurities like toluene is not confined to proportional counters and 

MWPC’s. For instance materials used in, and methods used for, the 

construction of mass spectrometers are similar to those used for MWPC’s. 

Therefore mass spectrometers are likely to contain traces of low
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ionisation potential molecules. Trace levels would be at the ppb level, 

and therefore for all but the most sensitive mass spectrometers they 

would not be detected. Where the presence of minute traces of low 

ionisation potential molecules may become a problem is in Resonant 

Ionisation Mass Spectrometers (RIMS). For many applications RIMS 

systems must be very sensitive (ie capable of detecting single ions). 

Their sensitivity often depends on an ability to selectively ionise an 

atom or molecule by resonant MPI. If the absorption resonance coincides 

with one of the broad resonances of an ionisable impurity then many 

unwanted ions may be produced. The problem may be exacerbated ; by 

fragmentation of the impurities, thus producing ions of indeterminate 

mass over a wide mass range. Therefore it would be better for RIMS if 

wavelengths of greater than 350nm were used. This would reduce the R2PI 

background by several orders of magnitude.
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SECTION 9 .-Z : THE FUTURE.

LASER CALIBRATION.

Toluene appears to be a very strong candidate as the seeding agent 

in the ALEPH TPC. It is not sticky, it has a large ion yield and in the 

short term it has no effect on the properties of the counter or on the 

filters used to remove oxygen and water from the counter gas. However, 

the long term effects of toluene seeding on the properties of counters 

have still to be studied.

In the future, work at Glasgow, related to the laser calibration 

of MWPC’s will decline. The process of laser ionisation in counter 

gases is now better understood and toluene has been found to be a useful 

seeding agent. From this work R2PI spectroscopy has shown itself to be 

a very promising technique for the detection of trace levels of certain 

organic impurities.

The emphasis of work at Glasgow has now shifted to resonant 

ionisation mass spectroscopy and we hope that this technique will have 

sufficient sensitivity to identify further low ionisation potential 

molecules in counter gases.

RESONANT IONISATION MASS SPECTROSCOPY.

In future the RIS group at Glasgow will concentrate on the 

development of laser mass spectrometer systems for the analysis of trace 

elements in bulk samples. At present there exists a quadrupole mass 

spectrometer with both electron bombardment and laser ionisation 

facilities. Although, as already explained in chapter 8, this system 

could not be used for sensitive analysis, it has been useful for 

determining fragmentation patterns of organic impurities known to be
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present in proportional counter gas. This spectrometer will continue to 

be used for resonant ionisation spectroscopy and mass spectroscopy.

Several types of mass spectrometer exist that can be used for 

laser ionisation mass spectroscopy, for example, quadrupole, magnetic 

sector and time of flight (TOF) mass spectrometers. For analysis of 

trace elements, the mass spectrometer must have a very high ion 

collection efficiency. The best ion collection efficiencies are 

obtained with TOF mass spectrometers. Quadrupole and magnetic sector 

mass spectrometers are less efficient because the ion optics used only 

transmit those ions that are travelling almost parallel to the 

long itudinal axis of the mass filter. The filter in turn separates out

an individual mass. TOF mass spectrometers, on the other hand, can

transmit most ions produced in the ion source and do not filter out 

individual masses.

Ions produced by laser ionisation in a TOFMS, are first 

accelerated in an electric field. The velocity of an ion, after 

acceleration, will be related to its mass (a lighter ion will have a 

greater velocity than a heavier ion). Mass separation is achieved by 

drifting the ions down a region of field free space, where they are 

detected by a secondary electron multiplier or a channeletron. The

arrival time, t, of the ions is related to their mass, m, by the

following equation:

!■ =ydm/2Ve

where d is the drift length, V is the accelerating potential and e is 

the charge of an electron. TOF systems do not have particularly good 

mass resolution, although they can easily resolve masses separated by 

1AMÜ. Therefore they are suitable for elemental and isotopic analysis, 

where single element selection is achieved in the ion source by resonant 

ionisation.
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Where the low resolution of TOF systems may become a problem is in

molecular analysis, or where molecular ions contribute to background

signals in elemental analysis.

Two types of time of flight (TOF) mass spectrometer are being

built. A schematic diagram of these is shown in figure 9-1• The first

TOF system uses a laser to ablate the surface of the sample to be 

ionised, producing a plume of neutral atoms just above the surface. (A

N2_ laser is to be used for the ablation of the sample). The atoms in

the plume are then interrogated by the tunable output of a Spectron

Nd:YAG pumped dye laser with a pulse length of 15ns and a maximum

repetition rate of 20Hz. (Due to be installed shortly is a second dye 

laser which will allow multi-laser and Doppler free experiments to be

carried out). The ions are accelerated in an electric field and

focussed with ion optics. They then pass down a 1m field free region

onto a secondary electron multiplier. Signals from the multiplier are 

digitised in a transient recorder. Data is collected by an IBM personal

computer via a GPIB/IEEE-488 communications bus.

The second TOF system will use a pulsed argon ion gun to ablate

the surface of the sample. The argon ion gun has the facility to raster

the surface allowing a topolographical analysis of trace elements.

The mass spectrometers will be used for various studies.

a) The sensitivity of a spectrometer may be impaired by the ionisation 

of low ionisation potential molecular impurities. Studies are to be 

carried out on the effects of these impurities on spectrometer 

sensitivity. It is hoped that other low ionisation potential impurities 

in P10 gas may be identified.

a) Another study will determine the suitability of RIMS for nuclear

waste monitoring, especially low energy p emitters like Caesium.
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b) Determination of the half lives of long lived p emitters will also 

be attempted. Initially Technetium (99), with a half life of 10^years, 

will be studied.

c) A more sensitive technique for trace analysis of impurities in 

semiconductor materials. Using the argon ion gun it is hoped that 

depth profiling of the semiconductor sample may be possible.

d) As a method for the detection of trace levels of explosive 

materials in air. Replacement of the current technique used for 

detecting explosives with laser ionisation may give greater sensitivity. 

The TOP spectrometers will be used to determine the optimum wavelength 

for the ionisation of explosive molecules.

SENSITIVITY OF TOP SPECTROMETERS.

At present it is estimated that the TOP mass spectrometers at 

Glasgow will have a sensitivity of the order of parts per billion 

(1:10). for most elements. This compares well with the best 

sensitivity of secondary ionisation mass spectrometers (SIMS), which are 

already used commercially for elemental analysis. SIMS relies on the 

detection of ions produced by an ablating ion beam. The yield of ions 

produced in this way is very matrix dependent and only in certain 

favourable cases can ppb sensitivity be attained (Kimock et al (1984)). 

RIS will also use ion ablation but, unlike SIMS, it will analyse the 

neutral atoms sp uttered from the surface of the sample. This has two 

advantages over SIMS: 1) Sputtering neutral atoms from solid samples is 

not strongly matrix dependent and 2) The ratio of neutral to ionic 

species sputtered from the surface of a sample is generally better than
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100:1.

The current sensitivity of RIMS systems is limited by the 

following considerations:

a) The efficiency with which neutral atoms, in their electronic ground 

states, can be removed from the surface of the sample.

b) The efficiency with which the interrogating laser can ionise the 

selected neutral atoms. This is related to the geometric overlap of the

laser beam with the neutral atoms removed from the sample and to the

intensity and repetition rate of the laser.

c) The transmission efficiency of the TOP system.

Each of these considerations will be dealt with in turn.

a) Ablation: TOP systems require a pulsed ion source. Continuous

ablation of the sample would be very inefficient, and hence ablation is 

pulsed by using a pulsed ion gun or laser.

The number of neutral atoms ablated from the sample surface by

laser ablation is dependent upon the wavelength and intensity of the 

light and its angle of incidence to the sample surface.

The number of neutral atoms ablated from the sample surface by ion

ablation is dependent on the primary ion energy (which determines the 

sputter yield, see figure 9-2), the ion current, the angle of incidence
o oof the ion beam to the sample surface (optimal at between 45 and 60 from 

the normal to the surface (Kimock et al (1984))) and the ion species 

used to ablate the surface. Noble gas ion beams produce a greater 

proportion of neutrals than other ion beams that are available. Figure 

9-3 shows the variation of sputter yield with different noble gas ion 

beams.

The system at Glasgow will use an argon ion gun. This has an ion

current of 15pA (9.4x1o'^ArVsec) with a pulse length of Bps and a pulse

rate of 20Hz (limited by the Nd:YAG repetition rate). The ions will
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have a typical sputter yield of 5 neutrals per argon ion. therefore the
ICnumber of atoms ablated from the surface will be about 3x10 /sec.

b) Laser ionisation: Maximum ionisation efficiency is approached when

there is a 100$ geometric overlap between the laser beam and the sputter

plume and when the laser ionisation process is saturated. Even under

these conditions not every atom will be ionised since some have been

excited into electronic states from which they cannot be resonantly

ionised by the same laser wavelength as that to ionise those in the

ground state. It has been estimated that the number of atoms in

unsuitable electronic configurations may be as high as 50$, which means

that 1.4x10°atoms/sec ground state atoms will be produced. The sputter

plume produced by a Bps argon ion beam pulse will extend some 6mm over

the duration of the pulse. At present the NdrYAG system cannot produce

a saturation fluence for a beam 6mm in diameter. It is estimated that

with the fluence currently available 30$ of the plume will be ionised,
qmeaning that for the typical argon ion beam 4x10 IP/sec will be 

produced.

By using techniques complementary to resonant MPI it is hoped that 

the ionisation efficiency may be improved. Figures 9-4a,b and c show 

three possible techniques. Figure 9-4a depicts ionisation by resonant 

excitation into a high lying Rydberg level followed by collisional 

ionisation. Collision induced ionisation from the Rydberg levels is 

easily saturated. Collisional ionisation is more efficient than R2PI 

because the absorption cross-sections of transitions into Rydberg states 

are generally greater than for transitions into states in the continuum. 

Appendix 3 summarises studies carried out on the collisional ionisation 

of caesium and in the near future similar experiments will be carried 

out on rubidium.

Figure 9-4b depicts field ionisation. As in collisional
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ionisation this involves excitation of the atom into high lying Rydberg 

levels. Ionisation is then induced by a pulsed electric field. The 

third technique involves autoionisation (see chapter 1-4: 

Autoionisation). Essentially autoionisation produces apparent 

resonances above the continuum level of the atom (see figure 9-4c). By 

tuning the laser to one of these resonances, ionisation can be enhanced 

considerably.

c) Transmission efficiency: Typical transmission efficiencies for a

TOP system are 50%, but with careful construction they can approach
q100%. Assuming 50% transmission, 2x10 ion/sec will be detected by the 

RIMS system which is consistent with detection of about Ippb of impurity 

in a bulk sample (current systems can detect single ions impinging on 

the detector).

As mentioned above, laser or ion ablation can be used to remove neutral

atoms from the surface of a sample. For rapid analysis of bulk

materials laser ablation is favoured. It can sputter large numbers of 

neutrals from a sample surface in a very short time (<ps). The main

drawback of laser ablation is that it cannot easily be adapted for

continuous depth profiling. Argon ion beams are seen as a more gentle 

method of ablation and are currently used for depth profiling of solid 

samples. The accuracy of depth profiling by ion ablation is limited by 

a process called Cascade Mixing. This effect is caused by atoms in 

surface layers of the sample receiving sufficient energy from the ion 

beam to be implanted in lower layers of the sample. Their movement can 

then confuse the results for the subsequent analysis of the lower 

layers.

The resolution of conventional RIMS systems is limited by the 

temporal, spatial and kinetic energy distributions of the ions leaving
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the ion source. Lasers produce very a narrow temporal distribution 

because their pulse length is very short. The spatial resolution is 

related to the spatial cross section of the probe laser. A laser beam

of about 6mm diameter would be required to efficiently ionise neutrals 

sputtered from a sample by an argon ion beam. Laser ionisation beams 

with smaller diameters could be used for if the ablation was carried out 

with lasers because of the narrower spatial distribution of sputtered 

neutrals.

Kinetic energy distributions for laser sputtered neutrals follow a 

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution around a temperature value which would 

typically be 1000K O.leV). The typical energy spread of sputtered 

neutrals produced by an ion gun range from a few eV to Kev but are 

sharply peaked around 5eV.

High resolution high transmittance TOFMS are available and may be 

acquired for RIMS experiments at Glasgow. Two such systems are the 

reflectron (Boesl et al (1982) and Schlag and Neusser (1983). and

poschenrieder (Poschenrieder and Oetjen (1971) TOF mass spectrometers. 

In both of these systems the effect of the initial kinetic energy spread 

on the resolution is reduced by increasing the distance travelled by the 

higher energy ions relative to the lower energy ions.

There is no doubt that the sensitivity of the RIMS technique will 

be improved in the near future. This will be achieved by the

development of more powerful tunable lasers with very high repetition 

rates and by the development of more efficient high resolution mass 

spectrometers. Even at present RIMS competes well with conventional 

analytical techniques (such as SIMS) and for some applications proves to 

have a greater sensitivity.

RIMS will find important applications in the fields of

fundamental and applied sciences. In fundamental physics it may be

applied to experiments concerning magnetic monopole searches, double
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beta decay, solar neutrino experiments and baryon conservation. It may 

also be used for the detection of quark atoms and superheavy atoms.

In applied science RIMS can detect trace impurities in semi

conductor materials. These impurities restrict the performance of high 

speed, high density integrated circuits. Present detection limits for 

these impurities should be extended considerably with RIMS. In the 

medical field the technique can be used as a non invasive method of 

measuring trace element concentrations in body tissues. This may help 

in the early diagnosis of certain diseases. At present there is a great 

deal of concern over the possible detrimental effects on the environment 

of the nuclear industry. RIMS can be used to monitor nuclides emanating 

from nuclear plants and may assist in selecting sites for the safe 

disposal of nuclear waste.
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APPENDIX 1 

POPULATION RATE EQUATION MODELLING.

Only for very simple systems does quantum theory give exact 

quantitative predictions for MPI processes. More complicated multi- 

electron and molecular systems are generally modelled using perturbation 

theory. By this method, the real solutions to the Schrddinger wave 

equation for the system, are approximated by the combination of a set of 

exactly solvable solutions. Approximation to the real solutions for 

complex systems leads to more qualitative predictions for the MPI of the 

system.

Adequate quantitative modelling of MPI processes can be achieved by 

using the quite simple population rate equations (PRE). The PRE method 

incorporates some of the basic predictions of perturbation theory. For 

example, multiphoton absorption transition rates through virtual states 

are given by perturbation theory as;

and is also used to describe a similar transition, using the PRE model. 

PRE modelling is applicable only for MPI processes where coherence 

effects of the light play an insignificant role in the absorption 

process.

Figure A1-1 shows schematically a MPI process through a single real 

intermediate state. It shows a N-photon absorption into the real state 

followed by an N-photon absorption into the ionisation continuum. Also 

depicted on the figure are various competing processes often observed in 

molecular systems. These are spontaneous, stimulated and irreversible 

decay processes. Irreversible decay often occurs as the result of level
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Figure: A1-1 Schematic diagram of N+N-photon ionisation of molecules,

uum
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Crossing and collisional processes (see chapter 1).

The rate of change of population, in the radiation field, for each 

molecular state is first calculated. Equations A1, A2 and A3 give the 

rate equations for each of states Ŝ , Sjand C respectively.

/)/

= QiŜ - (kg + kĵ + Oi + P) Sj(t) A 2-

C(t) = ps,6) A 3

where (t), S,(t) and C(t) are the ground,intermediate and continuum 

state populations, and kp are the spontaneous and irreversible decay 

rates and cK and  ̂are the stimulated absorption-émission and ionisation 

rates respectively, given by:

P = 02I"

respectively. Using a top hat approximation to the laser temporal 

profile and assuming that at t=0,only the ground state is populated 

(Sg,(0)), then the rate equations can be solved for C to give:

C = p + )[ 1 + ( Lf(K-L))e-«‘ - ( K/(K-L) X  A4

where T is the pulse duration and
k\ U
j =(+P*» )/2 I I [(p + 0c)2-4a(P + t^)]ia/2
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At low laser flux ̂ KT and LT become <<1. The exponentials can then 

be replaced by their Maclaurin expansions:

e* = 1 + X + x̂ /2. + x /̂6 + ......

The ionisation yield C then simplifies to:

c = apsgiî = 0i02i(N+N')ŝ2

/
Therefore, with T constant, the ionisation yield varies as the N+N th 

power of the laser flux. Under these conditions the MPI process is un

saturated. Log/log plots of ionisation versus flux would yield a
/straight line with a gradient of N+N.

As the flux is increased KT and LT eventually become>1 and the

exponentials in equation A4 approach zero, leaving:

C = pS„/(P + k)

and

These equations represent saturation of the MPI process.

Calculations for the resonant two-photon ionisation (R2PI) of

molecules are given below. R2PI is the most simple of the MPI
/ ̂mechanisms described above, since N and N are both set to 1.

Typical values for the absorption decay parameters in molecular

R2PI processes are :

“/?' o -if 2.  ̂ -IC5j=10cm (3^=10 cm k^= 10 sec kp= 0 - 10 sec
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A typical laser pulse duration is ̂ xlÔ sec. Figure A1-2 shows the 

calculated value of the proportion of molecules ionised in the 

interaction region against laser flux, using the parameter values listed 

above.
-18 XFor example, phenol has an ÜV cross-section of o^= 10 cm. With a

ii «2, %laser fluence of IpJ/mm at 266nm only 1 in 9Lx10 molecules of phenol is

ionised. Using these values the ionisation cross-section is calculated to
-18 1 be about 10 cm

Figures A1-3 to A1-4 show the effect of varying the parameters in 

equation A4. Listed below are brief explanations for each graph. Unless 

otherwise stated the parameters are as above, with kp set to a value of 

10̂  sec'J

Figure A1-3: aj the UV absorption cross-section was varied in

multiples of 500 between 15 xio'̂ ĉm̂  and 10”** cm^ Ionisation yield 

dependence on laser flux for each is numbered in order of decreasing 

cross-section.

Figure A1-4: o^the ionisation cross-section was varied between
-34  ̂ -12. z1-5x10 cm and 10 cm in multiples of 500. Ionisation yield dependence on 

laser flux for each is numbered in order of decreasing cross-section.

Figure A1-5: kp the irreversible decay rate was varied between 10^

sec"'and 4x10̂ ŝec'' in multiples of 500. Ionisation yield for each kpis 

numbered in order of increasing kp.

/jFigure A1-6: k ̂ the spontaneous decay rate was varied between 10

sec"'and ^xlO^sec^in multiples of 500. Curves are numbered by increasing 

values of k̂ .
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Figure AI-?: T the puise duration was varied between 6x10 ̂ ec to

6x10^sec in multiples of 100. The curves are numbered by increasing T.

Figures A1-8 and A1-9: Show the effect on the ionisation of

varying the laser flux but keeping fluence constant. The separate

horizontal lines in figures A1-8 and A1-9 represent variations in UV 

absorption and ionisation cross-sections respectively. Over a wide range 

of flux the ionisation is constant.

CONCLUSIONS.

PRE’s can be used to model MPI processes in complex systems. 

Analytical solutions to a general MPI process through an intermediate 

real state were calculated. Using typical cross-sections and state 

lifetime values for molecules the PRE model predicts that in a 6x10 sec

pulse of fluence 1pJ/mm about 1 in ZxlO of the molecules in the

interaction region should be ionised. For phenol the experimental value

was calculated to be f i n a s s u m i n g  an irreversible decay rate of 10^ 

sec). The curve in figure A1-4 indicates that saturation of the R2PI 

process begins at a laser flux of around 10^photons/cm%GC. This is 

equivalent to a fluence of about 400pJ/mm for a laser pulse duration of 

6x10 \ec and wavelength of 266nm. Fluences of this order can be achieved 

by the use of high power UV lasers or by focussing lower power lasers.

It should be noted that for irreversible decay rates between 10 

and 2.5x10^ sec",' the PRE model predicts very little change in the total 

ion yield. For values of kp >10^ sec''the ion yield falls rapidly. 

Lutidine (chapter 7 ) gave unexpectedly low ion yields this may be the 

result of a large irrevesible decay rate.

For typical parameters in the PRE equation the ion yield is 

constant with constant fluence (flux x pulse duration = constant). Only
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at extreme parameter values does it deviate from this behaviour. This 

deviation may have been caused by a computer underflow.

PRE modelling can be extended to multi-step, multi-laser MPI 

processes. The rate equations for these more complicated processes 

often have no analytical solutions, and must be solved numerically. PRE 

modelling of 2-laser, 3-photon resonant ionisation of atoms is described 

by Singhal et al (1987).
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Figure Al-2: PRE model calculation Figure A1-3: Variation of

for MPI of a typical molecule.
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Figure Al-6: Variation of kg». Figure Al-7: Variation of T.
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APPENDIX 2

I M  ALEPH TPC.

The ALEPH Time Projection Chamber (TPC) forms the centre of the 

particle detector being built at CERN. The TPC will be situated at an 

interaction point of the large electron-positron collider.

Figure A2-1 shows a cutaway view of the ALEPH detector. The TPC 

will have a cylindrical geometry of 4.4m length, split into two 2.2m 

drift regions by a central high voltage membrane. Plates at the ends of 

the chamber will have an outer radius of 1.77m and inner radius of 

0 .33m. A 90-10/5 or 80-20% argon/methane mixture at atmospheric pressure 

will be used as the electron drift gas medium.

Electrons produced by a particle event or by laser ionisation will 

drift towards the end plates in an electic field of about 200v/cm 

parallel to the chamber axis. Their arrival at the end plates will be 

recorded by grids of proportional wires and also by signals from an 

array of rectangular metallic plates called pads. Signals from the pads 

are induced by the charge avalanche produced close to the proportional 

sense wires. In the r-0 plane the position of the track is determined 

by the pulse height ratios induced from adjacent pads. The distance, z, 

above the pad plane is calculated from the arrival time of the signals 

on the pads and on the drift velocity of the electrons in the gas.

An end plate will have 21 pad rows, with a total of 22000 pads. 

Four millimetres above the pad plane are the field and sense wires. A 

further grid plane 8mm above the pad plane provides an earth, 

maintaining the electric drift field between the detectors and the high 

voltage membrane. Electric field inhomogeneities in the drift region 

are reduced by outer and inner field cages supporting ringed conductors
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Figure: A2-1 Cutaway view of the ALEPH TPC.
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held at suitable potentials.

Space charge near the sense wires produced by the amplification of 

unwanted background ion tracks, can drift into the electon drift region 

introducing inhomogeneities in the electric field. The ions are

prevented from doing this by placing a gating grid of wires 12mm above 

the pad plane. Figure A2-2 and A2-3 show diagrams of the pad geometry 

and the wire plane configuration for the ALEPH TPC.

THE ACCURACY 0£ THE ALEPH TPC.

The diffusion of electrons, as they drift towards the detector 

plane, sets the limit to the accuracy that can be achieved in a gas 

filled MWPC. The inherent accuracy of the ALEPH TPC in the r-0 plane 

has been calculated to be about = 160pm (Blum 1984). Further effects 

defining the accuracy of the TPC are given below, and in more detail by 

Blum (1984). All of these effects can be studied with laser induced ion 

tracks.

ANGULAR AND E % B EFFECTS.

The distribution of electron avalanches on a wire, with no

magnetic field present is given by:

Oj=Oq (D/D q )sin0/cosa Dg = Im

where D is the distance of electron drift, 6 is the polar angle of the

track and ot is the angle between the normal to the wire and the

projection of the track in the wire plane (see figure A2-4).

Clustering of electrons along the track from fluctuations in the

primary ionisation distribution, and changes in the drift direction due
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Figure; A2-2 Pad geometry of the ALEPH TPC.
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Figure: A2-4 Projection of track on wire plane.
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to E X g. effects near the sense wires, produce further uncertainties. 

The E X g effect can be characterised by an angle M/ (see figure A2-5). 

The length, 1, of the wire affected by the charge from the track is then 

given by:

l = L|tana 1

The number of clusters along 1 is then:

= NgL / C cos a  sin 6

where is the number of primary charge clusters along the track per 

unit length. L,Of and 0 are as before. The mean square displacement 

of the mean avalanche position along the track is given by the relation:

( COS a  sin 6 X tana - tan

and

K| is a factor which takes into account fluctuations in the cluster 

sizes. Positional accuracy of the avalanches on the wire is then 

given by:

PAD ACCURACY,

The accuracy in the determination of the x-coordinate from the
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pulse height measurements from the pads has been calculated to be:

^ / -dr X °  / Dg ) cosPy sm 8 /cos a  ) coŝ  Y cos tt sia 0 x

(taaa-tan̂ )2 + (022/n̂ )sm2p W a  + 0̂ 2

where C5J, 6, ^  Wand are as before. ng|| is the number of wires over 

one pad, if is the angle between the wires and the x-axis and p is the 

angle of the projection of the track onto the pad plane and the y-axis 

(see figure A2-6). The term:

( / n̂jj ) sin̂ p / coŝ a

reflects uncertainties in the signal due to amplifier noise and other 

effects. (5̂ represents the uncertainty due to the electrical pulse 

height measurement and to angle dependent effects.

MOMENTUM RESOLUTION.

The momentum, , of particles in the counter is determined from

the sagitta measurements for the laser ion track. For the ALEPH TPC the

momentum resolution is given by AP^/P^ and is calculated to be 0.9x10  ̂
- I

QjeV/c)for stiff tracks. Further losses in momentum resolution occur due 

to the bending of the track in a magnetic field.

DOUBLE TRACK RESOLUTION.

The double track resolution is given by the minimum distance 

between two points on different tracks that can be separated. In the 

r-(j) plane the minimum separation r(̂ is about 2 pad widths (12mm).

Separation in the z direction is determined by the pad length h, 

the polar angle, G, of the track and on the integration time of the
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Figure: A2-6 Projection of track on pad plane.
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electronic amplifiers, i.e.

Az = (li/ta jie)2 + (Azfeleotrioal

The separation in the polar angle is given by:

A0 = Az / fj

A further limit to the accuracy of the z coordinate calculation is 

the rate at which the analogue to digital converters (ADC’c) can analyse 

the pulse data. The ALEPH TPC will record the height of the amplified 

signal from the pads about every 80ns (a frequency of 125MHz). A 

gaussian fit to the pulse heights of three successive time bins covering 

the peak of the pulse is used to calculate the centroid of the pulse 

distribution.

The position of the track in the z direction is then calculated 

from the time separation of the centroid of the pulse and a reference 

trigger. Calculation of the centriod has a maximum accuracy of about 

25ns (equivalent to about 1.5mm in the z-axis) (Richter (1984)).

All of these effects on the accuracy of the TPC can be studied by 

laser induced ion tracks, but the most important use for laser 

calibration is the determination of global distortions in the MWPC and 

for real time calibration of the chamber during particle experiments.

THE ALEPH TPC LASER CALIBRATION SYSTEM.

A laser calibration system will be incorporated into the ALEPH 

TPC. Two single mode quadrupled Nd:YAG lasers will produce a total of 

30 tracks per 'shot' in the TPC, 15 in each half of the chamber. Figure 

A2-7 shows a schematic picture of the laser beam transport system.
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Laser beams are directed by a series of high quality mirrors into the 

centre of the TPC. It is then split into 3 beams of equal intensity 

parallel to the chamber axis at angles of ^ = 0°, 12(f and 240. 5

partially reflecting mirrors close to the particle interaction region 

split the beams further. The beams produce ion tracks which simulate 

high momentum stiff particle tracks emanating from the interaction
o o 0 0 oregion at polar angles of 0 = 18, 30, 39, 67 and 90. The quadrupled

Nd:YAG is diffraction limited, and its divergence is given by the

equation:

Where w(0) is the beam waist diameter (typically 2x10”̂ m), x is the 

length of the beam (about 10m) and \ is the wavelength (266nm for the 

quadrupled Nd.'YAG). Typical values for the parameters in the above 

equation give a spread of only 30^ over 10m.

Correction for global long-range distortions in the ALEPH TPC will 

be made by the measurement of the deviation from straightness of the 

laser track, and by apparent sagitta measurements (Wells et al 1986).

Earlier factors limiting the accuracy of the ALEPH TPC were 

outlined. To test these calculations and to determine the feasibility 

of using this type of detector on a large scale, a test TPC, the TPC 90, 

was constructed.
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APPENDIX 3..

ELECTRONIC ABSORPTION IN BENZENE AND ITS SUBSTITUTES.

The benzene molecule absorbs light in the near UV in three 

wavelength regions: there is a strong absorption at I85nm, and two 

weaker absorptions at about 200nm and 260nm. The strong absorption is 

attributed to an allowed transition between two electronic states of 

benzene. The weaker absorptions are attributed to symmetry forbidden 

electronic states of the benzene. Appearance of these resonances has 

been explained by quantum mechanical and group theoretical 

considerations, and are described briefly, for benzene, below.

A benzene molecule consists of 6 carbon atoms and hydrogen atoms 

arranged in an hexagonal configuration shown below:

% = Carbon n u c t i i

Bonding between the carbon atoms occurs because the s and p 

orbitals of neighbouring carbon atoms overlap. The bonds are of two 

forms: s to s ( ) bonds and p to p ( tT ) bonds, (n bonds in the ring
system dominate the spectroscopy of benzene in the near UV). 

Delocalisation of the electrons in each of the bonding p states leads to 

the formation of molecular orbitals, which are characterised by linear 

combinations of the ii orbital for each individual carbon atom

Figure A3-1 shows a schematic diagram of the 6 p orbitals in an 

hexagonal arrangement. Since the benzene molecule is symmetric, 

calculations of the orbital wavefunctions are simplified by applying a 

group theoretical approach. The benzene molecule has Dĝ  symmetry 

(table A3-1 gives the D̂  ̂ group table), but the more simple subgroup Cĝ



Figure: A3-1 Schematic diagram of the benzene molecule.
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(table A3-2) suffices for the initial calculations of the molecular 

wavefunctions and their energies.

By group theoretical methods the six molecular wavefunctions, 

spanned by ( II,,î l ^ T ^ , ) are found. The six functions are 

(Bishop (1973)):

Symmetry A, : a = ('/6 )̂ (̂ Tr,+Tl̂ +TÎ + TT̂+ ̂1̂+77̂)

Symmetry B, : b =

Symmetry E| : e = (%%)'̂ (̂ 2TT,-TT̂ -TTj+2TT̂

Symmetry E, : e = ('/,%)̂ ( ■n'l-TTj+TTj-TT̂  )
1/ '/]Symmetry E% : e = ( hx) ( 2TT, )

Symmetry E% : e = ('Az)̂ (̂ +TT3-TT5-TT̂  )

The energies of the orbitals are calculated from the equation

below,

dT

where ^  is the orbital wavefunction and H is the Hamiltonian 

(energy operator) for the system. The following integrals are 

introduced;

Pi| = ^Jl-H Jl̂ dT =  ̂  (i,j are neighbours)

^ O  (i,j are not neighbours)

Where o<wis a Coulomb integral and ^ is a resonance integral. From these 

integrals the energies of the states are found to be,

E(Aj)= 0£ + 2P 

E(Bj)= a  - 2p
E(E^) = a  - p doubly degenerate.

E(!^) = a + P doubly degenerate.

This gives the energy level diagram for the molecular orbitals of 

benzene shown in figure A3-2. Each of the p orbitals of the atoms
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contributes one electron to the bonding; these are placed into each

orbital according to the Pauli principle. The benzene ground state is
3- 4therefore of the form â ^̂  ̂. Molecular orbitals a, and e, all contain 

2 electrons, and are called closed orbitals. Molecules with closed 

orbitals are called totally symmetric,(i.e. they span the totally
Isymmetric representation for the group). For benzene this is the A,, 

representation of the group

Now, for an allowed electronic transition the transition dipole 

integral must be non-zero, i.e.

<g|d|e >  = f 0

where and are the ground and excited state wavef unctions for

the molecule and d is the electric dipole operator. Group theory may 

again be used to determine the electronically allowed transitions for 

benzene.

The transition dipole integral will be zero unless its irreducible 

representation contains the totally symmetric irreducible representation 

of the group. The irreducible representation is found by taking the 

products of the irreducible representations for the ground state, 

excited state and dipole operator. The ground state has ̂ A,̂  symmetry, 

the dipole operator transforms as space coordinates x,y and z and its 

irreducible representation is the sum of the irreducible representations 

for the X,y and z coordinates which are given in each group table (see
Z 3 ftable A3-1). The first excited state of benzene is 6 e^^(see figure

0I I IA3-2) this gives a state symmetry of + B^^+ .
I IThe dipole operator spans and E,̂  in so the allowed

I Itransitions for benzene are calculated to be E,̂  and Â ^̂  , since the

cross products;
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^  * A z u  ̂  ^ A z u  -  * ^ 1
contain the totally symmetric irreducible representation .

The I85nm absorption observed in benzene has been ascribed to the

symmetry allowed transition between the the ground state with Â

symmetry and the excited electronic states w i t h s y m m e t r y  (the 

transition is written as A, E,̂  ̂). The 260nm absorption has been

ascribed to a symmetry forbidden A,̂  —► transition. It is not yet
I Iclear, but the 200nm absorption is thought to be the forbidden A,̂  —  ̂

transition. (Atkins (1978)). Why these transitions are observed at all 

is explained below.

VIBRATIONAL/ELECTRONIC (VIBRONIC) TRANSITIONS.

I IA symmetry forbidden A,̂  —► B^^ transition is observed at around

260nm in benzene. A general theory accounting for the appearance of the 

transition using perturbation and group theory is given below.

The potential energy of an electron in a molecular orbital is 

dependent on the configuration of the nuclii of the molecule, so, 

therefore is the Hamiltonian (the energy operator) for the electron. The 

Hamiltonian for the electron can then be written as the Taylor expansion 

of the potential, V, with respect to the nuclear framework of the 

molecule in normal coordinates,0%,i.e.

The kinetic energy operator of the electrons is independant of so the 

equation can be written:

H. = H.“ + ?  ( S H j SQi )□ Q; +.

^  \ l / ~   ̂M/” Owhere H^t  ̂= E^ and E^ is the energy of the unperturbed system. The 

presence of the terms dependent on Q- in the Hamiltonian constitute a
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perturbation to the molecular system. This causes a mixing of the 

wavefunctions of the molecule. The wavefunction for a state is then 

taken as the unperturbed wavefunction plus the sum of contributions from 

all the other states of the molecule i.e.

where is given by the equation;

C„ = 5  Qi ( SH. / S Q  )o f / )  ( E/) - E.C) ) JT
wEĵ  are the energies of the states.

Now supposing that only the upper excited state of the molecule is 

perturbed then;

y  = y  (0)B g

and

n n

Therefore the transition dipole is:
< g | U n > =

= d Ÿ / )  d t + 2  C /  dT

If the ̂ ^  transition is forbidden (like the A, —» transition
3 d

for benzene) then the first term on the right hand side of the equation 

is zero, so the equation becomes ;

■< g I d i u >  = 2  c /  \  dT

The integral will be non-zero if the product of the irreducible 

representations for X Â . ' and d contains the totally symmetric 

irreducible representation for the group. The coefficient will be 

non-zero if the product of the irreducible representations for ^  ,^and 

)g contain the totally symmetric irreducible representation 

for the group. The Hamiltonian of a system always transforms as the
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totally symmetric representation of the group and therefore so must
A ■

The coordinates will span representations which need not 

be totally symmetric, so )y must span the same representation .

Therefore will be non-vanishing if the product of the

representations, xP̂ *̂  contains the totally symmetric irreducible

representation of the group. This means that through the mixing of 

states, caused by a perturbution to the system, it is possible to obtain 

transitions between electronically forbidden states.

The appearance of Q[ ,the coordinates of the nuclii, in the 

perturbation implies a mixing between vibrational and electronic states 

(vibronic states) so the wavefunction for the system should probably be 

written;

'*'*n = f ^  «P
where

C_. = 2  ^ Q, w.. dt ( v m "  ( SH, ;SQ,),y,( )"

and ^  are the vibrational wavefunctions of the system.
I IThe break in the symmetry rules observed for the 

transition for benzene can then be explained. Symmetry selection rules 

must be applied to the vibronic states of benzene and not just to the 

electronic states. Then the overall symmetry of the system should be 

taken into account.

In benzene for instance if a vibration of symmetry can be 

excited then the dipole transition integral will be non-zero and the
Itransition will be allowed. The symmetry of the B^u excited state when 

vibrating with a symmetry 'Ê is found by taking the product of the
\ Iirreducible representations E

E,̂
I (as already stated the A, —» E,ŷ transition is symmetry allowed.

4
Accounting for the appearance of the spectrum at 260nm.
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NEAR Uy ABSORPTION IN MONOSUBSTITUTED BENZENES.

The near UV absorption at around 260nm for benzene has been shown 

to be allowed through weak interactions with vibrations that remove some 

of its symmetry. The symmetry of benzene can also be reduced by the 

substitution of one of the hydrogen atoms on the molecule with a radical 

or a group of atoms i.e.

Cl (  / O H  (  / C H ,

. The extent of the intensification of the transition is dependent 

on the extent of the interaction between the electrons in the

substituent and the benzene ring system. Sklar (1939) showed that the
I 'intensification of the A,̂  —► B^y^transition in benzene could be explained 

satisfactorily by the migration of electrons from the substituent into

the ring system. Larger migrations result in a more intense absorption. 

For example Phenol is observed to absorb about 20x more than toluene 

which in turn absorbs about lOx more than benzene. The-OH group contains

a lone pair of electrons which can both migrate into the ring giving a

large intensification of the B^^transition. The -CHg group has only

tightly bound electrons, and so contribute little to the ring.

In addition to the intensification of the absorption due to

substitutions, a shifting of the wavelength of the absorption is

observed. Herzfeld (1947), by similar methods as Sklar, showed that the 

wavelength shifts were also dependent on the extent of electron

migration into the ring system. Toluene and phenol are both shifted

about 9nm and 15nm respectively above the 260nm absorption for benzene.
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TABLE A3-1 IHE GROUP TABLE.

fU.

-2.'W.
-2

x ^ +

TABLE M - 2  IHE GROUP TABLE

-2

% 1 2 .X +y ,z

0 (x,y)(R^,Ry) (xz,yz)
X X
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APPENDIX il.

MPI SPECTROSCOPY OF CAESIUM ATOMS.

SECTION AiL-1: INTRODUCTION.

Of current interest to the RIS Group at Glasgow is the development 

of an analytical tool for monitoring low level nuclear waste materials 

in the environment. A time of flight mass spectrometer is to be adapted 

to detect atoms ionised by MPI.

Resonant ionisation mass spectroscopy will provide an alternative 

method for monitoring trace levels of low energy, p active nuclides 

since conventional counting techniques are unsuitable for their 

detection at levels <1pCi/g of material.

One such nuclide, Caesium 137 ( ̂ ^Cs), was thought to be of

particular environmental interest. Therefore a study was made of its

R2PI and RgPI (2-photon resonant) spectra (scheme 1 and 5 on figure

1-19) to identify the most efficient method of ionising the atoms.

Caesium atoms were ionised inside proportional counters filled 

with a 7 0 % argon 30% methane gas mix at low pressure. A liquid sample 

of caesium was placed inside the proportional counter close to the laser 

interaction region. A dye laser was used to resonantly ionise caesium 

emanating from the solid sample. Preliminary experiments using a small 

brass counter failed to detect any caesium. The reason for this was 

thought to be because of reactions between caesium with organic

impurities desorbed from the counter walls, and with air leaking into

the counter.

Glass counters were built to reduce the level of background 

impurities in the counter gas. Some R2PI spectra of caesium were taken
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with the glass counters but eventually oxide layers formed on the

surface of the caesium sample. This layer prevented evaporation of

caesium into the counter gas.

Finally, the type 3 counter was designed and built. High vacuum 

components were used to minimise leakage of air into the counter. A

probe connected to a linear drive was used to extract small samples of

caesium from a caesium reservoir at the base of the counter. With this 

design it was found that the number of ion pairs produced in a 

saturated R2PI process was two orders of magnitude lower than the value 

expected for caesium at its saturated vapour pressure. Therefore even 

in the type 3 counter atomic caesium is removed by reaction with 

impurities in the counter gas, or possibly adsorption onto the counter 

walls.
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SECTION A&-2: SUMMARY OF RESULTS.

THE GLASS COUNTER.

Figure 4A-1 show a R2PI spectrum for caesium taken between 455nm 

and 460nm at a laser fluence of ?.2pJ/mm^ It shows well resolved 6s 

—# 7p transitions. The 6 s f  7p̂ ^̂  and 6s,—» 7p,/̂  transitions have

intensities 17 times and 4.5 times background respectively. (The 

background is attributed to the production of photoelectrons from the 

interaction of scattered light with caesium adsorbed onto the counter 

walls. The same effect was observed in the type 3 counter). The ratio 

of the peak intensities is 3.3:1 which is close to the value of 3*4:1 

quoted by Hurst et al (1977). At a laser fluence of around 7pJ/mm^some 

saturation of the R2PI of caesium at 455.5 and 459*3nm was observed.

Laser line broadening was observed (chapter 1:laser line 

broadening). Figure A4-2 shows the effect of increasing laser fluence 

on the line width of the resonance at 455.5nm. The laser fluences were 

7*2pJ/mm^ A; 8.9pJ/mm^ B; and 520pJ/mm^ C; with respective FWHM line 

widths of 0.06,0.07 and O.inm.

The line widths of the caesium resonances are greater than the 

natural line widths of the transitions (derived in chapter 1). This is 

due to a combination of Doppler, collisional and laser induced line 

broadening effects. The resolution (bandwidth) of the laser is a major 

contributor to the line width.

TYPE a COUNTER RESULTS.

R2PI spectra at wavelengths between 450nm and 460nm were taken at 

different laser fluences. Figure 4A-3 shows the 455.5nm and 459*3nm 

resonances. These have peak intensity ratios of about 3.1:1. The
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4A-1 R2PI spectrum of caesium at a laser fluence of 7.2pJ/mmr
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4A-2 Effect of increasing laser fluence on linewidth.

A) Laser fluence of 7.2/uJ/mm
B) Laser fluence of 8.9pJ/mm^
C) Laser fluence of 520juJ/mm̂
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4A-3 R2PI spectrum of caesium at a laser fluence of 0.8pJ/mmV
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fluence of the laser was 0.8pJ/min and log/log plots of ionisation versus

laser fluence indicated that the R2PI process was not saturated.

As for the glass counter, laser line broadening and R2PI
%saturation effects were studied. At a fluence of 8pJ/mm the ratio of

the peak intensities had reduced to about 3:2 (see figure 4A-4). At a
2laser fluence of 1.18mJ/mm both peaks displayed considerable broadening 

and the ratio of their heights was 1:1 (see figure 4A-5). This was in 

agreement with Hurst et al (1979)» who reported that the R2PI process 

via the 7p levels was 90% saturated at a laser fluence of I.OmJ/mmT

Figure 4A-6 further illustrates laser line broadening effects. The 

laser fluence was 8pJ/mm^ A; 32pJ/mm^ B; and HOO]xJ/mmf C; with 

respective FWHM widths of 0.05nm, O.inm and 0.13nm. Shoulders are 

observed on the blue wings of the peaks. Their appearance may be the 

result of distortions of the caesium 7p levels by argon atoms of the 

counter gas. Such structure has been observed by Nayfeh et al (1978) in 

a similar gas system, but he observed satellite peaks 0.4nm from the 

line centre.

^  M  A m  m  TRANSITIONS.

R2PI through 8p and 9P states were studied using different

laser dyes. The 6s,^ 8p)ŷ , 6s , 8p,/̂ , 6s,/̂ ~» 9Pj/and 6s,̂—» 9p,/̂

transitions,were observed at the expected wavelengths of 3 8 7.7nm,

3 8 8.9nm, 361.2nm and 361.9nm (Moore (1952)).

Again the dependence of the ionisation yield and peak width on

laser fluence was studied (see figures 4A-7 to 4A-11) Literature values

for the relative peak intensities do not appear to exist, so the

experimental values obtained could not be ratified, although the bound-

bound transitions are known. Total saturation of the R2PI process did
2.not occur even at laser fluences around 7mJ/mm.
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4A-4 Laser line broadening effects (laser fluence of 8pJ/nini )
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4A-5 Laser line broadening effects (laser fluence of 1.18mJ/ ) .
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4A-6 Laser line broadening effects.

A) Laser fluence of SpJ/nun.
B) Laser fluence of 32pJ/mii?
C) Laser fluence of itOOpJ/mm?'
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4A-7 6s to 8p transitions at a laser fluence of 1.19pJ/nmi.
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4A-8 6s to 8p transitions at a laser fluence of l3'SpJ/nmî
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4A-9 6s to 8p transitions at a laser fluence of
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4A-I0 6s to transitions at a laser fluence of 155 pJ/mnK
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4A-11 6s to 9p transitions at a laser fluence of 8.5mJ/min̂
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Saturation of the 6s np (n =7,8 and 9) transition requires 

greater laser power as the value of n increases. This is directly 

related to the transition probabilities for these transitions which 

decrease with increasing n, requiring a greater laser fluence to 

saturate the bound-bound transition in the R2PI process.

53. - RYDBERG TRANSITIONS.

Atomic states, close to the caesium single photon ionisation edge 

at 3l8.4nm (Compton et al (1984)), were studied. R2PI spectra were 

taken between the wavelengths of 3l8nm and 332nm using the frequency 

doubled output of the DCM dye. Continuous spectra could be obtained, 

since at the time these experiments were carried out the INRAD 

automatic tracking system was operative.

Resonant structure in the R2PI spectra, at wavelengths close to 

the ionisation edge, is attributed to ionisation via Rydberg states. 

Rydberg states are high energy orbitals close to the continuum. Cross- 

sections for the transition into the intermediate excited state have a
31/n dependence. (n is the principle quantum number). Compton et al 

(1984) reported a 1/n̂  dependence of the intermediate state to continuum 

cross-section. A 1/n̂  dependence would therefore be expected for the 

R2PI cross-section (assuming the R2PI process is unsaturated).

Figure 4A-12 shows the R2PI spectrum for caesium taken between

3l8nm and 323nm at a laser fluence of ImJ/mm. Instead of a decrease in

the ionisation yield with increasing n values, an increase in the ion 

yield occurs up to values of n=32. At values of n>32 the ion yield
3falls at a rate which is approximately 1/n dependent.

Rydberg levels are long lived and have large orbitals (Letokhov 

(1983). Therefore depopulation of the Rydberg states by collisional

processes will be common. An atom in an excited Rydberg state may
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4A-12 R2PI spectrum of caesium at a laser fluence of ImJ/mm.
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receive sufficient energy in a collision process to ionise it. The

probability of ionisation by this process is related to the number of

atoms or molecules in the counter gas with sufficient energy to raise

the excited caesium above its ionisation potential. As n increases the

additional energy required to ionise the atom decreases and a larger

proportion of the atoms or molecules in the Maxwel1-Boltzmann

distribution can ionise the caesium atom. Eventually a state is

reached where every atom reaching the Rydberg level will be ionised.

This is called collisional saturation. Beyond this point the ion yield
3is expected to fall as 1/n (the dependence of ground to intermediate 

cross-section on n).

Collisional ionisation and collisional saturation explain the

increase in ion yield from n=20 to n=32 and the subsequent fall in ion 

yield for n>32. Plots of ion yield versus n for n>38 gave a 1/n̂  

dependence, confirming theoretical predictions. A similar behaviour was 

observed for data obtained for rubidium (Bushaw and Whitaker (1981)).

The experiment was conducted in an electric field. Stark effects 

induced by the electric field in the proportional counter were thought 

to be responsible for shifts from the expected values of peak positions 

and single photon ionisation edge.

Figure 4A-13 shows the R2PI spectrum of caesium taken between
2,319-323nm at a laser fluence of 6.3mJ/mm. Fundamental light at a 

fluence of l8.3mJ/mm^ was passed through at the same time. Due to the 

increased laser intensity the ion yields of the peaks around 20p are 

similar to the collisionally enhanced peaks at around 32p. The 

immediate fall off in ion yield beyond n=32 is not as pronounced as in 

figure 4A-12, this is probably due to some saturation of the rydberg 

states at these n values.

Figure 4A-14 shows the R2PI spectrum for caesium between 322nm
1  2. and 332nm at a laser fluence of 2.8mJ/mm UV light and 12.?mJ/mm red
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4A-13 R2PI spectrum of caesium at a laser fluence of 6.3mJ/mn^
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4A-14 MPI spectrum of caesium at laser fluences of 2.8mJ/mm^UV
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light. It shows that collisional effects reverse the downward trend of 

the ion yield for values of n>l8.

Is - ns AND ^  - nd TRANSITIONS.

As mentioned in chapter 1, single photon transitions between s-s 

and s-d states are forbidden. In a 2-photon absorption process they are 

allowed. Some evidence of s - d and s - s  transitions can be seen in 

figure 4A-14 where both the doubled and fundamental light from the laser 

were used to ionise caesium.

A focussed laser beam was necessary to observe 2-photon absorption

3-photon ionisation resonances between 635nm and 665nm. A typical

spectrum obtained in this wavelength range is shown in figure 4A-15. 

The laser fluence was 53mJ/mm. Two series of peaks were observed one 

set 6 times more intense than the other. The more intense series are s- 

d transitions and the other s-s transitions. The difference in

intensity between both series of peaks is attributed to dissimilar

intermediate excited state to continuum cross-sections from d and s

levels (Compton et al (1984)).

Broad resonant structure observed in the R3P1 spectra are

tentatively attributed to resonant ionisation of caesium dimers or

polymers. They were not visible in the background spectrum and only

appeared when caesium vapour was present.
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SECTION M-3.: CONCLUSIONS.

For maximum detection efficiency of caesium in a time of flight 

mass spectrometer, saturation of the MPI process is desirable.

Saturation of the R3PI of caesium could not be obtained, even with

focussing, which gave a laser fluence of 53mJ/mm. The advantages of 

R2PI processes over higher order MPI processes have already been

discussed in chapter 1 (R2PI of molecules).

An interesting alternative to R2PI could be the ionisation of

caesium by excitation into a Rydberg state with subsequent collisional

ionisation. UV light is required to excite these levels, leading to 

possible problems due to R2PI of background impurities. Since the 

fluence of the laser however, need only be sufficient to saturate the 

ground to Rydberg state transition, the laser fluence may be too low to 

produce significant ionisation of background impurities.
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